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AESTRACT .
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the entire energy field- It discussis energy fuels, production
schemes, area ofqutilization, environmental considerations, and
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including each course in the curriculum. Written by a technicd1
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ABOUT ENERGY TECHNOLOGY MODULES

4.

PREFACE

0

Theoodules were,.developed by TERC-SW for use in two-year postsecondary technical

institutions to prepare technicians for employment and are useful in industry for up-

dating employees in company-sponsored training programs. The principles, techniques

aid skills taught in the modules, based on tasks that energy technicians perform, were

obtained from"a nationwide advisoTy committee of employers of energy technicians. Each

module was written by a technical expert and approved by representatives from industry.

Most modules contain the following elements:

Intro4uction, which identifies the topic, and often includes a rationale for
studying the material.

Prerequisites, which identify the material a student should be familiar with
before studying the module. .

Objectives, which clearly identify what the student is expected to know for sat-
isfactory module completion. 'The objectives, stated in terms of action-oriented
behaviors, include such action words as operate, measure, calculate, identify
and define, rather than words with many interpretations, such as know, under-
stand, -learn and appreciaii.

Subject Matter, which presents the4background theory and techniques supportive
to the objectivet'ofthe module. Subject matter is written with the technical
student in mind.

Jr' Exercises, which provide practical problems to.which the student Can apply this
new Know edge.

References, which are included as suggestions for supplementary* reading/viewing
for the student. d

Test, which measures the student's achievement of thetprestated objectives.

\ .

ABOUT THE FUNDAMENTALS OF ENERGY*TECHNOLOGY COURSE

The Fundamentals of Energy Technology course is designed as overview of the entire

energy field; it di %cusses energy fuels, production schemes, areas of utilization, envi-

ronmental consideration and conservation/audit principles. Most important for the

student, this course provides career visibility and a logical rationale for including

each course in the curriculum. This course should be taught to the student during the

first quarter or semester of the curriculum. The instructor is encouraged to use the

four'modules as a framework in yhich_films, speakers and numerous pamphlets can be

inserted. Since this course is spared more to the seminar approach than the technical,

"hands on" instructor, several of the Module elements related to laboratory exercises

are not included,'

I
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For want of
For want of
For want of
For want of
For want of
And all for

t
4..

1

-INTRODUCTION ,
, . ' ;

\ --s. ..

a nail, the shoe was 16st.
a shoe, the horse was lost.
a horse, the rider was lost.
a rider; the battle was lost.'
a battle, the kihgdom was lost
the wanf of a horseshoe nail.'

Mother Goose

Energy is the missing nail in today's world economy.
Right now, every effort is being made to either find that
missing nail or develop a substitute.

Although there is much talk about the so-called energy

shortage, there really is no,shortage of energy. There

is, theoretically, enough energy in one copper penny to

boil more than 30 million gallons of water.

The sh4rtage is in the ability to convert matter effi-.

ciently-and economically into useful energy. In the past,

technology has been concerned primarily with the use of

energy to power and Produce new things. In the future,

technology must also be concerned with the actual process
of,using and conserving energy more-efficiently and
wisely.

PREREQUISITES

None.

6
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OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should be

able to:

1. Define the following term's:

a. . Energy.

b2 Enerdt shortage.

c. Conservation Law.

d. Entropy Law.

e. Work.

f. Energy conservation.

g. Capital stock of U.S. economy.

h. The politics of energy.

i. Environmental ride.

j. Thermal pollution.

2. List the reaeons that have contributed .t the upward

spiral in a demand for energy on both a na tonal and

an international blsis-

3. List,the three factors that have co4 ntributed to a

total demand for energy.

4. Describ.e the past relationship between energy cons

tion and productivity and explain how this relation-

ship is changing in t1 United States.

S. List the fossil fuels.
0

6. List the complaintb of e vironmentaligts about each

f the fossil fuels, nuclear power, geothermal energy,

r energy, and hydropower energy production.

7: List the individuals or groups that have the power

to tare effective action about energy sources of the

future.

A. List the four areas of'energy management that can

- ,.

help conserve energy.

Page .2/EE-01
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9. Explain the dichotomy in which the United States finds

.itself 'concerndng the energy crisis.

10. List and describe the two areas through which the

solution to the energy crisis may be achieved,

410

C7

V
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WHAT IS ENERGY?

1

SUBJECT MATTER

I

In texts of the last several decades, energy generally
has been defined simply as the ability or capacity-to do.
work. All f,. unctions of our enriXonment regillire energy.

'However, this usesof energy must be viewed in terms of
the transformation of energy resources into various types
of energy.

For instance, natural resources like uranium, coal,
oil, and gas are transformed into heat,- pressure,- mechanical

N\ power, and electricity; hydropower and wind are also trans-
,

formed into electricity.

The first law of thermodynamics, the Conservation

Law,states that energy is not lost during such transforma-
tions. . In oth2r words, all the energy that ever was still
exists.

'What is lost is the ability to do work. The second
law of therModynaMics, the Entropy Law, describes the trans-

\formation of work: or heat into disorder, or entropy. Work
is performed only when a force is exeited'on a body while
the body moves at the same time, and in su,01 a way, that
the force has a component in the.directiory of, motion. Power
is defined as the rate at which work is p formed,

Theaiailatile work pr0 ovided b)Lheaf% p ssure, mechanical
energy, and electricity.is utilized in the bdilt environ-
pent (as opposed to the natural environment) tofperform
certaiOtasks. These tasks include the production of human
.comfort, the maintenance of set environmental',coaditions

within structures, the provision of lighting end communica-

tions, the movement of people and goods, and the removal

EF-01/P'age
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of waste products. Each of these tasks requires work of

a partiCular type and quality, but each task is presently

pi-ovided with energy of many different types and often
t

of ,a quality.far in excess__ need: ,
l

Energy, conservation is defined as a planning procep .

that emphaSiLes using -all thesavailablevork content of,*
. .

energy resources. The.available work content is called
. .

energy..
.

.,
, ,

WHE? DID THE CRISIS START?,

In the United States, a new attitude is rapidly emerging

concernirig the production and use ofenergy. Although .

variaus.consequence,Okthe so-called energy crisis have

been predictefor decades, the public has not taken the -

problems seriously until the past few years.

Inflation, rising utility costs, rationing, and gas

lines have 'Combined to demonstrate just how depeeent the
.

American systemis onenergy. As a result, energy is one

of the most popular topics of discussion and one of the

most controversial. It will continUeto be.

Everyone is faking about energy: consumers, politicians,

business persons, world leaders, and visitors to the. local

Laundromat. The increased cost of energy seems to-,be every-

one's chief concern, rather than an overwhelming preoccupa-

tion about ligited supplies. However,. both coriCerns are

equally valid.

Concern about energy-related topics is cross-cultural

and international. And that concern, based an"energy de-%

pendence, did not evolve out of nowhere.

Page 6/,EF-01
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WHAT IS THE HISTORY OF ENERGY?

Every civilization has something in its literature'

or history concerning energy. In'Gre4 mythology, for

exa-Mple, Prometheus stole the-fire df the gods to begin'
civilization. In the Bible, the beginning was light.

Throughout the ages, civilizatIon'sprogress,has paralleled
the development,Of new uses of energy.

Petroleum was first found and used froT surface pools .

by early civilizations for warmth, ,cooking, medicines,

and other-purposes. The Chinese drilled fot oil and gas

more than .2,060 years ago. Obviously,'energy has been
here as long as the sun. Hopefully, energy sources, will

continue to be, around for sometime to come. However,
the demand fo r energy.has increased with each technological'.

advance in an upward spiral that shows no sign of slowing.

WHAT ARE THE'FACTORS AFFECTING'DEMAft-OR ENERGY?

'ti

there arefseveral factors that affect,. the total demand
for energy: per capita energy consumption, population

and the world'aistribution.of energy sources.,- Both per ,

capita energy consumption and population are increasing.

Unfortunately, traditiona',1 energy sources are decreasing.
e

P'El.CAI)ITA ENERGY CONSUMPTION

A human requires a cextain amount of.energy in the form

of food.-each dtyin brder to exist. As hdmans progressed
I

from on state of'civilization to.another, theill per capita

11 EF-01/Page 7
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energy consumption` increased. For example, prehistoric

tribes needed only .energy from food; whereas, early agri-

cultural groups had to provide extra food energy for their

animals. The most, dramatic increases in energy consumption,

however, have come in the past, few hundred years with in
.

_dustriil development in many nations. The per capita'energy

consumption of various societies is illustrated in Figure 1.

The number at the left of Figure 1 indicates the amount

of energy individuals require in addition to food energy

for transportation:for example.

120 -

100 -

80

TIMe
MINIMUM

REQUIRED 60 -
AS FOOD\

a
\\\40

().
cc EE2v, - <
11J rC

s
<0

a .

0
0
z
=

Fi ye 1. Per Capita Energy Consumption
for Various Societies.

Although e.popurations of the earth are in various '

states of devel ment, there is'a tendency toward indus7

trializat,ion, an thereby,an increase in per capita energy
.

consumption. ;To illustrate the extreme, the per capital
.

-consumption of,ene gy frohl all sourcesin the United States-

i4 more than 100 t mes what is required as food.
.

Page 8/EF-01 12
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POPULATION

At the time of the Roman Ella ire the .population ofL P .P P

the world was approximately 1501million, with. an annual

increase of about 0.07%, or about 100,000 people. Due

to a'general increase in the qUality Of life,throughoui
.

the centuries, both the actual, population and the growth

rate have increased. The world population is now about

four billion, with an annual increa of 2%, or 80,000,000

people. Figure 2 illustrates the growth of world population.

POPULATION
IN

BILLIONS

3-

2

a

no"

3000 BC 2000 BC 1000 BC 0 AD 1000 AD 2000 AD
2

Figure 2. GrowthOf World Population.

As a result of increased population and per capita

consumption of energy, the demand fOr energy is increasing

at a'rate of'tbout 4% annually. This means that demand

fox energy - on a world scale doubles about eyery 18

years. Example A illustrates how an increase in per capita

consumptkon and population can combine to drastically in-
>

crease total energy consumption.

Until, only a short while ago, economists believed

that energy input was proportional to product.ivity. In

13
v.

EF-01/Page 9.
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other words, ess energy input equaled less productivity.

However, from 1973 to 1978, United States industry

reduced its energy use by 10% (about one quad*); produc-

tivity rose 12%.
,%

° XAMPLE A: ENERGY CONSUMUION.

Given: A country with a population of 14,000,000 in

1970 had a per capita energy consumptionof

0 50,000 Btus per day. Assume thit the population

increases by 30% in 10 years and the per capita

consumption increases 40% i he same time.

Find: The total energy consumptiOn from 1970 to 1980.

Solution: Population in 1980 = 10,000,000 + 3,000,000

= 13,006,000' people.

Per capita in 1980 = 50,000 + 20,000

= 70,000 Btus.
.

Consumption tin 1970 = lo,obo,000 x50"0

'/' = 500,000,000,004 Btus/day'.k

Consumption in 1980 = 13,000,000 x 70,000

= 910,000,00'0,000 Btus/day.

During the 1940s and 1950s, consumption of energy

in the United SnteS increased by an,average of 3.2%,a

yeat. During the 1960s, this increased to 4.3% annually.

*A quad is thOunitef measurement economistsluse when
talking about global supply and demand. Quad stands for
a quadrillion (1,000,000,000,000,000) British thermal units
(Btus) of energy.

Page 10/EF-01
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Demand is present y growing at a rate of about 5% annually.

Increased demand has given America 5ot only the highest

per capita income in the world, but also the highest per

capita energyconsumptiOn-f' Historical energy consumption

of the Uniteld States is presented in Figure 3. Energy

is measured in quadrillions of Btus (quads) .

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

10

OIL
EMBARGO

WW I
END

END

1875

11\7:

DEPRESSION

1900 1925 1950 1975

Figure. 3. Historical Total Energy Consumption
in the United States.

2000

")As a 1 etter written to the New York Times recently

expressed, "With less than 5% of the world's remaining

reserves of proven crude oil, the United States now finds
.

itself in the embarrassing, position of owning almost 40%

15 EF-01/Page 11
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er
it

,

of the world's passenger cars, and of consuming al.st

,60% of the world's gasoline."

'WORLD DISTRIBUTION OF ENERGY SOURCES

More than 900 of the energy consumed comes from fosil

fuels. These fuels are unevenly distributed over the earth

so far-as use and population are concerned. At one extreme

is the United States, with 6% of the world population con-
.

suming over 30% of the energy. India, with about 33% of

the world's population, consumes only 2.9i, of the energy,

In the past, developed ations were,able to obtains

swhatever energy sources were req ed rather easily from

other. nations. As more nations became industrialized and

demand increased, the value Of the limited fossil fuels

became more evident.

Continued dependence on foreign supplies of energy

will eventually lead to a redistribution of wealth and

influence. The future of the United States or any other

nation will depend upOn its ability to effectively pro-

duce, use, and conserve energy. Dependence of the United

States on imported oil is shown in Table 1.

Page 12/EF:01
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\TABLE 1., ENERGY IMPORTS INTO THE UNITED STATES.
.

Year
Percentage of Total

0i1 Consumed

1960 20

1970 , 25

1975 40

1977
.

_
50

1978
I 46

1979 45

1980 (projected) 45

HOW DOES'ENERGY RELATE TO THE UNITED STATES ECONOMY?

United States energy investments will total' $6'5.0 billion

(in 1975 dollars) over the next 10 years if not More.

Of this total, $370 billion will go for oil and gas; $250

billion for electricity; and $23 billion for coal.

Roger Sant, former'energy conservation chief for the

Energy Research and DevelopMent,Administration, projects.
another kind of energy investment: a new $500 billion inergy

conservation industry. This industry would be capable

of producing (by 1985) the equivalent of 17 million barrels

per day of oil = a third of the needs of the United States.

The key,, to this would be increasing the price of all energy

to the level of cost -of incremental-additions to energy

supply. The consumer is now paying $3 per million Btus,

Sant said, where the cost of marginal, energy production'

(the kind-that new supplies represent, whether from new

technology or new exploration) is about $5 per million Btus.

EF-01/Page 134
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It takes a considerable period of timQ.to adjust the

capital stock of the economy without major disruption of

the flow of goods and services to our standard of living.

Productivity is still linked to energy consumption in many

ways. Change must take place slOwly.

For example, it was in 1975 that Congress mandated

that the automobile industry would produce, on the average,

more fuel-effiCient automobiles and that, gradually-, the

efficiency would rise until in 1985 the average Car being

sold would obtain 27 1/2 miles per gallon.

At the time the legislation was passed, the average

mileage being obtained by cars in the national fleet was

approximately 13 1/2 miles per gallon. But by 1985, when

the legislation takes full effect,'the average of cars

in the fleet will be approximately 20 miles per gallon.

Consumer buying trends have had and will have an effect.

In any<, case, it will have taken a decade to increase

fuel efficiency of automobiles by 50%. It is predicted

that by 1992, the of they fleet will:be 27.1/2 miles

per,galion.' It will, thus, have. taken better than 15 years

to double the fuel efficiencies of automobl es. And similarly,

with our entire capital stock, since investment is slow

and, time consuming, changes must be worked out gradually.

Gas ,currently provides a major contribution to United

States energy supplies, accounting for approximately`26%

of all energy consumed In the United'States. Gas supp4ies

over half of all residences and commercial establishment\

in the United States, serving over 44 million customers.

Industry alsq depends very heavily on gas:which accounts

for over 40% of all fuels consumed.'

Moreover, the Nation has a lafge financial commitment

to natural gas, with a total utility industry and consumer

Page 14/EF-01
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equipment investment of over $100 billion. Half of this

investment is represented by over one million miles of

underground gas pipeline and main throughoUt the United

States. The gas utility industry alone has an annual pay-
, roll of more'than $3 billion and a total employment in

excess o- f 200,000 people.

The breakdown of fuel consumption in the United States

(summer of 1930) ispproximately 46% oil, 26% gas, 19% r)
coal, and.9% other sources. Sixty-three percent of the

total energy consumed by the people of the United States

is consumed by business and government agencies; 37% is

consumed by indivi4als.

Of the top 10 industries in the United States,-six

are oil companies and two are automobile manufacturei.s..

Of the total available energy consumed by the American

economy, almost half is'lost each year in various conversions

before it is inally put to some final purpose. Some way

must be found to re ture some of the tremendous amount

of energy lost in the generation-and-use process.

Like it or no supplies are shrinking at least

temporarily. And *se 'bus economic repercussions are always

associated with shorta es of critical' material. In a very

real sense, the olitics of'ener y will be the guiding

fo,ice behind the path our ation and other nations

travel for many generations td come.

WHAT FACTORS MUST BE CONSIDERED W N CHOOSING ENERGY SOURCES?

In the past, when necessary, tec ology has produced

what was heeded. Where should energy c e from in the

years immediately ahead? No traditional o alternate

1'1
.EF-01/Page 15
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energy supply ources offers a "free environmental ride."

EaCh has its e vironmental costs.

FOSSIL FUELS

In the category of fossil fuels are petroleum, coal,

. tar sands, oil shale and natural gas.

Petrolet.
7

The petiol..eum industry involves much more `than gasoline.

About one and one-half million.peciple are directly employed

in the industry,, Another two million American are share-

holders in just six large oil companies. Another 12 million

Americans participate indirectly in these six large companies

through mutual funds ana'similar investments. Millions

more own interests in smaller companies within the industry

or in related service companies.

Pipelines have come a long way since the first venture ,

in 1865 in Pennsylvania. Technology has developed a superior

refining industry. For example, in 1920. a refinery could

extract only 11 gallons of gasoline and related produtts

from a barrel of crude oil.

Today, the yi4a4)d is 19 gallons of gaSoline (on the

average) from each 42-gallon barrel of oil. More than

3,00f0 chemicali are made from oil' and g4s.t`4orm the basis

of the plastics industry,, for detergents, fertilizers,

fabrics, and pcOber.

Environmentalists' complaints about oil are centered on

offshore production. The most pervasive problems are (1)

Page 16/EF-01



damage to the coastal zone through poor siting on onshore

holding fac'ilities; (2) low-levei hironicIieaks from off-
shore oil facilities; and (.15) casional blowouts.

Coal

4
The problems with coal ar, familiar'rroblems.

Coal industry expansion will require huge sums of

capital, as much as $25 billion at the extreme.. The coal

indus,try must have the high profits and cash flow required

plus an assured long-term market ' before expansion of

coal mining can meet spiraling energy needs.

Coal can be obtained from tile .earth in two ways: sur-
,

face mining and underground mining. Surface mining involves

upheaval of environmental surface, or larid. Since most

surface mining areas are remote _from areas.of use, transporta-
tion (its-61f a pollutant) i e)tpensive. The major pollutant

in coal' is sulfur, and there are technological problems

associated with making underground pining safe and economical.

Tar Sands

.
Tar sands are sandstone and - limestone impregnated

.0

with heavy crude oil. The quaiitof the oil is, poor and

is contaminated with minerals that must be removed.

In additi9n; technology for underground mining will

be expensivb, and the cost competitiveness -7 compared to

petroleum .is uncertain.

The environmental problems are similar to those asso-

ciated' with oil shale.

. 4
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Oil Shale"

-

Oil shaleis a finely grained rock that contains' mate-
.

rial called kerogen,

Kerogeri can be separated from the rockby heating

it to about 900 °'F in amount of oxygen, a process

called retorting-. The'oi41 then Must be refined to give

synthetic oil and gas.
e te.,

However, the amount og bil obtainable, from shale varies,

and there are technological-problems and environmental

concerns. 4. o

Oil shale rocktxeands about 20% and cannot be simply.,

placed back in the ground. Scientists are now experimenting

with revegetation of the 7roqc.gardens," and there is'c9n-
.

cern over whether or not the plants that do grOw will have

toxic trace elements absorbed-in.Xhe .vascular systems.

The large amounts of water req;aired in the mining process '37

are chemically bound. with the waste,minerals and cannott

simply be recycled.

Natural Gas'
- .

oW rldwide, natural gaS4prpduction tat projected increases
. , I

can last only until approximately. 2020 -:another 40 years.'

During the 1970s,--the.cost Of drilling and maintaiiiing
va. .

gas wells increased rapidly.. 4

Although gas is a clean and efficient fuel for heatAng,k

and many maluabre by7Prcidtictt are obtained during production,,
. .

domestic 54plies are,11mited and domestic production is .

0

decreasing, rather rapidly.

Page 18/EF-01
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The investment to deliver 16 trillion cubic feet of
liquified natural gas, the lowest level that the Workshop

on Alternative Energy Strategies-foresees foe' the year

200.0, would be $70 billion (1975 dollars). ithout long-

term/contracts and assurance of stability of supply and

price at the wellhead, it is doubtful that the investment
. will be made.

Environmentalists worry about safety. Explosion of
a gas tanker in a busy harbor would be a catastrophe, and
is possibly more likely than a.nuclear accident.

NUCLEAR

anvironmentalists believe that nuclear power represents

a premature development of a high technology that is too
expensive socially. There is still no established system

to-permanently safeguardradiqactive wastes. Experts

are still-divided bier the safety of lightwater core cooling

systems; and the World can ill afford the dangers that

illegal diversion of fissile Materials poses.

'In any case,'at the present time, little more than
3% of power for the United States' energy needs is coming
from nuclear, plants.

GEOTHERMAL

The environmental problems stemming from the.develop-,
ment of geoth6rmal'energy.involve two questions: site

compatibility 94 operational effects.

4)3 1F-01/Page 19
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Moreover, other. problems stem from the various phases

of development, sudh as exploration, opei-ation, and abandon-
. ,

ment of the site after operations terminate.

Geothermal fluids are produced in the millions of

Igallons daily in a field that is opera ing. These fluids

normally contain toxic substances like ammonia, arsenic,

boron, and mercury. Wateiv= and air pollution are problematic, 1

as is noise pollution (caused by high-pressure venting

of escaping steam). The taking of fluids from under
0 ground can also cause sinking of the land surface.

,

lr

SOLAR

1 Most energy sources depend on the sun. However, solar

has come to mean renewable resources like wind, sunlight,

water, and biomass conversion. (The latter category in-

chides wood.) Some researchers feel that only direct solar

cIffers no environmental hazards or incon*,eu.i-ea-ee.

However, solar does have its enemies, who believe

that soldr energy converted directly to'electricity or

to commercially usable heat is potentially the mostpollut-

ing and ecologically threatening form of commercial power

being proposed.

Advocates of solar power point to'an energy recovery

factor of $ to 10% with pride;'those onthe other side

scoff at the recovery efficiency. Theenemies Of solar

lialso point out that direct conversion photovoltaic units

will contain large tonnages 'of cadmium, dilicoh, germanium,

selenium, gallium, copper, arsenic, sulfur, and/or other

conducting, semiconducting, and nonconducting materials

of varying availability on world markets. Thermal-conversion

Page 20/EF
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units will be. made of thousands of-tons of glas, plastics,
and rubber, and will house uncommonly great volumes of

ethylene glycol, liquid metals; Ffeon, and/or other heat
movers.

HYDROPOWER

Water power, major sources of, which are still underl-

devefoped; has an estimated potential of 106 megawatts.

However, this energy source is available ohlyin certain
parts'of the world.'

Since al conversions of energy result in thermal
. pollution, this is also a problem wi hydropower. However,
if ways of converting thermal pollution (or waste heat).

into additional usable energy were implemented, this

.liability might become an asset.

Sixteen percent of total eectric power generated

in the United States is derived from hydroelectric installa-
tiOns. Canada le(ads the world with 74.5% of its iota-1

energy generated from hydroelectric facilities.

Hydropower offers continuous, low-cost power produc-,

tion except during droughts.

'Maintenance costs are low, but there is a high initial

cost.for construction. Reservoirs are capable of storing

large quantities of water and can provide some flood pro-

tection to downstream areas; however, flood protection

can best be provided by an empty reservoir, and power pro-
duction is best from a full reservoir. In any case, rand

%

that is suitable for. agriculture is lost. In coatal. areas,.

like Oregon and Washington, the construction of dams pro-

hibits upstream,migratj.on of figh unless a fish ladder is
provided. This is a major threat to the environment.

2 5
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TIDAL POWER

CF he lai:gest tidal plant in the world is the Rance

Station, locat.edneaTSt7M-dlo, France. The plant took ?

(seven years to construct and has an average output of 65

Mw/hour enough dower for only 16,000 homes. In'the

United States, the only possible locations are the PaSsdMa-

quaddrBay region along the U,S./Canada border in Maine

and the Cook Inlet region'in Alaska . The site in Alaska

does' not have a sufficient population to warrant a plant

in that area.

Howe'Ver, a plant built in the New England area would

cast about a billion °dollars plus the cost of distributing.

the power. Environmentalists complain thAt there wo uld .

be problems with area iish, mammals, and waterfowl. Even ,

tidal power has its environmental costs. '

WHO WILL MAKE THE DECISIONS ABOUT ENERGY?

The waste of plgnty°,is
the resource of scarcity:

T. L. Peacock, Melincourt, Ch. 24.

Major decisions about energy sources of the-future

will revolve around governmental funding for research and

developmeht. HoweVer, the masses can make a difference'.

This difference will entail serious choices about energy.

Everyone will be able to seleCt the energy source

(fuelS) for a residence; some will choose energy sources

for the lace of work, as well. In thefutu're, these places-

may be one and the same.

It..
4kt. ,
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However, it is in the area of ergy conservation

where individual-decisions will ha e'the most impact, for

each person is capakL.e,of saving energy. Of course, the

best motivation for saving energy is saving money; less

energy consumed means less money spent.

Conservation decisions include transportation chooing
a car with more potential miles per gallon, riding a bicycle
when possible, or using foot power and many other either/or
debates. Conservation decisions willvalso require ingenuity '
ways of using heretofore wasted materials to provide for
the common energy good.

?

In other words, an emphasis must be placed on utilizing,

the available work content of all energy resources. It

boils down to the old adage: Waste not, want not, is a
law of nature. (John Platt, Economy, p. 22)

Basically, energy conservation can be-accomplished

throug\energy management in our are: (1) energy aware

ness, which means simply being aware of turning energy

burners off when not in use; (2) equipment and facility

modification (utilizing engineering expertise to recover

conversion losses or retrofitting existing structuresti

(3) maintenance programs, where existing equipment is kept

in top energy-saving shape; and (4) through power factor

correction at the point of use, which can be accomplished

by following the suggestions of. an energy technician.

On0of the major energy education problems is that

too-many people are making broad generalization or predic-

tions about energy without giving all the variables.

Energy can be controlled. People cannot. But it

is the people who will determine the direction that will
be taken in the selection of energy sources. Energy has.'

to become very personal.

0-1
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Even so, this Nation's immediate energy shortages place

.the responsibility of each individual, corporation, institu-

tion, and association in an apparent ,dichotomy:'

On the one hand, a reduction must be made in the appe-

tite for energy sa that there is less dependence on fossil

fuels and oil imports, thereby becoming .less vulnerable to

presSUre$ affecting national security.

At the same time, productivity, which has some correla-

tion with the rate of energy consumption, must be maintained

while using less traditional energy. '

The solution to this dilemma involves a commitment in

two areas.

First, the long-range goal must be to develo and uti-

lize alternate sources of energy. This step will mean a

shift from a civilization based heavily on a single source

of energy to one based more securely on many. Ultimately,

this means a civilization founded once more on self-sustain-

ing, renewable rather, than exhaustible energy sources.

Secondly, the individual's response to achieve immediate

results must be to utilize available energy more efficiently

to audit consumption and sear" out and eliminate waste.

Both goals must be attained if there is to be more

productivity, a high standard living, and the ability to

do these things with less enerw.

And the process involved in making these transitions is

nothing short of a revolution an energy revolution.

If the masses simply sit back and do nothing, like the

grasshopper who fiddled while the ant worked, the future is -

going to be a lOng, cold, winter.

"In ividuks must commit themselves to the task of making

Arwise nergy decisions. For only through the making of wise,

choices can it be ensured that the world's children are
.
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not left shivering in blackened' snow.`

For every evil under the sun,
There is a remedy, or there is none.
If there onef_seek till you find it;
If there be.no0,.never mind it.

a

-Mother Goose

2J.

I

`4
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EXERCISES

1. As a futurist, write a paper describing, with documenta-

tion, an energy utopia in the year 2100 A.D.:

2. Make a liit of energy sources from which objectlin

the classroom were derived. Include equipment (or parts

of equipment), furniture, clothing, and so forth.

3. Describe the socioeconomic factors in implementation of

direct solar passive energy systems in new residential

housing as these, systems relate to financing, labor

force, community services, power, and equipment. As to

labor force, for example, if it were possible to use the

sun's energy directly, what new jobs would be available

alrriit'former jobs would be'reduced or eliminated?

4.- Write a. paper on what effect biomass.energy,production

would have on the nation's agricultural community.

In what ways could individual small -acreage-.farmers

employ biomass techniques?

5. Enumerate Several short-term national policy (energy)

issues (betweeh now and 1985) and indiCate those rela-

tively difficult.to solve in the short term. Prioritize

in decreasing, order of difficulty.

6. Write a paper describing, with documentation, which

energy source (or combination of sources) has the

greatest potential and the 'east unfavorable environ-

mental impact over ,the long term. Save the paper and

Write. another on the same topic at the conclusion of this

course. Compare the two.

7. As a consumer, survey the'current automobile market to

determine which new car is most economical if purchased

now and kept for five years. 'In addition to initial

purchase price, project financing, and known maintenance

costs, as well as projected fuel costs. Debate the

subject in class.

EF-01/Page 27
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INTRODUCTION

This module presents an overview of the natural re-

'sources that have provided the world with most of A energy

sources to the present.

These natural resources are wood and the fossil fuels:

coal, petroleum and natural gas. Oil shale and tar -sands

may become more important sources of energy in the future.

Fossil fuels were formed from the decomposition process

of plants and animals that lived many years ago. Solar

energy was stored as chemical energy during the process

of photosynthesis. This energy can be released during com-

bustion and then converted to useful energy. Unfortunately,

these fossil fuels are limited resources.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed Module EF-01, "Energy.

Technology."

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module,-the student should

be able to:

1. Describe how each of the fossil fuels is formed.

2. Identify the primary components of each of the fossil

fuels.

3. Discuss. how each of the fossil fuels isobtained from

the earth.

4. Identify the major areas of the world where each of

the fossil fules' may be found.

EF-02/Page 1
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5. Discuss the present and future conditions of each of

the fossil fuels in terms of supply and demand.

6. Distinguish between present energy sources and futurce

(or experimental) energy sources.

7. Discuss the present and future situations of each'of

the fossil fuels in terms of advantages and disadvan-,

tages.

8. Identify the following terms discussed this module:

a.
,

b.'. Bituminous:*

c. Anthracite

d. Oil shale

e. Methane

f. Surface mining

g. Tar sands

h,. Petroleum

i. Underground mining

j. Energy sources

k. Carboniferous Period

Page 2/EF-02
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SUBJECT MATTER

SOURCES OF ENERGY: I

The history of the United States isa story of tremen-
dous growth in all areas. of huMari atcompiishffient. Vast, o'

supplies of available natural resources have provided the

ieve the highqst standar&of,living in the

-------iiihe-ii7OliemsOu-rceOf energy became scarce or expensive,'

there was always 'another.to take its place. Only recently
have there been serious problems with this- rather shorts,.

,

term:approach% The changing trend of energy sources
!etcthe United States is illustrated in Figure 1.

A

1880,

N

1980

1910

fr 2000

Figure 1. Historical. Energy Sources for
the United States. ti
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WOOD

t
II

._ . The earDiest,source of energy for mankind was.probably

wood. In fact, wood stillproVides most of the energy for

warmth and cooking in poorer ieriOns'of the world. It is
.

not surprising,that the Tirstwisitors.thought, America

to be a lap of plenty.' At that .time, natural re res
like wood, with seemingly unlimited forests, appeare Xo

b
.,

ea cornucopia. - ....

, During the first few centuries of EdrePean influence

in he Americas, wood was the, major source of energy. In_

th 1700s and.1809s; the typical American home LOH sumed

, 'approximately 16.cords,of firewood a:year. 'Since open: fire=
.

.

J .. places are inaffi5ient',*most of the energy was. lbst up '\he
..-

chimney. But since wood was so plentiful, this was of no

concern. ,. ) ,

t

Wood'was'also the-major fuel:for American industry
.

during that time It wasused until thele o-f the 1800s

as the primary energy source for the railroads, river travel,

mining operations, metalrefining, and for manufacturing

processes.

Today, wood is used in the United States mostly fox

re reational 'or aSthetic purposes, like outdoor grills or

tiie psychological effects of an open fireplace. Although'

wood-burning stoves are becoming more popular, they piesent

safety and pollution prOblems when used on a large scale.

It is interesting to mention,., however, that although the

use of wood is prig'ently-not even 1% of the total energy

consumption of the United States, contemporary wood use

i more than half the total 1859 consumption.

The decreasing importance of wood as a fuel in the-
.

United States and the rising importance of the fossil fuels

is illustrated in:Table 1.
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF ENERGY SOURCES IN THE UNITED STATES.

Year Wood
.

Cbal Oil Gas
._

. Other

1850 < 90% 10% '0%
''. 0% 0%

1860 83 17 0 '0
. .

0

1870 75 25 0 0 0

188C : 58 40 i2 0 0

4890 . 40 57 2 1 0

1900 22 71 4 3 ,' 2 '2

1 910', 11 77 -5 . . 4 3

1920 9 71 11 5 4

.1930 7' 58 - 22 10 3

-194.0 5 50 , 29 . 12' 4

1950 3 35. 37 20 5

.
1960 0,- 23% 43 51 3

'1970 0 : lk. -47 32 S

1980 0 19 46 26 9
.

.
.

COAL

Coalis the most'abundant fossil fuel found in the
United.States1 In 1980, it will supply about 19% of the
total energy 'demand in the 'country. New technology will

certainly result in a renewed importance ofCdal in the

total energy picture.

THE NATURE AND DISTRIBUTION OF COAL
c

Although sometimes called minerals, coals are formed
from the remains of plants and are, therefore, organic in$

s\ EF-02/Pag
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nature. Coals were formed 300 to 400million, years ago

during the Carboniferous Period when the earth was hot and

hutid and plant form-atiop ias favorable.'

During that time, thick forests and swamps covered

much of the earth. As these pints, died, they were covered

by others; the grOund became a thick layer of dead plants.

As time passed, the partially - preserved plants were compressed

to various degrees by other plants, dirt, gravel, and-tire
advances and recessions_of the oceans.

The type of material formed depended on the pressure

and the time. Peat is formed quite easily. Peat is a -spongy

substance, much'like decomposed wood. Although it is used

as a fuel in some areas of the world, peat hag more use

in this country, as a fertilizer.

*The earliest,type of coal formation, however, is usually

called lignite. Lignite requires more time and pressure

to be formed than-peat. 'After a longer time, lignite Can

be converted into bituminous coal. Bituminous coal is solfe-

times called soft coal, since.it can be broken easily. -tx-

tremely high pressures, continued for a long rime,"are needed

to produce anthracite, .or hard...coal. A comparison of the

major types of coal is given in Table 2.

. ;..

0

TABLE*2. TYPES OF COALS

Lignite
C

soft and ,crumbles easily

highoin:VoIatile oils; may: undergo spontaneous
mbus ion

low carbon content and heat valde

burns with a very sffiokey flame

, .
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Table 2. Continued.

-.high sulfur and ash content

'difficult to mine
.

Bituminous

solid, bAt easily broken

contains ,some volatile oils

high .carbon content and good heat value

contains appreciable amounts of sulfur

very easy to mine and readily available

Anthracite

very-hard and brilliant

low in volatileoils

!high carbon content and excellent heat value

low'sulfur and ash content

difficult to mine and relatively scale

,. urns with a clean-blue flame

- ,

Coal -is the most abundant energy resource in the United

States. 'About 3.0% of the coM1 reserves of the world are

,l ocated in,this country. The Soviet Union has about 25%,

China 1.5%,and Europe 10%, The worldwidp distribution of

estimated coal reserves is illustrated in Figui-e 2.

The reserves Of coal-Iri the United States are shown

in Figure3, The states of Montana, Illinois, and Wyoming

.copbeined have more thari half the country's coal reserves.

-Thestates with most of the demonstrated reserves are

listedinTalile 3.

,
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Figure .2. World Distribution of Coal Rese-rves.
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Figure 3. Distribution of Coal Reserves in the United States.
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TABLE 3. DEMONSTRATED COAL RESERVES
IN THE UNITED STATES.

State Billions of, Tons

Montana 120'.6

'Illinois 68.0

.Wyoming 55.4

West Virginia 38.6

Pennsylvania 30.8

kentucky 26.0

Ohio 19.2

ColOrado 16.3

Indiana , -- 10.7'

North Dakota 10.1

Utah , 6.6

Alaska- I 6.2'

Missouri 5.0

New Mexico 4.6

Virginia 4.3

Texas 3.2

Alabama 3.1

Iowa 2.2

Oklahoma 1.6

Washington 1.6

Maryland 1.0

DEVELOPMENT OF-COAL

4

Although many early civilizations have used coal to

some extent for ce uries, it was not until the Industrial

Revolution in Engltd that coal became a heavily-used fuel.

Page 10/EF-02
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For several centuries, England was the major produce-r
of coal., Development and use of coal was delayed in the
United States due to, the availability of wood. When wood
became scarce in the eastern part of the country and the

efficiency of coal as a fuel was recognized, howeirer, coal

rapidly became the major source of energy for this country.
The present major producers of coal in the world are listed
in Table 4.

TABLE 4. MAJOR COAL PRODUCINC COUNTRIES :-. 1976.

CoUntry Millions of Tons

Soviet Union 786

United States 685

China 532

East Germany ____ _____2_7_3______

West Germany, 247

Poland 241

Great Britain 137

Czechoslovakia 130'

India
, 116

Australia
I ,

110

At first, coal was used primarily fox railway and, river
'transportation in steam engines. It was also realized very
early that useful fuels of many kinds could be manufactured
from coal. Kerosene, or coal gas, was made from coal in

o

43
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the 1800s. This "town gas" (or "water gas") pr ed light

and heat into the early 1900s.

More than half of the coal mined in this country is

presently used for the production of electricity by public

utilities. Coal-fired plants burn large amounts of coal

to*produce heat. The heat produces steam, which turns large

turbines and generates electricity. The environmental effects

of burning coal will. be discussed in a later module.

Coal may be obtained from the earth in two ways: sur-
,

face mining and underground mining. Surface mining is more

productive but involves many associated cost problems.

Most surface mines are located in the western United States

where transportation to the more. populated areas is very

expensive. In fact, it is now cheaper for some coastal

users of coal to purchase it -from Australia than to transport

the coal fr.om Montana and Wyoming.

The major pollutant in coal is'sulfur. Although western

coal is low in sulfur, it is also low in energy content.

Surface mining of coal also involves environmental problems

which will be discussed later.

There are many underground coal mihes in the eastern

United States. In addition to the higher sulfur content

of eastern -coals, there are many technological problems

associated with making underground mining safe and economical.

Table 5 lists the major coal=rgining states.
, .

In 1975, coal production of the United States was about

650 million.tons. At this rate of use, known coal resources

would last about 600 years. But electric utilities use

enormous amounts of coal In 1977, approximately 710 million

tons were mined and three-fourths of the coallwent into

generating about half of the electricity needs of the country.

In the last decadeq, about five billion tons of coal have been

used by electric utilitigS.

Page 12/EF-.02
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TABLE 5. MAJOR COAL PRODUCING STATES 1977.

,State Millions of Tons

.

Kentucky 143

West Virginia 95

Pennsylvania 83

Illinois 54

Ohio 46

Virginia
,

.

38

Wyoming ,

35

Montana *29

Indiana 28,

Alabama 21

Texas \17
North Dakota 12

Colorado 12

Arizona 12
.

New Mexico , 11

Tennessee 10

Although this represents a considerable increase over

the previous decade, it may not beenough., Since the Arab

oil embargo, the government has been trying to influence

industry and utilities to use coal, rather than oil or natural
gas. It is predicted that the annual consumption of coal

will increase to a minimum of one billion tons By 1,990,

. and perhaps to three billion tons by the year 2000.

At.the present time, throughtresearch and development,

an effort is being made to make more use of coal in this

country. New thrust is also provided by the realization

7

4J
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that the end of the petroleum era is imminent. The required

technologies for coal gasifidation (gas from coal), lique-

faction (liquid fuels from coal), and for producing clean,

high energy solid fuel from coal, have been demonstrated

in laboratories and in small pilot plaks. These synthetic

fuels, however, are not presently economically competitive

with oil and natural gas. Table 6 summarizes the future

of coal in the United StateS.

TABLE 6. THE FUTURE OF COAL IN THE UNITED STATES.

Advantages

Domestic sources of coal are vast.

Coal can be used as a base for synthetic fuels.

Technolgy is available for many new uses.of coal.

Advanced technology may reduce transportation
costs.

Smaller, more efficient-plants are being
developed.

Disadvantages

Air pollution, controls are expensive.

Manyenvironmental problems are associated
With mining.

Advanced technology is expensive.

The feasibility of new fuels is uncertain.

Page 14/EF-02
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PETROLEUM

Petrol- m is the major source of energy for the United

States at t e present time. In 1980, petroleum will supply

about 46% f the total energy demand of the country. It

is a very versatile fuel. However, petrOleum availability

is limited in terms of new sources and world conditions.

O
THE NATURE AND DISTRIBUTION OF PETROLEUM

Petroleum was formed from the remains of tiny aquatic

plants and animals in the sea. Over a period of time, these

layers were mixed with mud and sand in ,l.ayers of marine

sediment. As time passed; marine sediment was mixed and

trapped in deposits. Pertroleum is a fossil fuel since it

is derived from organic matter. However, petroleum is some-

times known as mineral oil, since it is/found with mineral
deposits.

Actually, petroleum is a mixture of many compounds.

Although different crude oils have varying compositions,

they may all be refined or separated into useful fractions.

In one process, crude oil is vaporized and then allowed
to cool. Components with lower boiling points liquify first

and can be separated into common fractions. Gases are con-

densed and collected. The greases, waxes, and asphalt sepa-

rate from what remains. A line diagram of a refinery frac-

tionating tower is shown in Figure 4,

The various fractions obtained from petroleum have
0

numerous applications. A'summary of these products and

their uses is given in Table 7. In addition to the fuel

uses of petroleum, a large number of useful chemical and

..:4: EF-02/Page 15



CONDENSER

CRUDE 01L-41'

FURNACE

COLUMN

--0-GASES

PETROLEUM ETHER

GASOLINE,

KEROSENE

FUEL OIL

-- LUBRICATING OIL

.4E-- STEAM

-*-REMDUUM

Figure 4. A Fritctionating Tower'for
Petroleum Refining.

nonfuel substances are obtained. .Some petrochemiCals are

base materials for synthetic rubber, drugs, plastics and

fibers, detergents, and fertilizers.

There is much energy in a barrel of oil. Ones barrel

of oil provides heat for an average home for a Week in cold

weather. One barrelof oil can transport passengers in

a jetliner from Chicago to Washington. When conitaering

energy on a larger scale, however, the amount,of oil being

required,is staggering, For example, to run the city of

4.
7:-
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TABLE '7. COMMON FRACTION OF PETROLEUM.

,

Fraction C- Uses

gases

petroleum ether naptha

gasoline

kerosene

fuel oil

lubricating oil

greases

,
,,

residuum

liquid gas fuel

ustrial solvent,
ghter fluid

motor fuel

diesel fuel,
jet fuel

heating oil,
diesel fuel

motor oil,
lubrication oil

lubrication,
petroleum jolly

asphalt
tar,
paraffin

.

I

Baltimore for jjxst 10 minutes, 1,000 barre.ls of oil are

r9quired. th

of oil will supp

e other hand, the energy in 1,000,000 barrels

ly the energy requirements of California

:for only eight hours. The supply of petroleum- is simpijr-

not keeping up with increases in demand. La the United

States, for example, dom stic supplies of oil must be supple-

mented withletrol.eum imparts.

The Middle East has about

of the world. Africa.has 16

the United States has only 5%.

53% of the petroleum xeserves

e Sdviet Union 15 %, and

Venezuela, Canada, Europe,

43
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Indonesia each hake about E%. Mexico, the Caribbean, and

'other South American countries have about 3%. The world-

wide distributionof petroleum reserves is illustrated in

Figure 5.

0

.Figule 5. orl strIbution of
Es mated Oil Reserves.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF PETROLEUM

,

Petroleum was irst found and used from 1.1rface pools V
by early 'civilizat ns for warmth, cooking, medicines, and
many other purposes'. Noah used pitch to caulk the ark.

Theancient Egyptians used petroleum as a lubricant. Many
ancient civilizations used tar during warfare. In Medieval

Europe, surface oil was used for illumination.

Most petroleum, however, is trapped underground and
is not evident from the surface. Although the ancient Chinese
actually drilled for oil and gas more than.2,000 years ago,
large scale production and use of oil can probably be traced

to the first oil well drilled in the United States. The _

first oil well drilled in the United States was 70 feet
deep, drilled in PennsylvAnia in.1859. In a short time,

athriving industry was built in the area t refine the

)/P

.
. ,

etroleum and transport it to consumers. As the demand
.

for oil increased over the next 50 years, new fields were
located in West Virginia, Colorado, Texas, California, Ohio,
Illinois, Oklahoma, and Louisiana. Oil technology advanced

'To that the crude oil could be obtained from depths of down
to four miles. The majoroil-producing states are listed
in Ttble 8.

The primary impetus to the use of petroleum was cer-

tainly the development of the internal combustion engine.
Until that time, gasoline was considered a waste product:

In 1900, 60% of the petroleum was used to produce kerosene.< .

In 1975, 53% of the petroleum was used to-produce gasoline

and less than l% went to produce kerosene. The relationship

EFL -0_2/Page 19
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TABLE 8. MAJOR OIL PRODUCING STATES 1975.

-

. State
.

Millions pf'Barrels
.

Texas . 1,222 .

Louisiana 651

California 322

+Oklahoma 163

Wyoming 136

New Mexico 95'

Alaska 70

Kanasa 59

Mississippi . 47

Utah 42
.

Colorado 38

Montana 33

Illinois 26

Micitig.an 24

North Dakota 20

Arkansas 16

of petroleum and industry is illustrated in Table 9. Of the

top.10 industries in the United States, six, are oil companies

and two are automobile manufacturers.

By 1900, the United States exported about one-third

of its oil and remained the reading oil producing country

for most of this century. In the.1970s, however, oil pro-

duction in this country dropped; demand increased. The

Soviet Union and Saudi Arabia moved ahead in total oil pro-

duction, and the United States imported almost half of its

Page 20/EF-02



TABLE 9. THE TOP TEN' INDUSTRIES
IN TjHE UNITp STATES 1980.

Company Assets in Billions

EXxon
,

. 25.0

General Motors 19.5
.-

Mobil Corporation .
, 13.8

Ford Motor Company
.

13.1

Texaco 12.4

Standard Oil of California 10.0

Gulf Oil 7.6

IBM. 14.6

General Electric 12.0
t

Standard Oil of Indiana 7.5
,

oil supply in 1979. Major oil- =producing counties are listed
in Tab-le 10.

,
.

Future demand for petroleum is expected to increase.

More machines, heat energyand electric power are'needed
for industry, agriculture, transportation, and business

operations to maintain the pace toward a. highei:standard
.

of living for most of the world's population. Great quan-

tities of petroleum will also continue to be required to
produce lubricants and petrochemicals. Oil consumption

in the United States may double by the end of the century
It'is, erefore, evident that new sources of oil must be
located, more efficient recovery of known deposits must i
be accomplished, And what oil is available must be used
conservatively; Easy-to-find supplies of o4.1 are decreasing.

EF-02/Page 21
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TABLE 10. MAJOR OIL PRODUCING COUNTRIES -,1976.
.

Country
I -.

.

Millions of Barrels

.1

Soviet\ Uni

Saudi Arabi

United Stat s

Iran

Kuwait
.

Venezuela

Iraq

-Nigeria .

1

.

United Arab Emirates

Libya,

China

Abu Dhabi
.

Indonesia -. Y

Canada
% ,

Algeria

Mexido

Qatar

Australia

Argentina - .

Oman
"

Malasia

Egypt

Dubai ,

.

Romania '

,Norway .

I

.

.

' '6

-

'

//

3,793

3,227

2,970

2,153

'

,..
838

790

750

710

.08
618

582

551

483

384.

304

178

156

143

135

132

120

'115

106

102

4

'

.

.

,

.

,
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Other options and alternatives must be investigated at the
same time. Table 11 summaries the future of petroleum in
the United States.

r

TABLE 11. THE FUTURE OF PETROLEUM
IN THE UNITED STATES.

Advantages

Petroleum is easily separated into many
useful components.

Petroleum is the base for American
industry.

Cost is still low compared to many
alternatives.

Disadvantages

Domestic supplies are very limited.

,ImpOrted,oil is more expensive. '4

Imported Auppliet are subject to world
political situations.'

Eventually, vorld supplies will run out.

NATURAL GAS
4 y

,Natural gas is efficient for 9ld4ting and is relatively
non-polluting. in 1980, it will supply about 26% of the
total energy demand of the United- States. The major dis-
advantage is that there is not enough natural gas.
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THE NATURE AND DISTRIBUTION OF NATURAL GAS

The major component of natural gas' is methane, a prod-

uct in the decomposition of organic materials. Other gases

present in minor amounts are ethane, propane and the butanes.

Natural gas was formed during post geological ages and is

usually found trapped beneath layers of rock (with petroleum_

deposits). Most napral gas has been found at depths of

1,000 to 18,000 feet, with over 60% found at depths greater

than 15,000%feet..

Natural gas burns with a pale blue'flame. When used

in home heating, it is every efficient, since there is only

one energy conversion involved. The efficiency of natural

gas for heating purposes is usually greater than 60%; whereas,

heating with electricity is less than 30%-efficient overall.

In 1976, the estimated reserve'of natural gas in the

United States.was 228 trillion cubic feet. This estimate

was 72 trillion cubic feet more than was estimated in 1945.

Since that time\ numerous reserves have been located in

Alaska and offshore. Table 12 identifies the 23 states

that have more than 200 billion cubic feet of natural gas

in proven reserves. Note that the areas with large deposits

of natural gas usually have petroleum, as well.r
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TABLE 12'. MAJOR NATURAL GAS RESERVES 1976.

' State Billions ofCubic Fet

Texas 71,040

Louisiana 61,310 .'

Alaska . 32,050

Oklahoma 13,080

Kansas 12,660

New Mexico 11,750

California .

, 5,480

Wyoming \ 3',700 .

West Virginia 2,310

Arkansas 1,990

Colorado. 1,890

Pennsylvania" .1,680

Michigan 1,610

Ohio 1,350
.

Mississippi 1,210

Montana , 930

Utah 920

Kentucky 810

Alabama' 770 -

_

North Dakota
.

420

Illi,wis. 380
. .°

Florida 270

New 'York , 220'
0

.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF NATURAL GAS

Natural gas is not a new fuel. Several early civilize

tions used,natural gas for heat and light. In the early

1800s, a natural gas well 27 feet deep was drilled in

Fredonia, New York. The gas was transported in hollow logs

to the nearby town and used for lighting. Although recog-

nized as a fuel, large amounts of natural gas were wasted

during the production of petroleum. Due to problem of

'torage and'shipping, it was sometimes easier to s mply

burn off the natural gas that was found with oil. In the

early 1904, it was estimated that 90% of the na ral gas

was burned off from the oil fields of Texas and klahoma..

Since that time, the use of natural gas has increased

from about 5% of the total United States energy consump-'

tri.on in 1920 to a maximum of about'32% in. 1970. This is

primarily a result of the development of more effective

methods of exploration, more efficient transmission lines,

and extensive distribution systems. Although its percentage

of the total decreased during the 1970s to 2696 in 1980,

natural gas,continues to represent a very valuable source

of energy.

A tested reservoir is an underground natural gas store-

house that is producing gas. By drilling a number of wells

in various places, geologists and engineers can make an

estimate of what lies below the surface. Rock and sand

samples brought up by the equipment are studied, and the

size of the reservoir can be estimated; this method has

proven to be an excellent one.'

,During the 1970s, the cost of gas wells increased rapidly.

Since drilling to greater depths means more expense, the

average depth of drilling actually decreased; still, the
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costs rose. In fact, some natural gas wells are still quite
deep. The deepest well (in western Oklahoma) is six miles
deep.

Raw gas from the wells mast be purified before it can

enter the pipeline system for distribution torhomes and
ti

factories. In this processing, some valuable by-products

are recovered. The natural gasoline obtained is mixed with #
gasoline from petroleum to improve the starting properties

of engines in cold weather. Ethane is used as a raw mate-

riAl in'making petrochemicals. Propane and butane are the

failiar "bottle gas" and "tank gas" used in rural areas'

and for ,recreational vehicles.

Sode gas fields also produce helium gas. Helium is

used to inflate balloons and dirigibles, in welding (as

a refrigerant for extremely low temperatures) and in atomic

energy production.

Since production from existing domestic fields is de-

clining, the difference must be made up in new discoveries,

imports, and synthetic gas.' Gas production on the North

Slope of Alaska should begin in the mid-1980s. Imports from

Canada and Mexico will also probably increase. A summary

of the future of natural gas in the United States is given

in Table 13.

I
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TABLE 13. THE FUTURE OF NATURAL GAS
IN THE UNITED STATES.

Advantages

Gas is a clean and efficient fuel for heating.

Many valuable by7products are obtained
durihg production.

Disadvantages

DOmestic supplies are limited.

Domestic production is decreasing rapidly.

Increased use of imports will be necessary.

OIL SHALE

Oil shale is a finely grained rock that contains organic,

material called kerogen-; This solid material- is also a

fossil fuel that was formed at the bottom of prehistoric

lakes and seas. Oil shale- is frequently found in dolomite,

calcite, quartz, and clay deposits. Over the dies, however,

geological conditions were not severe eno ugh to convert

)kerosen to natural crude oil. Kerogeh may be separated

from the rock by heating to about 900°F in a limited amount

r of oxygen. This process is-called retorting., After cooling

and purification, the dark brown viscous oil may, be refined

to give synthetic oil and, gas.
.

The amount of oil obtainable from shale varies. Some

deposits in the western part of the Soviet Union yield more

than 60' gallons per ton of shale and can be burned directly. .

Shale in the western United States yields about 25 gallons
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per ton; whereas, shale from Michigan averages about 15
allons per ton.

The amount of recoverable shale oil in thiS country

has been estimated to be greater than the proven- reserves

of crude oil. The region of most significance in the United

States.is the Gfeen River Formation of Colorado, Utah, and
Wyoming. Perhaps 600 billion barrels of oil could be re-

covered in the future, which would be aboit one-third of

the 1,800 billion barrels in place at thersite. Hoswpker, '

this future development would be dependent upon theidevelop-

ment of new technology to remove the oil.

In Michigan, there is a large deposit of low-grade

oil shale. ,Gasification is considered the best method for
retrieval of this resource. Although the approximate poten-

tial yield is 3,000 billion.barrels of oil, many new methods

,must be developed for.recovery to become feasible. -.

In addition to technological probLgM's, there are several.
environmental concerns. Since oil shale rock expands by

about 20% when processed to release the kerogen, it cannot

simply be placed back in the ground if extracted by strip
mining. The government has provided funds to scientists
ii Colorado totest'various,grassei, shrubs, and vascular

plants in special research shale "rock gardens." Each gar-

den will .be covered with the-crushed rocky wastes left from
processing oil shale. Perhaps this will be a significant

way to,revegetate the lands disturbed by oil shale develop-

ment.

In another stiAdy, ecologists will analyze plants.grown

on oil shale wastes to determine the amounts and types of

trace elements absorbed in the vascul.ar systems of the plants.

Both these studies will provide information on potential

effects of future oil shale development.
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In addition, present techniques req4ire large amounts

of water .which is already, scarce in the Green River Forma-

tion. This water cannot be recycled easily because it is

chemically bound with the Waste minerals. The disposal -

of this water presents a gigantic environmental problem

by fttelf.

Although some proposals have been suggested for gener-

a -ipg the oil at the site underground and associated air

pollution, could be controlled,_ the future is unclear.

Table 14 summarizes the future of-oil shale development.

TABLE 14. THE FUTURE OF OIL SHALE DEVELOPMENT
IN'THE UNITED STATES.

Advantages

'Domestic and world resources are vast.-

Technology 'is presently being developed.

Disadvantages'

Technology will be'expensive.

Disposal problems are associated with pro-
cessed shale rock.

Large amounts of waterare required.

Air and water'polluflon problems are great.

Cost competitiveness, compared to petroleum,
is uncertain.
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TAR SANDS

Tar sands; or oil sands, are sandstone and limestone

reservoirs impregnated with a heavy crude oil.-These deposits

are usually found near the surface as large swamps of tine

sand and clay with an asphalt-like tar known as bitumen.

The oil is so dense that it cannot be obtained through a.
q

well by conventionaldrilling. These deposits may, however,

be mined and heated to recoverfhe-oil-.-- Another recovery

method is to warm the oil in the ground with steam and then

punip it out.

The most extensive deposit of tar sands in the world

is located in the northeastern part of the Canadian province

of Alberta. In South America, there are vast unexplored

,iar.sand deposits. The largest deposit is progably in Vene-
.

zuela, but, other large formations are found in Brazil,

Argentina, Columbia, Ecuador, and Peru.

Numerous smeller deposits of tar sands can be found

in the United States. Many of these were-quarried and sold

as,"asphalt rock" for paving material used in road construc-*

tion during the early part of the'1900s, The largest de-

posits of tar sands in the United States are located in

Utah. Minor deposit§ of -tar sands are also-found inKentucky,

Oklahoma, Kansas, Montana, Missouri, New Mexico. Wyoming,

Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas.

Several projects are currently underway in Alberta

to produce oil ,from tar sands. Although in the next _$eyeral.

years,consittearehreamounts of oil will be produced, tHere
are many problems associated with,the removal Of oil from

tar sands. Table 15 summarize§ the future'of tar sands.

Li
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TABLE 15. THE FUTURE OFTAR SANDS DEVELOPMENT.

Advantages

World resources are vast.

Technology is available for surface mining:

Disadvantages

Technology for underground mining will be
expensive.

Qual'ity of oil is .poor.

Oil'is c4faminated with kminerals that
must be removed.

Environmental problems are similar to oil
shale.

Cost,competitiveness, compared to petroleum,
is uncertain.\

ver
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EXERCISES

1. Identify the 50 states on.a Flank map of the United.

States.

2 Locate the top.ren coal-producing nations on a world

map. See Table 4.

3. Locate the top 25 oil-producing countries on a world

map. See Table 10.

4. Locate the 13 OPEC nations on a world nap. They are:

Algeria, Ecuador, Gabon, Indonesia,, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait&
c

Libya, Nigeria; Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab

Emirates, and Venezuela.

S. Expand on the advantages and disadvantages listed for

the, fossil fueli)44sciissed in this monle by citing

specific examples.

6.. .Start a collection of cdreent news articles concerning

the present, and future of fossil fUels.

7 Construct a graph using the data in Table 1 to show
ef

the trends in energy use in the United States. Plot

yeaTs---eath-e horizontal axis and percentage of the total

energy on the'vertical axis. Extrapolate tol.the year

.2000 to predict what the .uture might be like.

411
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INTRODUCTION

module presents an overview of the energy sources,,..

that are presently being developed.or being considered for

development as future energy alternatives to the fossil '\

fuels. Although the fuels for'nuclear fission are limited,

the other methods discuss.ed are,either practically non-
*

depletable or renewable.

There are many problems associated with these newer

sources of energy. It is unlikely that any one source will

be the single answer for the future. On the Contra6, any

of these new sources will combine to provide increasing 0'

amounts of energy to supplement fossil fuels during the next

several decades.z
PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed Module EF-02", Energy

Sources I."

OBJECT1VEG

Upon completion'of this module, the student should be
4

able

' a. Discuss the present and future conditions for each of

the sources of energy presented in this module.

2 Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each of the

sources of energy prestnte in this module. .

3. Discuss how each of the sources of energy presented in

this module might be used to reduce dependence on fos-

sil fuels."'
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4. Identify the follOwing important terms:

a. Nuclear fission

b., Neutron

c. Uranium-235

d. Light water

e. Heavy water

f. Boiling water reactor (BWR)

g. Pressurized water reactor (PWR)

h. High-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR)

i. Helium

j. Fertile material

k. Liquid-metal fast breeder reactor

1. Gas-cooled-breeder reactor

m. Molten-salt breeder reactor

n. Nuclear fusion

o: Plasma state

p. Magnetic containment

q. Inertial containment

r. Active solar system

s. Passive solar system

t. Ocean thermal energy

u. Aeolian energy

v. Geothermal energy

w. Hydrothermal- reservoir

x. ',6sopressured reservoir

y. Hot-rock system

z. Hydroelectric power

aa. Tidal plant

bb. Biomass

Page 2/EF-03
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SUBJECT MATTER

SOURCES OF ENERGY: II

Except for nuclear fuels, the sun is the original source

of energy for the earth, either directly or as stored energy.

In terms of energy, everything goes back to the sun.

Figure 1 illustrates that only a little of the total sunlight

that reaches the .earth is used to produce fossil fuels.

SHORT
35% DIRECTLY REFLECTED WAVE

RADIATION

HEATING

43% AIR AND
EARTH

LONGEVAPORATION
OF WATER22%

WAVE

<1% WINDS RADIATION
WAVES

CURRENTS

<1% PHOTOSYNTHESIS DECAY
PLANT TISSUE

FOSSIL
FUELS ANIMALS

Figure 1. Distribution of Solar Radiation on the Earth.
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As a result, the world is consuming these fuels approx-

imately 50,000 times faster than fosil fuels are being

. produced. Although nuclear and thetfossid filels continue

to be used, now is the time to investigate the other 99.999%

of the energy that falls on the earth.

NUCLEAR ENERGY

Nuclear energy hat become an important sourcesof energy

over the past decade. In 1980, nuclear energy will supply

about 4% of the total energy demand for the United States.

Most of this energy is used to, produce electricity. Although

there is considerable controversy concerning the continued

use of presently existing nuclear plants, future technology

promises many new ways to use nuclear energy.

NUCLEAR FISSION

#

In nuclear fission, the nucleus of a heavy atom is

split into two or more fragments. Although the reaction

starts by the absorption of a neutron, more neutrons are

produced in the process. These neutrons can then cause

more reactions to occur and,a chain reaction is established.

Each fission is accompanied by the release of a tremen-

. dous amount of heat. The heat released may be converted to

useful forms of energy. The fission process is illustrated

in
t
'Figure 2.
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FISSION
PRODUCT

p

Figure 2. 'Nuclear Fission Reaction's.

.

The fuel most commonly used for nuclear fission ,is

uranium-235. Although this isotope of uranium occurs natu-

it is not found in its pure state. Natural uranium

deposits are composed of about 99% uranium-238 and less than
1% uranium-235.

'In ordei to be used in a nuclear reactor, uranium-235

must be concentrated or enriched to increase the content of
fissionable material. This procedure is complicated and

expensive. A synthetic eledent, plutonium-235, can also be
used as a fuel. This .isotope is made by reprocessing-spent

uranium fuels.

Most of the uranium in this country is found in the

sediMentary,rock formations of New Mexico and Wyoming. The

uranium in the United States accounts for about 85% of the
known domestic reserves.. 4
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FISSION REACTIONS

Although there are less nuclear plants in operation

than were projected several years ago, there were 72 plants

operating in 1979 and 91 additional reactors in various

states of construction. The technology necessary to control

fission in nuclear reactors is well-established. In 1977, .

there were 65 reactors operating in the United States, supply-

ing more than 12% of the electricity demand of the country.

If this electricity were produced by oil, the amount of im-

ported oil would have to be almost doubled.

Fuel is the only difference between nuclear power plants

and conventional power plants. Conventional plants burn fos-

sil fuel. Nuclear power plants burn uranium in the core of

the reactor. The heat generated is converted to steam and

then used to run a turbine and generate electricity.

Most of the reactors constructed are called thermal

reactors. Selection of the coolant and moderator determines

thermal reactor type. The coolant is used in the heat ex-
.

change process. The moderator is used to control the reac-

tion of the fissionable fuel in the core. A majority of the

reactors in the United States use water as both the coolant

and moderator. In Canada, reactors are cooled and moderated

by heavy water. Ordinary water is termed "light water."

There are two basic designs for light-water reactors:
4 ,

the boiling.water reactor (BWR) and the pressurized water.

reactor (PW,R): A boiling water reactor is pictured in Fig-

ure 3. Water is pumped through the reactor, which is at a

temperature of about 600°F. Steam is formed at a pressure

of about' 1,400 psi and is used directly to drive the turbine.

Figure 4 shows a pressurized water reactor. Water under a

high pressure is pumped through the reactor and heated.

4
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Figure 3. Boiling Water Reactor System (BWR). -

Figure 4. Pressurized Water'Reactor System (PWR).
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Heat obtained in the primary loop is removed in the steam

generator. This steam drives the turbine.

Another type of reactor is the high-temperature gas-

cooled reactor (HTGR). This reactor. is diagrmmed in Fig-

ure 5. Helium under pressure is the coolant that is pumped

. through the reactor. 'The uranium-thorium fuel used produces

a higher temperature and the helium is'heated to 1,400°F.

The heat absorbed by the helium is then removed in the steam

generator, forming steam to drive the turbine.,

- - 4 1111 4 .

PRESSURIZED
HELIUM

..---, LINE

HEUUM
COOLANT

[CORE!

REACTOR

..; .

F 1 L___PUMP .----.4

11 4 1..

111111,

STEAM LINE

STEAM
GENERATOR ....,,,..-°#

4

TURBINE GENERATOR

--'\ //
C

.... \\/
C.ONDENSER WATER

I --)1

1 A. A,..II,. / 6,...6 A. .. . 4

"---j PUMPL-

CORE = URANIUM OR URANIUM-THORIUM

Figtqe 5. High - Temperature Gas-Cooled
Reactor System (HTGR).

** T

4
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BREEDER REACTORS

Breeder reactors are similar in overall operation to

fission reactors. During the reaction Process, however, a

nonfissionable substance (called a fertile material) is con-

verted into a fissionable isotope. This means that more

than one of .the freed neutrons must be absorbed by an atom

of'fertile material for each neutron absorbed by an atom of -

fissionable material. If less than one new fissionable atom

is produced, the amount of fuel decreases and the reactor

is known as a converter or burner. Some reactors can pro-
.

duce some new fuel. These are known as advanced converters.

In a true breeder reactor, the average ,number of neu-

trons released in the fission of a single atom must be

'greater than two. One neutron is required to form another

fissionable atom and one neutron is needed to carry on the

chain reaction.- Any other neutrons can form extra fission-

able atoms.' Table 1 lists the average number of neutrons

produced per neutron absorbed.by,different fissionable mate-

rials. Thermal neutrons are low-energy neutrons produced

in thermal breeders. High-energy or fast neutrons are in-

volved in fast breeder reactors.

TABLE 1. AVERAGE NUMBER OF NEUTRONS PRODUCED
PER NEUTRON ABSORBED.

Fissionable
Isotope

Neutrons Produced Per
Thermal Neutron

Neutrons Produced
Per Fast Neutron

.

.233u
2.3 2,.3

235U
2.1 . 2.1

439Pu ( 1.9 2.4
241pu

t 2.1 2.7

EF-0,3/Page 9
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Twb factors are used to evaluate the possible perfor-

mance of a breeder reactor. The breeding ratio is the ratio

of new fissionable material produced to the fissionable

material consumed. The doubling time is that time required

for a breeder to produce enough new material to fuel a sec-
,

ond reactor. The o basic breeder materials systems are

shown, in Table'2:

TABLE 2. MATERIALS USED AND PRODUCED IN
BREEDER REACTORS:

Fissionable
Material Used '

, Fertile
Naterial Used

Fissionable
Material Fotmed

239Pu
233U

23eu

232Th

233PU
233u

There are three types of breeder reactors: the liquid-

metal. fast breeder reactor (LMFBR), the gas-cooled breeder

reactor (GCBR), and the molten -salt, breeder reactor (MSBR).

Both the GCBR and the MSBR use the uranium-thorium fuel

cycle and are thermal breeders. The LMFBR is based on the

plutonium-uraniuth cycle and has the highest priority of the

breeder reactors: 4

A.diagram bf LMFBR is shown in Figure 6. Liquid sodium

is pumped throtgii the reactor and heated. In the heat ex-

changer, thehot liquid heats more'sodium solution in the

second loop. The sodium in the second loop then heats the

water, forming steam that drives the turbine to generate

1
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electricity. The major interest in the LMFBR is due to a

breeding ratio that may be as high as 1.4 wish a doubling
time of only 10 years.

PRIMARY LOOP

J
UOUI0

SODIUM
COOLANT

r"-CORE REACTOR

SECONDARY LOOP

HEAT
EXCHANGER I

-

4

GPUMPL__ ___J L___
PUMP

O

STEAM UNE

1 STEAM
GENERAT-

OR .

TURBINE
GENERATOR

PLUTONIUM-URANIUM

I

Figure 6. Liquid-Metal Fast Breeder
Reactor System (LMFBR).

CONDENSER WATER

There are presently many problems associated with con-
tinued use and development of nuclear fission. The mishap
at Three Mile Island in 1979 created widespread concern

about nuclear power in general. Concerns over controlling

large amounts of plutonium have resulted in delays in ie-
,

seaich and development of,fast breeder reactors. Safe trans-
portation and disposal of toxic radioative waste is still
uncertain. In addition, there may not be enough uranium. to

fuel the reactors that are presently under construction for
very many years in the future. If breeder reactors are not

developed, there may be many nuclear power plants idle for
lack of fuel.

0 EF-03/Page 11
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The future advantages and disadvantageSof nutleaf

fission as an energy source in the United-Sttes are sum-
.

marized in Table 3.

ft
TABLE i% THE FUTURE OF NUCLEAR FISSION IN

THE UNITED STATES.

Advantages

Technology is already developed for nuclear
fission.

Nuclear reactions produce tremendous amounts
of energy.

Nuclear energy is easily converted to electri-
city.

Breeders may produce more sources of -fuel.

Disadvantages

Problems are associated with disposal of
wastes.

Breeder technology is falling behind'other
countries.

There may be shortages of uranium fuel.
AV

Public confidence in nuclear energy is at a
low point.

Problems are associated with transportation
of materials.

Page 12/EF-03
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NUCLEAR FUSION

Nuclear fusion involves the. combination of small atoms
into larger ones. Tremendous amounts of energy are released
in this process, even more than in nuclear fission. ThesA
reactions, however, can occur only in the plasma state

which is how matter exists at very high temperatures of hun-
.

dred of millions of degrees. These reactions are like those

that occur on 'stars or in nuclear explosions. Sever'al pos-'

sible fusion reactions' are illustrated in Figure 7.

DEUTERIUM

DEUTERIUM

DEUTERIUM

DEUTERIUM

DEUTERIUM

TRITIUM

'TRITIUM HYDROGEN

+

HELIUM NEUTRON

+

HELIUM \ NEUTRON

Figure 7. Fuel Systems for Nuclear Fdsion.

Fusion uses fuels that are, fOr the most part, inex-
haustible. There is enough deuterium in ocean' water to

provide energy for hundreds of billions of years. In addi-,

tion, fusion reactors will not contain the huge amounts of

radioactive materials characteristics of fission reactors.
3
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Since no critical mass is involved, any malfunction would

destroy the plasma and simply swop the reaction:

The feasibility 59'Lclear fusion was first scientifi-

cally indicated in the 1930s. To date, however, the only

self-sustaining fusion reaction demonstrated has been the

explosion of a hydrogen bomb. The main problem is that it

is still not known if the process cost can bee made econom-

ical.

Research has taken two approaches: magnetic contain-

ment and inertial containment of the plasma. In the first

approach, the charged plasma ds suspended in a large elec-

tromagnet. Maintaining these high temperatures necessary

for any length of time is not yet possible. Future research

and technology may result in huge installations that are

practical only as the source of large amounts of electrical

energy.

At the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, research is

investigating inertial containment. ,High - energy laser beams

are used to compre.ss tiny fuel pellets to high densities

and pressures..

The energy released in each explosion will be relatively

small, perhaps the equivalent of a gallon of gasoline. But

the process will be pulsed, with one small explosion follow-
_

ing another. Recent projections for laser fusion are opti-

mistic if increased technology can continue to lower the

cost of the_process. This process is diagrammed in Fi-gure 8.

Page 14/EF-03
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Figure 8.- -Laser Fusion.

There has been much government support for fusion re-
.

search during the last two decades. Tlie use cf fusion for

electrical power could-beTemonstrated by 1990 and the ac-
tual operation of large scale reactors by they year 2000. A-.

summary of the future of nuclear fusion is givin-in Table A.

I

TABLE 4.' THE FUTURE OF NUCLEAR FUSION IN
THE UNaTED STATES.

Advantages

Nuclear fusion i the source ofgtremendous
amounts of enerdu)

Fuel for nuclear fusion is virtually unlimfted.

4No radioactive wastes are produced.

Dtsadvantages 11,

0

Commercial feasibility is uncertain for'the
future.

41.
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SOLAR ENERGY

No source of energy is as clean, nondepletable, and

attractive as solar energy. Use of solar energy requires

no mining on drilling, produces no pollution or waste prod-
.

ucts, and'is always possible to some degree everywhere.

Historically, solar energy has placed a vital role in

the growth of.civifization. Up to the 20th century, for

example, it was the wind that propelled most bf the ocean

vessels of the world: Until the 1540s, the wind provided

water for tens of thousands of American homes. Solar clothes

dryers continue to. be popular in some area. Ironically,

low cost fossil fuels drove wind-generated water production

out of business. 0.

The tAsebf solar energy in all its forms ik certainly

the.most popular.o.f the energy options for the future.
*

A .

DI RECD' SOLAR

j

'At the present time., the best way to take advantage

of direct sunlight is for home heating andcaoling. The

roof of 2an average home receives about six times the sun-
.

light needed for the'se Purposes. Efforts have been made in

pfoducing effidient solar space and water .heating, and solar

cooling systems',-
-.:. . . .

. Solar systems' are termed' either 'active" or "passi,ve.7', .

. . ... ,.

. Ln 'an active sofar house, energy is collected by solar col-
.

energy',.. '.. Iectors-O xat are,located on the aof, The heat is

y .,' 0

, carried away' by water or air and transferred.to-a.large

1

.%., ,,

.-. stprage sisteM.. Energy is ;hen circulated throughoutsthe
.

,,,,, -
,) house:when mecektary by eithei a hot-water ovhov-oarT, system.

. ,
.

. . .. ,
., ,

- ,
. . _

-.1,.. ...0, .
.

,

-
,

-

V
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.

.

f
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t In a passive system, there is no circulation to a

storage container. Houses using a passive solar system

are generally found in the Sun Belt of the-United States.

Figure 9 illustrates the feasibility of such systems

in homes in the United States. The northern third df the'

country could use direct solar-as a supplemental source of

energy, bilt would require' conventional systems for the ma-
jority of energy needs. The middle third of the country

could use solar as a major source of energy, but would still

require a conventional auxiliary system. Homes in the south

ern third of the United States could be powered almost cqm-
.

pletely by direct solar.

During the past decade, many projects have been under°-

taken to make efficient use of direct sunlight for home uses
t, At the University of Delaware, for example, work- is being

conducted on Solar One, an experimental solar-powered house.
Solar qv is a-rooftop unit that combines a solaf thermal

collector for heating and cooling with solar photovdlt4c
devices for electricity. Approximately 90% of the household
'energy requirements can be met with this active solar system

This,combination of collection and storage should produce an
overall efficiency of about 60% conversion. The major dis-

.

advantage of such an efficient activ4 solar system is cost.

Installation of this active system would-increase the cost
of a home tremendously.

One of themajor problems with. direct solar is that, it

is rather dilute and it is difficult td make it.econOmically
feasible on a large scale. Although the total energy that

falls on the uppet atmosphere of the earth is gigantic, a
_third of it is reflected away. The actual amount to fall on

a given potion..of the earth is dependent upon the latitude,

season, and local weather conditions.

1 -.
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The average energy that, falls on a square yard of the

surface of the earth is just enough to power, a 200-watt,

lightulb. Alt4OUgh"this by itself is not very much energy,

the possibilities add up when the total surface area of ale'

world is considered. The average energycOnumpttOn of the
4

United States is about one kilowkt per-acye. Sunlight ab-

sorbed at groundlneVel, courd'theoretically supply about 800

kilowatts per acre.

SOLAR TECHNOLOGY'.

A solartechnology industry is rapidly developing in .

the United States. Solar cells are presently on the market

for a wide variey of uses. .Silicon photovoltaic cells ha-'re

been employed in camera light meters and to ge.fferOte elec-

tricity for spacecraft. Photoelectrit cells are also used

in communications and signaling equipment throughout'the

world.

Although. the basic concepts are well-understood for

many applications ty solar energy, the development of the

technology required is hinder'ed by large'production cost.

factors.

A more fuurisic idea has, been proposed by ailiy others.

Softie projections have been worked out by the Arthur D. Little

Corporation. A satellite with wing -like *solar panels up to

three miles long co d be placed into orkt out 22006
miles above the e to collect energy from sunlight. This

fixture would provide constant energy andwould receive con-

' siderably more energy than a%collection system based- on the

earth, The electmic energy would then be converted to micro-
, 0

micro-

wave radiation
/

and beamed to earth where it would be collected

Qt`./1)
- r
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and reconverted. This sateklite would be about 10,000 times

larger than any previous satellite that has been placed in

Orbit. Although the costs for 'this new technology would

certainly be staggering, many scientists predict that this

is the only way that eiw,gh energy can be supplied for the

earth in the next century. -----,

--it 1'

OCEAN THERMAL

The largest4collectors of solar energy are the oceans,

which comprise 70% of the surface of the earth. Enormous

quantitles of solar energy are collected and stored in the

oceans. Each year, the sun'provides the earth with thousands

of times as much energy as is consumed. It also melts the

ice caps at the North and South Poles, creating- deep, cold'

ocean c urrents that. flow toward the equator beneath the

warmer upper ocean layers. This temperature di fference is.

the so ce of potential ocean thermal energy.

excellent area ,for ocean thermal energy is located

between the two tropics, Cancer and Capricorn, where 90% of

the surface area is water. The surface .temperatvre of th,e

water there is around 80°F all years deeper water is about.

35°F. An ocean thermal energy converter plant could be

located to work in this temperature differential of 50°.

The potential energy stored in this area alone is phenomenal.

The Gulf Stream, for example, carries billions of cubic

feet of seawater through the-Gulf of Florida per seqond. In
4

the Gulf Stream, ocean thermal units could be'placed a mile

or so apart. Operation at an:efficiency of only 2% could

produce more than 10 times'the total consumption of elec-

tricity of the United States in 1980.

Page 20/EY-03



The technique of converting the thermal energy of the

oceans into ele'ctrical energy is one that is understood in

theoy: 'However, due to inadequate technology, conversion

of oceanic thermal energy is not yet fully developed. Warm

water would be drawn into the system, where it would heat

.tubes containing A liquid with a low boiling point. Upon'
. vaporization, the steam would drive a turbine generator..

Cool water could then be.pumped from the lower depths to

Condense the'vapor and form the cyclical process. The sys-

tem would work like a big refrigerator..

Government funds have .provided for some ofithe prelim-
inary research. Tlans are now being formulated to construct

demonstration power plants using ocean thermal as a source
ofenergy: Future developments will depend upon increased

government funds for research.

WIND

For years, power from the wind has teen used to pump

water for crop irrigation, topropel sailing ships across

the oceans, and to, turn millstones to grind flour from grain.

About 2% of all the solar radiation that falls on the earth

is converted rn wind energy in the atmosphere.

This amount of energy alone, would be,enolIghto supply.

the United States with 10 timeS its consumptlon in 1980.

If funding.is provided for development of this source of

energy, many predictions say pat wind or aeolian energy

could provide up' to 10% of the energy demand oaf the United

.States in the year 2000.

4

A
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The United States government has been interested in

reviving aeolian energy programs-. With government funding,

NASA built'an experimental wind turbine in Sandusky, Ohio.

This and other similar projects will result in an increased

emphasis, of this type of energy source in the future.

,- Scientists have identified several sites where large

amounts of aeolian energy are available: the Great Plains,

the eastern foothills of the Rocky Mountains, the Texas- Gulf

Coast; the Green and White Mountains of New England, the

continental shelf of the northeastern United States, and the

Aleutian Islands: Scientists have also developed a plan for

constructing'a grid of wind machines at half-mile or mile

intervals through the Great Plains area.

Such a system could theoretically produce a considerable

amount of the domestic electricity used each year. A off-
.

shore.facility is also planned- wherewind could be used to

electrolyze water into hydrogen and oxygen.' Hydrogen hen

could be piped to shore or transported in refrigerated)tdnk-

ers.

Although large aeolian machines would perhaps only

Jive 'percent efficient, the source of energy is free. Be-

cause.they do not produce by-products or residues,residues, they are
.

not especially troublesome. The largest drawback is land

used:* A giant grid system complete with power lines
\\,L

would have some aesthetic disadvantages. In addition, if

a large scale system of aeolian machines were developed,

there would be questions concerning the possible effects of

the weather caused by the removal of large amounts of kinetic.

energy.

"Wind power development has been slowed to sate becauSe

of economic reasons. Thq cost of building wind power gener-

ating plants Is considerably higher than conventional fossil
0
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fuel or nuclear plants. In addition, wind power systems
only operate part of the time, while others could operate
all the time. However, since wind machines have low main-
tenance and no fue) costs, these devices could become more
important energy sources in the future.

The future of the various types of solar energy (direct,

solar,'ocean thermal,.wind) is summarized in Table 5.

TABLE 5. THE FUTURE OF SOLAR, OCEAN THERMAL,
AND WIND ENERGY.

Advantages

This source of energy is free and essentially
unlimited.

Production of this energy is clean and don-
polluting.

Basic theoriefor use are developed.

Disadvantages

The cost for large scale development is high.

The efficiencies for use are low, but could
be increased.

1
The cost foeinitial installation is high

1

e
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GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

Geothermal energy, the natural subterranean heat of

, the earth, promises to be an important future source of

energy. It is estimated to be avast internal energy re-

serve. The challenge is to put this tremendous energy to

work.

NATURE AND DISTRIBUTION OF GEOTHERMAL SOURCES

Fag- beneath the surface of the earth is molten rock.

In some areas, this molten rock has worked its way near the

surface. Underground water is then heated `and hot springs

result. Almost all of the known geothermal wells in the

United States are locatedin California, Nevada, Oregon,

Alaska, Idraho, Montana, New Mexico; Utah, Washington, and

Texas. At present, the majority of knowledge of promising

geothermal sites depends on the presence of geysers, hot

springs, and volcanoes. As modern techniques develop, esti-

mates of the size and location of these resources will cer-

tainly become more precise.

The most promising sources of geothermal 1,,ells are

illustrated in Figure 10. ,

Geothermal reservoirs are found in the following usable

forms: hydrothernial, geopressured, and' dry-hot-rock reser-

voirs. Hydrothermal reservoirs are the most commonly used

type with present technology. A vapor dominated (or dry

steam) field, such as the Geysers, is the most commerciall,y

attractive, since the steam can 'be used to drive turtlipes.

The hot ivate'r (or w steam) fields are harder to work be-

cause
1)

cause of the mixture f steam and hot water, Sinde.the steam
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must be Clear of water for use in a turbine. Unfortunatety,

wet steam fields are twenty times more common than the dry
steam fields.

Geopressured reservoirs are perhaps the least under-

stood type of geothermal reservoirs. They are usually made

up of porous sands containing water or brine at high tem-

perature,2?) pressure-trapped beneath the earth. A lartge

geopressured zone hasipeen found along the Texas Gulf Coast

and is thought to have a lot of energyp tential. Such a

deposit could provide hydraulic energy, a well as natural
gas.

The hot-rock systems are potentigii the largest and

most widely-distributed resources. The normal temperatUre

gradient-i-s'about 1-00°F per mile. Since tw-cgical- poiae

plants require steam of at least 400°F, the wells would h ve
to be four to five miles deep. This is too deep for present
techniques.

DEVELOPMENT OF 'GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

Two geothermal fields account for more than half of

the total geothermal generating capacity of the world at
,

the present time. One is a plant in Larderello, Italy.

Several facilities are preseptly operating in California

afthe,site of the Geysers near San Francisco. However,

the,combined capacity of these plants in-the United States
is less'than the capacity of a good-sized coal or nuclear -.

plant. .

In Iceland, geothermal heat has-been used for years to
heat buildings. Geothermal provides most of the heat for

.

the 100,000 peopll in Iceland's-capital, Reykjavik.' Several

11

homes are heated in the, same way in 'Oregon and Idaho,
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There are several problems associated with development

.of geothermal plants. Clearing land and pumping massive.

.amounts of water will certainly have some environmental dis-

advantages. These pyoblems will probably be overcome in
the future to allay this energy source-to supplement the

energy supply in. the future. A summary of the future devel-

opment of geothermal sources ,is presented in Table 6.'

'TABLE 6. THE FUTURE OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
IN THE UNITED STATES.

Advant-a.-ge-s-

Supplies of geothermal are plentiful.

PdWer plants4%re relatively inexpensive to
build.

There are no fuel costs.

Disadvantages

Wases'that come to the surface must' be
disposed.

- The water cycle in the area may be dist'urbed.

Efficieicy is low.

O
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HYDROPOWER 1

.The potential energy difference in two water levels

can also serve as a source of energy. This principle was

recognized several thousands of years ago. Water wheels

were used by many early cit(ilizations'for a variety of pur-

poses. There are two possibilities for large scale use at

the present: natural water courses and tides.

NATURAL WATER COURSES

Water flowing from a higher level to'a leVel
< , ,

a natural water course can generate electricity!', The fall-

ing water may be used to.turp a turbinegenerator.for elec-

. tricity or for mechanical power: Ada is bullt iipltstore

water in a reservoir where it can be released when needed.

ALth.ough water powe,is theoretically a renewable energy e=

.source, the power prantv'themselves wear out; the reservoirs

eventually fill up with silt.

kmajor advantage of a hydroelectric power plant is

that it can be turned on and off quite easily. For this

yeason, h'Ydrcielectric power-plants are important parts of

the total electricity generating Systems in the country.

While it is difficult to moderate coal and nuclear plants,.

hydroelectric power plants can use energy generated to pump

water to back to a higher level. This reserve can then be '

used when the demand for electricity is high during certain

times of the day, or days, of the week.4-

Good sites for building droelectric power p3ants are

rather Limited. Although c acity has doubled since 1950,

hydroelectric power provided only 13% of the electricity for

the United States in 1978. k
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The geographical distribution of hydroelectric power.

production in the United States is shown in Table 7.

I-

TABLE 7. HYDROELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION
IN THEJJNITED.STATES.

Region Percentage of US Total

Pacific
1

%

45.0% .

Mountain \... 11.7

Middle Atlantic 10.5

South Atlantic' , 9.7

East Southentral . 9-.3

We's to North Central 5.5

&441ost South Central .0

New England '2. 6

East North' Central
- 1.5

Alaska and Hawaii 1,0 .

1

r The leading Vdroelecta-ic#power-producing ,countries in'
.

the world are: the United Stats, Canada, the Soviet Union,

Japan, and Fian6e: Since there are many environmental p'rob=,

lems associated with further hydroelectric power. faeiliti.es

'in the United States, this source. of energy'wili probably

not be a major contributor to energ)i spvrces- inithis country.
,

It willImost:certainly be .major source 'of energy to de el.
.

oping ,countries.7 The future advantages and disadvantage of.
/ .

hydroelecttic power are summarized in Table 8.-
.

.,

f
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TABLE 8. THE FUTURE OF HYDROELECTRIC POWER
' IN THE UNITED 'STATES.

V.

Advantages

4-
Electricity is produced inexpensively..

No air pollution is present;

*-Reservoir lakes can store large amounts of
water. .A 1

Reservoir lakes may benefit the environment.

Fossil fuels are not consumed.

Disadvantages

Initial construction ,costs are high. .

Reservoir lakes may damage the environment.
,

Land suitable for agriculture'may be lost.

..Droughts may curtail power production.

0

TIDES

4.

tidesare the periodic rise and fall of the waters of

the earth. They are caused by the gravitational effects of

the sun and the moon on the oceans. The difference in water

levels that results can also serve as allsource of energy.

A power plant dam may be built across a narrow entrance

to a bay, torming a reservoir betweei the power plant dam

- and-the shore. As the waters rise and fall, a turbine is

operated td generate lectricity. Since there are two highs

and two lows per d , energy can be extracted four times.
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In order to generate power effectively,,however, there must

be an average diffeence,of at least five feet between the

depth of the water in the basin and the ocyan floor. For

efficiency purposes, the difference in the head or water

depth should be greater than five feet.

There are presently two tidal plants in the world.

The largest tidal plant in existence is the Rance Station

near St. Malo, France. This 'plant uses the tides that flow

into the English 'Channel on theFrench Side. The plant took

seven years to construct and was finished in 1967. It would

provide enough power for 16,000 homes in the United States.

Another plant exists in the Soviet Uni3non the Ura River

at the Barents Sea near Murmansk.

Although there ate no tidal plants in the United States,

the concept has been under investigation for several years.

A study completed in 1977 found that there are only two areas

sufficiently large enough for such a plant. They are the .

Passamaquoddy Bay region along the Canadian border in Maine,

and the Cook' Inlet region in Alaska.

It*would not be feasible to build a plant in Alaika,.

since the Cook Inlet is jocatedin a sparsely popilated area

and transportation costs would be high. On the other hand,.
a tidal plant in New England'is a future possibility. The

ideal location for a tidal plant would probably be,fn eastern

Canada. The tides in the Bay of Fundy average over 40 feet

ai a time. The futureof tidal poweris summarized in Table

9.

ti
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TABLE-9. THE FUTURE OF TIDAL POWER.

Advantages .

No fuefis required.

This causes minimum air and water pollution.

4 Very little land is required.

A long lifetime Would beprobable.

New loc,a1 indust.ries might be developed.

Disadvantages

Initial cost would be-quite'large.

:Fishing patterns would-be disturbed.

.Corrosion and storm damage to facilities are
probable.

Distributionpower to populated areas will be
expensive..,

NEW SOURCES

One way to satisfy theincreasing demand for energy is -

to develop%new sources of fuel. This.is usually an extremelS,

expensive alternative, however, since research and develop-
.

ment costs are high. In addition, many of these aiternatives

are not popular. /
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SYNTHETIC FUELS

When faced with petroleukshortages during World War

II, Germany demonstrated the feasibility of'obtaining liquid

and gaseous. fuels on a large scale, In South Africa, where

petroleum is scarce due to world political reasons, large

'plants are presently producing synthetic oil. When neces-

sary, technology can produce what is needed. The Energy

Security, Act of 1980 provides $20 billion 'in loan guarantees

and incentives for industry to pursue synthetic fuels during

the next decade. The total estimated cost of thisrsynthetic

fuel program (to reduce dependence upon foreign oil) is a

staggering one trillion dollars.

BIOMASS

An indirect source of solar energy iobiomass. Biomass

.is a Oneral term for plant and animal waste. Since these

,energy sources are renewable, much use maybe found for them

in the future. A good example is 'the grpwing,use of alcohol,

:which is produced through, the fermentatiOn of,b'iomass and

used to supplement petroleum-based fuels now used for trans-

portation.

4
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EXERCISES

1. Start a collection of current news articles concerning

the present and future of the-sources of energy dis-

cussed in this module.

2. Expand on the advantages and disadvantages 'listed for

the energy sources discussed in this module by citing

specific examples,

3. List the energy sources discussed in the module in

order of future importance. Compare this list with

others in the class.

4. Theoretically, two square milesslof solar pipkver could

operate one million toasters. Although this statement

is true, what would be some considerations on a large-

scale use-of solar power?
,

5. If you were President of the United States, for which

of the energy sources discussed in the module would

you favor spending for research and development? Com-

pare this list with others in the class.

0 0 Ar-
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INTRODUCTION

The material contained in this modulb presents sn over-

'view of thee primary systems that use energy. The energy con-

sumed can be either an original enexgy source or electricity.

Heating and cooling of air and water, transportation, Mimi-

nation, and mechanical power are the leading actual energy

uses in the United States. The increased demand for energy

means that a re--evaluation of energy must occur.

Data'presehted in this module also provide some compar-

ative information concerning efficiency ratings and conserva-

tion measures. If energy is to be conserved, these systems

must use energy as efficiently as posgible. Sometimes, this
ti

may be accomplished by the correct choice of system. Some-

times, this may be accomplished by indiVidual decisions on

use.

4

PREREQUISITES

i

The student shouldould haye completed Module EF-03, "Sources

of EnAgy
a

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student shoul4 be

able to: 1

1. List the four major sectors of 'energy use.

2. List the four major actual uses of energy.

3. Identify,the various systems discussed in this module

for heating, and cooling, illumination, transportation,

and indutrial poWer.

EF-04/Page 1
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4, -4escribe the general trends in the use and conservation

of \energy in the areas discussed in this module.

S. Discuss the meaning and consequences of load factors

and demand charge to utiddties and Customers.

6. Discuss the general procedures And problems associated

with the conversion of raw fuels into useful energy

forms.

7'. Identify the 'following important terms as discussed in

this module:

a. Single zone system

b. Multizone system

c. Terminal reheat System

d. Variable air volume system

e. Constant volume system

f. Induction system

g. Dual duct system

h. 'Fan coil system

i. Self-contained systems

j. Gas/electric homes

k. All-electrid homes

1. Thermostat

nr. Energy Effic*iency Ratio (EEF)

n. CliMate zones

o: R-Value

p. Insulation

Incandescent.

r. Energy'efficiency

s. Color rendition

t. Light intensity

u. Lumens

v. Fluorescent ,

Page 2/EF-04
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w. Mercury vapor

x. Metal-halide

y. High- pressure

z . Cogeneration

4
a a . Recycling

tb. Load factor

cc. Demand .charge

t

sodium.

10G

t ,

1,
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SUBJECT MATTER

USES OF ENERGY ,

The four major users of the original energy fuels'con-
,

sumea in the-United StateS are the following: electrical,

industrial, transportation,-and residential/vommercial The

various components of these sectors then cohvert-the fuel

into more.usefua forms of energy to power the American sys-

t

Increased demand and cost have made it necessary for

these sectors -to re-evaluate energjr-using systems, in terms

of e- fficienc-y and conseYVation. The portion of the original

energy sources .consumed by each of these sectors is illus:

trated tp. Figure 1.

r

Figure 1. Major.Original Energy Users.
in the United States 1979.

)

ti4
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1
ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND DISTRIBUTION

natural gas, coal, hydropower, geothermal, and nur

clear.are currently, the major sources or,,power in the United

States. The chart in Figure 2 illustrates the distribution

of these energy sources. Numbers refer to percentage of the 44

total energy consumption of the United States.

TOTAL it 45.9

TRANSPORT-
A.T1ON
24.4

RESIDENTIAL/
COMMERCIAL

10.4

INDUSTRIAL
7.8

ELECTRICAL
3.3

OIL

TOTAL mp 24.8

RESIDENTIAL/
COMMERCIAL

9.2

INDUSTRIAL
11.8

ELECTRICAL
3.8

* NATURAL
GAS

',TOTAL r. 22.0

INDUSTRIAL -
8.4

ELECTRICAL
15.8

COAL

TOTAL : .4.0

ELECTRICAL
4.0

HYDROPOWER/
GEOTHERMAL

TOTAL 2 as
ELECTRICAL

3.5

NUCLEAR

Figure 2. Distributibn of Original Energy Sources
in the United States 1979.

Hydroelectric, geothermal, and solar power sources are

projected to increase in impOrtance in the future. The use

Of nuclear energy to generate electricity,will'also increase.

Thes.e increases, however, will not beienough to make up for

the increased total demand for energy oveY the next two de-
..

cades. As a result, fOssil fuels are expected to'continue as

1
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the major energy sources for the United States. However,

coal will become a more important contributor to the total'

energy input, as oil and natural gas percentages decrease.

Heating and tooling, transportation, illumination, and

mechanical power are the largest actual.end-products of en-

ergy consumption. The chart in Figure 3 gives*a more de-

tailed breakdown of actual energy use.

TRANSPORTATION

SPACE HEATING --

PROCESS STEAM

DIRECT HEAT

ELECTRIC DRIVE

UGHTING

WATER HEATING

AIR CO,NDITIONING
REFRIGERATION

COOKING -

ELECTROLYSIS

OTHER

RAW MATERIALS

'&74"\MM

NV 8%

1 1%

18%

16%

25%

Figure 3. Distribution of Actual Energy_ Use ,

in the United-States.

Although aboUt 63% of the total energy consumed in the

United States is consumed by business and government agen-

cies, a sizeable 37% is consumed by individual users. The

distribution Of personal energy use is shown in Figure 4.

EF-04/Page 7
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PERSONAL

/
HOT 1VA TIE

6%
Figure 4.,4 Diittibution

REFRIGERATION 4% of Persolal Energy-,0Use
iCOOKING LIGHTING 1% in, the United States.'

4
MISCELLANEOUS 3% ,

HEATING AND COOLING

Space heating and cooling accounts for about 60% ofthe

total residential'and commerc.ial energy consumptisin and for

about 400 of the totalCpersopl energy consumption. Analy4is

of heating and cooling systems provides one of the best oppor-

. tunities to save money. ,

HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEMS

The following diScussion centers on heating and-cooling

systems.

t

Sing,le Zone System

A zone is an area or group of areas in a building that

experiences similar amounts of heat gain'and heal loss. A

single zone system is one that provides heating and cooling
fi

Page 8/EF,-.04
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to one zone that is controlled by the zone thermostat. The

unit- may be installed within or remote from the space it

serves, either with or without air distribution ductwork.

Multizone System

1
A multizone system heats and cools several zones, each /

. .

with a different load_ requirement, from a centralized unit.

1

A thermostat in each zone controls dampers at the unit that

.mix the hot andcold air to meet-the varying load requirements
..

of the zone involved. .

Terminal Reheat System

The terminal reheat system is a modification of a single

zone system that provides a higher degree Of temperature and

humidity control. The central unit provides air at a given

tempprature to all zones served by the system: Secondary

teilApa.l heaters or coolers then adjust the air 'temperature

to-be compatible with the 1,oad requirements of the specific

space involve-,, The high degree of control provided by this.
ti system requires an'ecessive amount of energy.

Variable Air Volume System

A variable air volume system proiides heated Or cooled

air at a constant temperature to all zons served. Units

located in each zone adjust the quantity'of air reaching

each zone, depending'on the zone's load requirement.

EF-04/Page 9



Constant Volume System

Most constant volume systems either are part of-another

system or,serve to provide precise air supply at a constant

volume. They are typically used in dual duct-systems.

Induction System 4

An induction system is an air-handling uh.it that 1.11)-

plies heated or cooled primary air at high pressuie to induc-

tion.uniis.located on the outside walls of each spaced served.

The highzpressure primary air is disCharged within the unit

'through nozzles, inducing room air throligh a heating, or cool-

ing coil in the 'unit. The resultant mixture of primary air

.and induced air is discharged to the room at a temperature

dependent on the load of the space involved.

..Dual Duct System

The central unit of a dual'duct system provides both

heated and cooled air, each at a constant temperature. Each

space is . served by two duct, one carrying hot air, the other

carrying-cold air. The duets feed into a mixing box in each

space. Dampers then mix the hot and cold air to achieve the

air temperature required.

Page 10/EF-04
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-1Fan Coil System

4

ID

A fall coil usually consists of several fan coil units,

each of Which has a.fqn *and a heating-or cooling coil. These

individual units can be located either in or remote front

the.space or zone being served.

Self- Contained Systems -...

.s.

f.
,

. , .

:-..,

. .L
A self-contained system- is a roof -top unit, window unit, , ,l-

ororthrough-the-Wafl unit.
,

, 4
'9

0 '

I

APPLICATIONS

Application decisions begin with the selction

heating/cooling system. Other'decsions include the,selec-

tion of the thermostat setting, efficiency ratings, type of

insulation, maintenance efforts, and other steps.

Selection of Heating /Cooling System

There is no clear choice concerning heating an,d cooling

systems. The relative cost and availability of nativnal'gas

and electricity,electricity, the prevailing weather condition.in spe-

cific areas, and individual building requirements must all

be-considered. A comparison of energy use; in gas electric

homes and ill-eletric homes is. presented in Figure S.

its

v. 113
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COOLING

WATER HEATING

TN.. WASHING MACHINE,
DISHWASHER

CLOTHES DRYING
AND COOKING

REFRIGERATORS

a. All-Electric Home

HEATING

UGHTS & SMALL APPUANCES

I

400

REFRIGERATOR

IV., WASHING 4 UGHT AND\SMALL
MACHINE, APPUANCES
DISHWASHER

ELECTRIC USES GAS USES

0

CLOTHES DRYING, COOKING,
OTHER SMALL GAS APPLIANCES

b. Gas / Electric Home

Figure 5. Energy Uses in Gas/Electric-an4
,A11-Electric Homes.
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Selection of Thermostt Setting

There is no ideal setting for either heating or cooli .

A combination of temperature, humidity, air motion, and act v-

ity in a zone must be considered for maximum comfort. How-

ever, a difference in only one or twb degrees of temperature

1

does make a dramatic( diffeence in6nergy consumption and

cost. Figure 6 illAtrateAtlie thermostat settings for het-

ing and coolihg and the percentages of. savings for each degree

of change.

16% LESS
8% LESS'

RECOMMENDED SETTING )1.1..-

8%

18%

28%

39%.

50% MORE

63% MORE

91% MORE
78% MORE

65%

53%

41%
30%

19%

9%

-: COMFORT ETTING

10%

19%

27%

-' RECOMMENDED SETTING

42% LESS

'COOUNO HEATING

COST OF KEEPING
ROOM TEMPERATURES

ABOVE AND BELOW 78

COST OF KEEPING
ROOM TEMPERATURES
ABOVE AND BELOW 72

Figure 6. Thermostat Settings and Energy Consumption.

r
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. Consideration of Efficiency

Until recently, most American were not concerned about

the efficiency of any energy-consuming systems. It was

cheaper to buy less efficient systems and use more energy

than ,to b morea more efficient system and use less energy.

\Y
For example, there are air conditi ners on the market

that operate on up to 30961.ess energy than other models. The

more efficient'an air conditioner, the hligher its Energy '--

Efficiency Ratio (EER). The EER is defined askthe amount of
i

heat one watt of electricity will recover from they air in one

hour. The EER isodetermlned by ,dividing the number of Btus ...

required for cooling by the number of watts needed to produce

cool airs. An EER above 8.0 uld beoonsidered to be an ex-
..

,cellent energy efficiency. Example A illustrates determina-

tion of EER.

WMPLE A. DETERMINATION OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY RATIO.

Given: A 36,000 Btu (three ton) air conditioner requires

6,000 watts to operate.

Find: , The. Energy Efficiency Ratio for this unit.

Solution:
Output 36,000 Btu \ 1EER 6.0'Watt Input 6,Q00 W

Page 14LEF -04
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Insulation '

,More than half ofthe hOmes in the United States are

inadequately insulated. Large lmounts of energy are, there-

fore, lost in both heating and cooling of these structures.

The optimum amount of insulation recommended for a structure

depends on the climate, the type of insulatiOn material, and

the structure itself. Figure 7 sOws the climate zones for

the United States.

4

.Figure 7. Climate Zones of the United-States.

410

.
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The effectiveness of various insulation materials is
.

measured by their R-yalues.6 The higher the R-value, the

greater is iht, reMitante to the t4:ansfer of heat. RecoM-

i,
, . .

mended R-values for home insulation are given in Table 1.

TABLE 1.. RECOWEIIDER,R-VALUES FOR CLIMATE ZONES.

Climate Zone . Attic Floorsr Ceilings or Basemen s

1. R-26; R-11

2 , R-26 . R-13

'...y3 re R-30- - R-19

4 . .

R-33' R-22

5 - R-38 . R -.22
.

The required 0.ickness of various insulation materials, is

given in Table 2.

Page 16/EF104
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TALE 2.' 'INCHES OF INSULATION REQUIRED FORR-VALUES.

R-Value
Glass Fiber
Blanket

Rock Wool
Blanket

Glass Fiber
Fill

'

Rock Wipol
Fill

R-11 . 31-4 3 5 4

R-13
. -

t4 41 6 41

R-19 6-61 51 81 61

R722 61 .. 6 10 71

R-26 8
.

1 4 3.2 9

R-30' 10 9 131A 101

R-33 11 10 15 ' ill

R-38. 121 101 171. 13i

Other, Considerations

Efficient opeiation of_the heatihg awl cooling units

provides the *best opportunitiei.for'an individual to 'Conserve

energy. The efficiency of a home system depends upoh a num-

ber of factors that an individual can easily control.

For instance, an individual can: check,and glean fil-

ters; keep fireplacg dampers closed when not in use; close

off r ms when not in use; keep outside doors closed as much

as possible, adjust the thermostat; acid---caulking and weather

stripping to decrease energy loss; ventilate attics; install

appropriate in'sulation'; and plantYtrees and shrubs topToVIde

appropriate Aaing and screening..

All of these operations will-increase the efficiency of

the heating/ceolingsystem of a home or business.

'4
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ILLUMINATION'
A

In the United States today, approxi ately 20% of all
4

electricity generated is used for-lighting homes and busi-

nesses. Perhaps up to-50% of that energy could be conserved

with virtually no capital expense. Energy conservation in

lighting,can be achieved with little effort: sometimes it

is as easy as flipping a switch. In addition, curbing -energy
4

use in lighting does not require,a change in lifestyle or a

substantial investment of funds.

ILLUMINATION SYSTEMS

Through decades of use, consumers have come to re4ron

the familiar incandescent bulb for all their lighting need

However, different tasks and situations, require dif erent

lighting types and levels. Sometimes, it may be necessary to
o

have high-powered 'outdoor security lights, but very-dim night

lights are better for many other purposes. A variety of

light sources is available. Each has characteristics that

make it_suitable f6r various light1ing situations.

frwo considerations are important in choosing home

ing: energy efficiency and,color rendition. -Ene/:gy effi-

Iiiency for all light sources, is the measure of how much light

is produced in,relation to the amount of energy used. Light

intensity is measured-in lumens and energy per time period is

measured in watts. The lumens-per-watt .rating is similar to.

the miles-per-gallon rating, of engine efficiency.

Some light-sources convert electricity into light much

more efficiently than others, and therefore can deliver more

.light for the same amount of electricityt. The'difference in

Page 1S/EZ-04 120
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the amount of light provided per watt can have p dramatic

impact on the-amount of electricity required to light a home

or office. The method of analysis.of the efficiency of light
. k

s urces is illustrated in Example B. The differences in the

efficiencies of various light sources are shown in Figure-8.

EXAMPLE B. ANALYSIS,OF LIGHT SOURCES.

Given: A 40-watt fluorescent tube--ae-1-4.K_ers 66 lumens per

watt. A 40-watt incandescent bulb deliver 12

lumens per watt.

Find:- The efficiency of the fluorescent lighting com-

pared torincandescent lighting in this situation.

Solution:
.Fluorekcprit Intensity 66 lumens

1 65
lumens

Efficiency Power 40 watts %watts

Incandescent Intensity 12 lumens lumens
Efficiency -Power 40-watts .watts

Fluorescent lightingeis, then, more than five

times j
1.65
-0.30

5.5), more efficient than incandes-

cent .lighting.

Although:most home lighting is incandescent,

ing used in .buginess, industry, and government facilities is

fluorescent.' In terms of total operating costs, studies show

that fluorescent lighting is, nearly four times as efficient

as incandescent.lighping. The economic advantge-increes

most lsight-'

a
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when electricity rates risevand- when lights must be operated

for long periods of time.' Fluorescent lighting generally'

costs more to install because of the greater cost of fixtures

and lamps, but has two distinct economic advantages over in-

candescent in terms of Operating costs. Most fluorescent

tubes last about 12 times longer and operate on one - fourth

to one-thiid'less electricity.

Color rendition is the second factor to be considered
44,

when choosing a light source. Color is simply the effect of

light`waves bouncing off, or passing through, various objects.

Therefore, the color of a given object is determined in part

by the characteristics of the ight source under which the

objectcis viewed. Color rendition is a re.1ative term in that

it refers to the extent to which the perceived color of an

object ender a light source matches the perceived of that ob-

ject under the familiar incandescent bulb. A good color ten-
;

dition,means a familiar appearance. Incandescent lamps accen-

tuate 34arm tones (red, oranges, yellows)". Fldorescent bulbs

accentuate cool tones (blues/ greens). Many home owners are

reluctant to use fluorescent lighting because of.these differ-

ences.

I

APPLICATIONS

Principles of energy conservation canlbe applied to

lighting systeMs by the, selection of light sources, reduction

in light intensity, use of timers and dimmers, and utiliza-

tion of natural light.

123 EP -0'4 /Page 21



Selection of L. Sources

Selection of the best, lighting source is a good place to

start. The advantages of fluorescent over incandescent lamps

have already been discussed. Relamping with lower-wattage

slimline fluorescents has been estimated to reduce annual en-

ergy costs by as much as 17.5'watts for each lamp and ballast.

Various high-intensity.discharge (HID) lamps, such as

mercury vapor, metal-halide, and high pressure sodium, are

finding popularity in the commercial and industri sectors

because of efficiency and long life, as compared'to incandes-
c

cents.

Reduction'of Intensity

Much of the lighting in American homes and businesses is

too intense and unnecessary.,' More than twice as much energy

is used for lighting in the United States as is used in many

other countries for the same purposes. Although sufficient

light must be used to prevent,ye strain and accidenti, pro-

viding the appropriate light for the activity performed (task

illumination) is an easy way to save.up to SO% of lighting

costs.

of Lighting

Timing devices and lighting circuits controlled by dimmer

switches can alsoynontribute to conservation. Regular main

tenance and cleaning of lamps and fixtures, light-painted

Page 22/EF-04



suraces,'-and prop4pia //dement Of light fixtures can increase

actual, light by as much gas 20%.

Use of Natural Lighting

Natural. lighting (passive solar) from windows and sky-

Tights can also be. used for illumiriatiOn. Solar mirror sys-

tems can be used for illumination, as well to heat,spactik.

However, the use of sunlight will only save energy.as long

as heat transmission is not increased. More money is spent

to seat and cool space than for illumination.

TRANSPORTATION

The transportation sector accounts for almost one

quarter of the total annual energy consumption in the 'United

States. It is also credited with being the most inefficient

area of energy use.

Of all the energy consumed by the Ame'rican economy in

1979, 24% was used in transportation. Almost all fuel is

derived from petroleum. For example, gasoline is used for

automobiles; diesel fuel for trucks; trains, and buses; ker-

osene, for airplanes. -Conservation in the transportation

area, Cher fore, has a direct effect on the dependence of the

'American eco y on imported oil.

125'
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TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS

The internal combustion engine, which dominates present

transportation systems, is not very efficient. Only about.

15% of the fuel energy is actually used to move vehicles.

The automobile is the major user of this energy.

In many ways, the ideal engine for transportation would

be electric., It is efficient, quiet, does not emit'pollu-

t androes not directly,use oil-based fuels. Although

the electric vehicle has a long history, and is marketed -to-

day, it presently does not compete with. gasoline-powered vehi-

cles. The .major unsolved problem of the electric car is en-

ergy storage.

The common-lead acid storage battery is too heavy. It

,does not store enough energy per pound, cannot be discharged

and recharged enough times, and is too expensive. In addi-

tion, existing battery systemsimust b.e replaced approximately

every three years. Developing technologies, however, may

make the electric car more economically feasibledn the fu-

ture.

There are numerous fators that influence the fuel econ-

omy of a motor vehicle. The most important factor is vehicle

weight. Until the 1970's, there was a movement toward in-

creasing size and weight, an.increasing demand for air condi-.

tioning units, and a desire for automatic transmissions.

Since that time, ,howeVer, smaller cars with increased,fuel

economy have been more popular. The major consequence of

improved fuel. efficiency is that relianceson imported oil is

decreased.

In stdte.of. persistent rumors, there are no ultra-effi-

cient newengines hidden in Detroit. Many small improvements

will be seen in the eure, such as the electronic ignitions

and stratified charge engines that are already being marketed.

Page 24/EF-04
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There are also longer-ran e improvements, such as a

continuously variable transmission system thrt could improve

fuel economy by as much as 26%.

Two new enginei, the gas turbine and the stirling engine,

are also receiving much attention. Both of these engines

have the following important advantages: they can burn non-

-petroleum fuels like alcohol; they are more efficient and

cleaner than gasoline or diesel engines; and they will not

require emission controls. Research is also investigating'

such refinements as regenerative braking systems,which slow

a vehicle by running the motor as a generator to recharge

the battery.

Alternate fuel sources, such as synthetic fuels and alco-

hol, should provide some relief to the transportation problem.

However, in the near future, petroleum will continue to be

the main source of energy for transportation. As a result,

the greatest savings in transportation will'be realized when

the existing systems are capable of moving people and materi-

als more efficiently. The energy price paid for speed and

convenience is illustrated in Table 3 and Table 4.

127
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TABLE 3. ENERGY DATA FOR PASSENGER TRAFFIC 1970.

Mode

Average
Passenger
Capacity

Average
Load
Factor

Btu Energy Cost
Pet Passengpr
Per Mile

Bicycle 1 100% 200

Walking . 1 100 300

Intercity.Blis . 41 45 1.,,600

Subway/Trolley
7

4, . 4 2,300

RailrOad
a
Car 69 35' 2,900

Automobile (highway) 5 48 3,500

Urban Bus 55 4 3,800

Airplane( . i6 50 8,400 ,

Automobile (city)

(f
5 28 8,500 _

TABLE I4. ENERGY DATA FOR FREIGHT TRAFFIC.

`Mode
Btu Energy Cost
Per Ton Per Mile

Waterway ' 680

Railroad 700

Oil Pipeline , 1,850

Truck.' 2,800

Airplane 62,000

Page 26/EF-04
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APPLICATIONS

Ways to apply,conservation techniques to the transporta-

tion situation are thro h increased engine efficiency, car-

'pooling, mass transit, an _through personal conservation

efforts in the use or non-use of the automobile.

Increased Engine Efficiency

The average engine efficiency of new cars has been

increasing gradually from 15.6 miles per gallon in 1975, to

17.6 miles per gallon in 1976, to about 20 miles per gallon

in 1979. An average of 27.5 miles per gallon is mandated by

t1e government for all new cars.produced in 1985.

Use of lighter materials, improved aerodynamic design,

ad mote efficient drivetrains and engines will be required

to meet this ptandard. Possibilities of advanced 40-50 miles

per gallon cars in the 1990s are also being investigated.

Increased Load Factors

The loadfactor is the percentage of capacity carried by

a car or Other mode of transportation. Emphthsis on carpooling

could increase this factor considerably and, thereby,%be an

,import4nt source of energy conservation. However, since car-
,

-pooling means a change in lifestyle efforts have met with

limited success.

EF-04/Page .27
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Mass Transit

Mass transit. is the most energy-efficient form of trans-

portation, Unfortunately,. mass transit accounts for only a

'small part of total-passenger travel. Although such systems

are successful in densely-populated areas, mass transit.can-
.

notbe used everywhere. New transit systems and 'mproveffents.

in older systems likely will have to be cowwi0 penal-

ties for automobile use before a/shift to mass transit becomes

an important part of,the total picture.

Personal Conservation

The private automobile is the largest single energy-

....tconsuming unit in a typical household. Decisions made by

large numbers of American can greatly affeCt the total energy

supply of the country. tIndividuals can contrib4e to energy

saving by: selection, of the most energy: efficient model

automobile available, careful driving habits, pfoRer mainte-.
/1nance, and by simply driving less.

4

INDUSTRIAL POWER

,The industrial sector is responsible for 'consumptior

.of about one-quarter of.the total energy sources and about

one-third of the electricity prOduced. Since this sector

uses the largest .share of the energy, it is particularly

sensitive to the relationship between Btus-and dollars. As

a result, industry is 'undergoing thorough energy conservation

analysis on its own.
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INDUSTRIAL POWER SYSTEMS

Although industry is a pi'ime conservation target, it is

also so diverse that broad conservations strategies are_dif-

'fi!dult to implement. Industry includes the steel industry

with its coal-gulping blast furnaces, the energy-intensive

plastics industry, but alsosthe less energy-intensive- garment

ihdustry.' The electrid utilities industry is the largest
0.

. . .

single user of primary energy sourcesfto,
.

Most of the energy consumed by industiy is in the form, r

6, of therm'al energy as process S.team and direct heat. The re-

mainder of indUstry consumption is for electricity and for

(fossil fuels to use as raw materials for products. Electric

ity is used to provide mechanical work from motors ., for re-

fining processes, for heatinv.and illumination.

The most, rapidly-growing end-uses are for generation of

.electrical energy and raw. materials. Since most of the,en-

ergy is dn thermal f ngly directed conservation ef-

forts toward insulation, heating e ency and recovery, and

recycling can result in tremendous energy savings. In addi-

tion, better energy management, illumination control, an

thermostat lowering'will be the major.strategies industry can

use to conserve energy.

APPLICATIONS
fr

Conservation techniqUes that can be applied in the energy

consumption of industry include instailling energy-efficient

industrial systems,, through recycling,\through incregsed en-
. ..

ergy efficiency of electricity generation, considering load

factors-,-and_uti_lizattcrn 'of control systems .

131
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Ner rndustrial Systems

'
_

Mach wasted energy could be used fdr the production of

electricity1. Cogeneration, the'sim4itaneous-productAof

electric power or heat in industrial operations, i,s/a.p114er-
.

ful energy conservation method. 1

n addition,' many'jndustries have converted to different

energy-using systems, For exabple-, replacement of the open

hearth furnace with the basic oxygen furnaceat some iron and

steel plants has -saved Up to tw-thirds of the energy formerly

...consumed. ,The Continuous casing protess invalv'ed eliminates

much of the heating and cooling required. ,In addition, modi-

fications-in the electrolytic cells used n aluminum refining .)

could produce sayings as large as 25%.

Recycling

With th`e high energy costs associated with aluminum':

rci, copper, and paper manuflct ing, a most important con-

servation strategy:is recycling. h s process would save

tremendous amounts of energy in metal production, since mining

operations would be eliminated. ,In addition, processing of

recycled paper requires only about one-fourth of the energy

required far virgin wood.

Increased Energy Efficiency of Electrical Generation

o

Conversion of:original fuels to electricity is only

about 30% efficient. The energy used to generate electricity

PageP30/EF-04
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, can be cbnserved by reducing electrical consumption, increas-

ing the piimary'fuel conversion, or by increasing the effli-

ciency of electrical use,

WM.

4
Consideration of'Load FactOrs

A load factor is the ratio, of average road to peak load

'in kilowitts of electricity. =The greater the load factor,

- the less the per-unit cost of energy. There are seasonal,

.
week ly, daily, and weekend /.holiday peaks and valleys in util--

ity,energy loads. UtilitKcotpanie.s encourage customers to-
.

sinooth out demand for energy.

Since electricity must be generated at the instant it

is 'required, the utilities must have reserve generating ca-

pacity to sheet .the highest peak demand on its lines ddting
.

the instant of greatest-load. 'Althdugh'.peaks may, last .for

only several hour"s during the course of a year, thi's IeaveAs

generating capacity that is unused and incapable of accruing

revenue. This unused generating capacity must be paid.for

by demand. charges.

The\basic rate of electricity usage is determined by

the ulity companies and approved by the PUblic Utilities

Commission. The cost to the customer is determined by the

actual energy used, as measured by a meter: .1n addition,sa

demand charge is made to individual customers for the promise

to supply sufficient energy for the peak demand of that cus-

tom'er. This charge is how the utility companies recover costs
. ,

.,associated with investment in capacity and equipment to serve

,peak,peak demand.

4.4
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Utilization of Control Systems t

Many companies have begun using-cotputers to regulate

energy use. This proceS's essentially enables a company to

more fully utilize its electricity by reducing peak FWmand

fob` electricity and filling in when energy usage is normally

low., Smaller microcomputer systems are also becoming popular

for personal home use.

COMMUNICATIONS

By the next century,'an even more interesting substi-

tutidn of electricity into the transportation sector may

take place. Video communication' may replace business flights:

Face-to:face.telecotmunications may eventually-replace

physical meeting in many of the knowledge or information.in-
,

dustries such as insurance, education, and government. The

potential for. energy savings is Itronbmical

It As estimated, for instance, that a gallon of gasoline
*. used in an automob:ile is equivalent in energy to about three

daye.Of continual- telephone conversation.

;.t

L

,

41
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EXERCISES

1. A new air conditioning system with a capacity of

.20,000 Btus has a power rating of 2.2 kilowatts.

The present system used has an EER ,Is the

new system better?

2.. A three-way light bulb has the following. information

liited on the package. Which is the most efficient

way of producing light?

50-watt 580-lumen

100-watt , 1640-lumen

150-watt 22.20-Lumen

3. What is.the other major factor that must be
to
considered

An analysis of the most economtial light bulb in the

'above problem?

4. List specific ways to save energy. on transportation.

Compare,this list' with others in the class. ,.

S. Determine'theEER of the air conditioning system

found at home. 0.

6. Determine the R2value of the insulation found at

7. Determine the ,mileage efficiency of the automobiles

.at home.

we,

o
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INTRODUCTION

Energy conservation actually produces an additional

source'of energy: the energy that would normally be wasted.

This module presents a discussion of how energy technology

can help alleviiite today's energy pro ems. The relation's

ship of energy technology to conser ',11 is discussed,

and the general procedures for an energy audit are described.

Each section of this module is actually an introduction

to further study in the field of energy technology.

PREREQUISITES
4

The student should have completed Module EF-04, "Uses

\.\ of Energy."

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should be

able to:

1. Interconvert units of energy And power with the aid

of the appropriates conversion factors.

2. List and describe two general approaches toward

achieving energy conservation.

3. List and discuss five steps required in. performing

)(

and reporting a energy audit.

4. Given the energ input and output, calculate energy

lo.ss and energy efficiency.

5. Given efficiencies of various conversion steps, cal-

culate net energy efficiency of an operation.

a

133
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, 6. Identify the following terms:

a. Energy units

b. British thermal units

Quad

d. Calorie (cal)

e. Kilocalorie'

f. Joule

g. Kilojoule

h. Kilowatt-hour

i. Energy

j. Power

k. Watt

1. Kilowatt

m. Horsepower

n. Energy input

o. Energy output

p. Energy loss

q. Net efficiency of energy use

Energy audit

s. Audit methods

t. Econotic analysis

Page 2/EF-05
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SUBJECT MATTER

MEASUREMENT OF ENERGY

Any discussion ofenergy is usually' accompanied by

a variety ,of large numbers describing quantities of energy

or power.

For example, in 1979, the United States' consumed a

total of 80,8M000,000,000,000, or.8.08 x 1015, or 80.8

quadrillion Btus of energy.

Six point four billion barrels of oil were burned at

a rate of more than 17 million barrels-a day.

Approximately- 680 million tons of coal were mined with

about 500 million tons used for,p'roduction of electricity.

And 19.8.trillion cubic feet of natural gas were consumed

at a rate of almost SS billion cubic feet per day or more

th'an,600,000 cubic feet per second.

Even larger numbers may be required in some cases.

For instance, the estimated power output of the sun

is 3.47 x 1024- kilowatts, or 3.47 octillion kilowatts.

Approximately -4.14 x 101' watt-hours fall on the earth each

ciay.

The wide range of energy quantities and power ratings

is shown in Figure.l. Familiarity with energy units and

power units is necessary for understanding and analyzing

_today's energy situation.

EF-OS/Page 3
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ANNUAL SOLAR INPUT'

ANNUAL U.S. ENERGY CONSUMPTION

A BARREL OF OIL

DAILY PER CAPITA FOOD INTAKE

ENERGY IN BTUS

1030

1025

1020

1015

4.

1010

TOTAL POWER OF THE SUN

SOLAR POWER TO THE EARTH

TIDES

MN,

105 --

1

WIN

=IN

10-5-

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

AUTOMOBILES

HORSES

HUMAN HEART

POWER IN WATTS

Figure 1. Ranges of Energy and Power.
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ENERGY UNITS

A

Energy sources can be measured in many ways. For ex-

ample, a quantity of petroleum .can be measured in barrels

or gallons; natural gas, in.cubic feet; wood, in cords.

However, the amount of usable energy varies from fuel to

fuel', and even from sample tosample. That is, a barrel

of Saudi Arabian crude oil may contain more or less energy

than a barrel from Texas. A cord of oak provides more heat

than accordof pine. It is, therefore, convenient to mea-

sure energy sources in terms of available energy.

A comparison of the theoretical energy available from

various sources in Btf.1 equivalents is presented in Table 1.

However) one must remember that conversion of one form of

energy to another can never be 100% efficient. For example,

it'requires about. 10,000 Btus of available fossil fuel to

make one kilowatt-hour, which is equivalent to 3,413 Btus.

TABLE1. AVERAGE BTU EQUIVALENTS OF COMMON
ENERGY SOURCES.

'Source 'Quantlty Available Energy

Coal,

Crude oil

-Liquid natural gas- _

Natural gas .

Electricity

Ton

Barrel

P und_

C bic foot

Kilowatt-hour

26,000,000 Btus .

5,800,000 Btus

21,000 Btus

1,030 Btus
.

3,413 Btus

. f,

.4 142.
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Units commonly associated with energy measurement

are reviewed below:

The Btu (British thermal unit) is 1 unit of energy in

the English system. 'It is defined as the amount of heat re-

-quired to raise the tempjture of one pound of water one

degree Fahrenheit.

The quad is a unit that is used when considering energy

on a very large scale. It is equal to one quadrillion

(1,000,000,000,000,000 or 10" Btu).

The calorie (cal) is a common unit of heat energy in the

metric system. It is defined as the amount of heat required

to raise-the temperature of one gram of water one degree

Celsius.

The kilocalorie (kcal) is sometimes a more convenient

unit. It is equivalent to 1,000 calOries and is the heat

required to raise the temperature of one 'kilogram of water

by one degree Celsius. The food Calorie (Cal) is actually

akildcalorie.

The. joule (J), kilojoule (kJ), and kilowatt -hour (kWh)

are most'commonly used to measure electrical energy.

A.summary bf.the common relationships of the various

common energy units is given in Table 2. Sample energy con-

versions are shown in Example A.

0

TABLE 2. ENERGY UNITS.

1 kilowatt -hour = 3,413 Btu = 860,000 calories = 3,600,000 joules.

'1 Btu = 252 calories = 1,055 joules.

1 calorie = 4.186 joules.

Page 6/EF-05
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EXAMPLE A: ENERGY CONVERSIONS..

Given: The total energy consumption of the United States

in 1979 was approximately 80.8 quads.

Find: , The energy consumed in the following units:

a. Btus

'b. Equivalent barrels of oil

c. Calories

d. Kilowatt-hours

Solution:

a. (80.8 quad)
(1(1 1,40u1a6d)Btu 8.08 x 1016 Btus.

(1 barrel of crude oil*.
b. (8.08 x 1016 Btu) (5.8 x 106 Btu)

1.39 x 1010 barrels.

)
c. 1016 (252 cal

Btu)
(1 Btu)

2.04 x 1019 cdkories.

d. (8.08 x 1016
(1 kilowattAhour)

Btu) (3;413 Btu)

2.37 x 1019 kilowatt-hours.

POWER UNITS

Power is the rate of energy flow. Power is defined as

energy'per .unit time., It is important to remember that energy

and power are noethe.same. The units commonly associated

with power measurement are listed on the follOwing page:

. EF-05/4ge 7
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The watt (w) is the asic unit of power in the metric

system. It corresponds..to the passage of one joule of energy

per se

he kilow t (kW) is the most commonly-used power unit.

A kilowatt corresponds to the passage of 1,000 jouleS a

kilojoule, per second.
e

In the English system power is usually measured in more

basic units like Btus per hour. An older-term, horsepower

(hp), is also sometimes used to measure power.

A tummary-of the common-power'units is given in Table 3.-

Sample conversions are presented in Example B.

O

TABLE 3. POWER UNITS.

1 horsepower = 746 watts,= 0.746-kilowatts = 2,545 Btus/hour.

1 kilowatt = 1,00'0 watts = 3,410 Btus/hour.

EXAMPLE' B: POWER CONVERSIONS.

Given:

Find:

A. toaster haS'a power rating of 1.4 kilowatts.

The power ratingsin the following uniti:,e

a. Watts

b.. Hors powEY

c. Btus/ econd

Page 8/EF-05
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Example B. Continued.

Solution:
01,00

a. (1i4 kW)
(

kw)
W) 1,400 watts.

.11

1
b. (1.14 k

(0.(746hp).kW)
1.88 horsepower.

C. .(1.4
kW)-T -3,410 BIu/hr) (1 j1/

(1 kW) (3,6. ,sec)

1.3.3 Btus/second..

ENERGY CONSERVATION

0

. The heed for energy conservation on a national level

-is verrapparent Of the_ total available energy consumed

`by,the AmerlIcan economy, atmost half is lost each year in

yarious%conteersions before it is finally.put to some final

purpose. .

This enormous waste is iklustratN,in Figure 2. Of

course, some loss isunav>dable, since no conversion of,
4

energy can be 100% efficient. But some way .must be found

to recapture sole of the tremendous amount of energy lost

in the genera,tion-and-use processes.

A

146
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FOSSIL FUELS

-15.8 OUADS

FOSSIL FUELS

RESIDENTIAL /
COMMERCIAL

19.1 OUADS

USED 14.8 OUADS

18.2 OUADS

HYDRO. GE-0.
NUCLEAR

ELECTRICAL

24.3. OUADS

8.1 OUADS

1.10

FQSSIL FUELS INDUSTRIAL

21.0 OUADS 24.8 OUADS USED 21.3 OUADS
LOST

3.5 QUADS

FOSSIL FUELS

19.7 OUADS

TOTAL INPUT =
80.8 OUADS

TRANSPORTA-
TION

19.7 OUADS

-

C

FUSED 8.7 SQUADS

LOST

13.0 OUADS

(TOTAL USED C LOST =
42.8 OUADS 38.0 O.UADS.

Figure 2. Total UnitedStates Energy Input
and Output 1979,
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ENERGY SYSTEMS -...........-

.

Aid the energy that ever was still exists. The prim-

ary law of energy the first law of thermodynamics states
4 .

that energy can neither be created nor destroyed.

Although energy can be converted from one form to an-

other, energy is never really eliminated/

In an energy system,, the differdbde in the energy input

(Ein) and the energy output (Eout) is defiAed as the energy

loss (E
loss

) of a system. Although energy may also be stored

in a system, the major relationship for 'energy conservation

is given by Equation 1.

=E
loss

Ein - E
out

Equation 1

energy input is usually in the form'of fossil fuel
_.

or electricity. Energy output is usually measured by use-

ful work or'products. However, energy loSt exists sogfewhere,

perhaps in the form of pollution or waste heat.

Energy efficiency (Eff) is a measure of the effective -

ness of the system to convert energy sources to useful forms

of energy. Energy efficiency is defined as the'ratio of
, .

the energy output to energy input. This is given by Equa-

,tion 2.

4,

a

.

Eff =
E
out-

_ x 100
Ein

Equation 2

EF-05/Page 11



Example C illustrates the relationships in these two equa-

,tions.

met.

Ito .

EXAMPLE C: ENERGY EFFICIENCY.

Given:

Find:

An-ar conditioning system consumes 23.4

kilowatt-hours, or 80,000 Btus, of eleCtrical

energyto cool a building one day in the summer.

Measurements of the inlet air temperature, air

,,flow rate, and relative humidity indid-ate that

the air conditioning system removed 36,000Btus

of heat from the building:

The.energy efficiency and the energy loss of the

system.

Solution:
Ein. ='80,006\Btus.

Eout = 56,000 Btus.

Eff
E

x 100
out 56,000 Btu

in
80,000 Btu 4

x 100 = 70%0

o

=E
loss

E
out in

E = 80,000 56,000 = 24,000'Btus.

, 2

The net efficiency of energy use is dependent-on the.

number of steps requiredfor conversion to a useful form.

For example, the fossil fuels must be mined or extracted from

the earth, then proces.sed and transported to the user. Each

step involves some energy cost and loss, as illustrated in
4
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Example.D. Some approximate efficiencies for various conver-

sions are given in Table 4.

4

EXAMPLE D: NET EFFICIENCY OF ENERGY USE.

Given: The efficiencies for cutting, transporting, and

'burning "wood in a stove are 66%, 98%, and 25%.:

Find: The net efficiency of the energy using process.

Solution:
-

Eff(net) = Eff(cutting),x Eff(transportation) xEff(burning)

=.0.66 x .0.98 x 0.25 = 0.16 = 16%.

I

O

ci0
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.0%

TABLE 4. EFFICIENCIES OF ENERGY"CONITRSIONS.

t

Source Conversion . Efficiency

Coal Mining '
$ 66%

Processing 92%

Transportation 98%

tlectr'c' 35%

Petroleum
_

Extractions 35%

Refining 88%

Transportation 92%

Electricity 35%

Oil Furnace
.

40%

Internal Combustion A 7%
-.

Diesel Engine 9%
6 4.

Natural Gas Extraction 73%

Processing) %

TransportatiOn
.

. 95%

Electricity -35%

NuOral Gas Furnace 50%

Uranium' Mining '95%-

Processing
,

57%
4

1.
,Transportation 100%

.

Electricity L, 35%

Wood Cutting 66%

Transportation 98%

. . Woodburning Stove 25%

Open, Fireplace 8%

.
_

/
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PRINCIPLES OF CONSERVATION

The traditional solution to an increased demand for

energy was to increase supply of energy. However, this

option is becoming less economically feasible or even

possible. Conservation can increase the supply of useful

energy and save original sources of energy. This is the

option of the future.

Conse ation is a'result of any ,activity that saves en=

ergy. The m the`matics of energy conservation is illustrated

in Table 5.

TABLE 5. C0 SEQUENCES OF ENERGY CONSERVATION.

Condition E
in

Eff
`Eoutout

Decrease in Demand

Increase in Efficiency

Decrease in Demand +
Increae in Efficiency

1

Increase in Demand +
Increase in Efficiency

//

/

l'

,

,

4

//

/

1

.

Same

t

tt

t
Same

1

gr.
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In the first case in Table 5, energy is conserved, since

the decrease in demand for useful energy (E0.11.t) means that

lessoriginalenergy(Ein) must be consumed. However, lower-

ing demand alone means changing lifestyles and an overall

decrease in the standard of living. This probably is the

least popular of energy conservation methods.

Another way to'conserve energy is to increase efficiency,

as in, the second case in Table 5. demand remains the

same,,less energy will be consumed, since there is less

loss.

Of course, the ideal conservation is a combination.

of decreased demand and increased efficiency'. This results

in energy savings from two factors.

This is illustrated in the .fourth condition in Table 5.

In order (E'in )- and per-

mit an'increase in the output of useful energy (Emit) -

the efficiency of a system (Eff) must reduce losses (Eloss)

more than the increase in demand.

ENERGY AUDITS'

An energy audit is a method tp determine the efficiency

of a system and devise ways to increase it.and, thereby,.

reduce energy loss. An energy audit can be performed on

a major industry; a production line operation,"a single

piece of equipment, or the home. An investigation is per-

formed by skilled personnel to determine how energy is used

and wasted. Conservation measures are then,implemented

to reduce energy consumption.

Page 16/EF-05
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AUDIT METHODS

,. There are usuallly five steps in an energy audit proce-

dure. The first three audit methods involve determination

of energy loss. The others concern analysis for improv

ment of the system.

1. Measurement of energy consumed. The first step n an

energy audit is to measure the energy consumed y the

system (Ein). This may be accomplished by anal sis of

fuel and electric bills. The amount consumed is usually

measured by a meter or some similar device.

2. Measurement of useful energy produced. The second step

is to measure .the energy that is consiblered useful

(Eout)*
This could be in the form of products, heating

and air conditioning, illumination, miles traveled, or

electricity produced.

3. Determination of energy losses. If energy input and

output' can be determined, energy loss can be deter-

mined by use of Equation.l. Since it is difficult to

ascertain the exact amounts of input and outpdt of a

large system and the individual energy consuming units-

contained in it, it is sometimes more convenient to con-
.

centratO4n determining the losses directly. The impor-

tance of ihe audit process is -to account for all

losses in the system.

4. Corrective measures. After the losses in a system have

been determined, it is necessary to devise methods to

reduce these losses. This may be accoulished by 'modify-
.

ing the building, repairing or replacing equipm'ent, or

changing production procedures. Some specific examples

are shown in Table 6.-

$
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TABLE 6. EXAMPLES PF ENERGY LOSSES AND
CORRECTIVE MEASURES.

,

' LOSS

.

CORRECTIVE 'HEASURE(S)

In Buildings
,

Transiitted heat through windows'... Add stbfm windows,,shades, drapes.

Transmitted heat through ceilings ... Add insulation.

Transmitted heat through walls ... "Add insulation.

Dirty (clogged) air filter ... Replace filter.

Pipes and air ducts not insulated ... Add insulation.

In Equipment .

Low Freon in air'conditioner ... Replace Freon.

Low motor efficiency ... Replace brushes in armature.

Operate ai correct speed.

Operate at rated horsepower.

Poor gas mileage in automobile ... Tune engine.

Inflate tires.

Poor boiler efficiency ... Optimize combustion process.

. Increase insulate.

Clean burners.

In Procedures

Building cooled or heated beyond Reset thermostat and prevent
guidelines ... process to change.

Waste heat from process vented outside ... Recirculate waste heat
C
to heat

building or cycle through
heat exchanger.

Conveyor belts and machines running Turn off equipment when not in
idle .:. use

5. Economic-analysis. Each method,for reducing loss must

be analyzed in terms of cost. This requires a con-

sideration of whether dollar savings from reducing

energy consumption over an extended period of time

are greater than the cost of making the change.

Page IS/EP-65
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The actual results of an-energy audit are illustrated

in Example E.

EXAMPLE E: ENERGY,AUDIT SAVINGS.

Given:

Find:

An energy audit was performa-on the air condi-

tioning system-in Example C. Meaurement and

observations revealed that losses were occurring

in the air conditioning as a result of low Freon

pressure, drive belt slippage between the,rdotOr

and compressor, a dirty filter, andpoorly-in-

'sulated air ducts. When these deficiencies were

corrected, the air conditioner consumed the same

amount of electricity, but removed 65,000 Btus

of heat from the building.

The reduction in energy loss andthe fiewoenergy

efficiency of the air conditioner.

Solution:
E.
1n

= 80,000 Btus.

E C65,000 Btus.

=E
loss

E. - E
out

= 15,000 Btus.
14

Loss Reduction = Oiiginal Loss Final Loss

f = '24,000 - 15,000

= 9,000 Btus.

60,,5000

000 Btus
Btus x 100 = 81%.-

' 80,000

, EF-05/Page, 19
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

-Analysislof a project must be considered in terms of

energy savings compared to the costs of the energy savings.

The best way to perform the economic anilysis is to convert

energy sources into costs and then comptre them to project!

costs._ Saving money is the best initiative for energy savings.

A typical example of cost analysis is given in Example

F.

EXAMPLE F: COST ANALYSIS.

Given: The installation ofstorm'yindows on a given home

would cost $7,000 and, will save 25% in heating

and air conditioning costs. The average bill for

heating and air conditioning is $100 per month.

Find: The savings per year and whether the project

should be undertaken.

solution:

Savings per year =$100 x 12 x 0.25 = $300 per year.

If the $7,000 were deposited in the bank to draw in-_

terest at 6%, however, the annual interest would

amount tp over $490. The project should not be im-

plemented, since $190 would be, saved by not saving

energy.

Paga 20/EF-05 15?
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EXERCISES

1. The"average consumption of food for a human is'about

3400 kilocalories per day. Calculate the energy' in the

tyllowing units:

a. Calories

c. Kilowatt-hours

d. Joules

2. A home heating unit can deliver 10,000 Btus per hour.

Calculate the power rating of the following units:

a. Watts

b. Kilowatts

c. Horsepower

3. A building consumes energy according to the following

data. Find the daily energy use in kilowatt-hours.

Units Rating Time, Period 1,

1 electric heater 10 kW 10' min/hr

20 right bulbs 100 W 6 pia. 9 p.m.

1 neon light 500 W 7'a.m. 9 p.m.

1 water heater 12 kW 5 mini /hr

1 computer system -r 6_00 W S a.m. 6_p,m,_

2 teletype machines . 1 kW 9 a.m. 4 p.m.

4. A fireplace burns wood with a total of 5,000 Btus in an

evening. It provides 1,000 Btus of heat to the room. 0

Determine the amount of energy lost and the efficiency

of the fireplace.'

5% Calculate the total energy produced in joules if a 600

kW sntem operates for .24 hours.

6. Make a table: of equipment or appliances found in the

home with the power ratings of each. Analyze which re-

quire the most energy.
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7. A solar power plant-could operate with four square miles

of collectors at 100% efficiency. Cal.Fulate the area

if the plant were only 20% efficient.

8. Using the data in Table 4, determine the net efficiency

of theofoll'awing tonversions of energy: .

a. Use of coal to provide electric lights

b. Us,e of wanium to provue electric ig s

c. Use of petroleum to provide.transportation
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INTRODUCTION

This module pre'sents an overview of energy aqthe bind-

ing force of the environment. Energy use produces waste ,

heat' and matter. Environmental problems related'to air,

water, and land pollution are discussed. .Possible solutions

are considered.

--PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed Module EV-05, "Energy

Analysis." -

ab

OBJECTIVES,

Upon completion cf this nodule, the student should be

le to:

1. Give the five major biogeochemical cycles of nature.

2. Write a brief definition of the environment.

3. Discuss the major effects of energy use on the air,

, water, and land.

4. List the.majOr air pollutants derived from energy use.

5. Discuss the- major sources of water pollution.

6. Discuss he major sources of land pollution.

7. Identify the following terms as they are discussed in

this module:

a. Biogeochemical cycles

Hydrological cycle (H20)

'Carbon-oxygen cycle (CO2-02)

d Nitrogencycle (N2)

e Sulfur cycle (S)

,
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f. Phosphorus cycle (P)

g. Carbon monoxide (CO)

h. Particulates

i. Sulfur oxides

j. Hydrocarbons

k. Nitrogen oxides

1. Carbon dioxide (CO2)

m. Thermal pollution

n. Ecosystems

o. Strip mining

P. Underground mines

q. Acid drainage

r. Pipelines

s. Reclamation

t. Catalytic converters

u. Nonregenative processes

v Regenative processes

w. Scrubbers

-x. Cooling towers

y. Nuclear wastes

ea,
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SUBJECT- MATTER

ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT
ars

The way energy is'used is extremely important to SLIT-
,

viva], and social development. The enormous use of energy

by present society requires that - tremendous amounts of fuel2--
be extracted from the earth. Fuel extraction can cause ,

major disruptions of the envirOnmentT. these negative as-

pects of energy use must be considered in the quest tt main-

tain a safe world.

THE ENVIRONMENT

For, many years, most people were not aware that there

was an environment until it_changed. Like energy, an

environment can be altered, but it can never be destroyed.

There will always bean environment. This environment may

not, hoivever,be the environment most...beneficial to the

future of)mankind.

Most of. the energy used until nuclear power was devel-

oped was-deriUed from the effects of the sun.- Solar energy
0.'

is absorbed and stored in plants by phdtosynthesis and pro-
.

!
. vides the energy found in fbOd. The energy stored in fossil

fuels is also indirectly derived froM t e sun. Solar energy

provides the winds in the atmosphere, the tides of the oceans*

and the rain,that fills ,the rivers. Fdel is needed by every-

thing that moves in society-and, perhaps mast importantly,
.

.
by eVeryliving organism .in the form of food., Energy is the

.

.resource 'necessary, for all things on this planet.

163.
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Matter moves through cycles about the earth simil

energy. Since most of the matter cycles are related'to liv-

ing things, they are referred to as biogeochemical cycles.

There are five pf these,,hichie of great imp.ortance to

life: the hydrological cycle (H20) Ihe cart:spit-oxygen cycle

the-nitrogeri'tycle (N2), the sulfur cycle (S), and..

the phosphorus cycle (P).

The most common and most -- often- affected of these ccles

is the hydrological_cys)._e. Water covers more than 70% of

the surface of the earth: The hydrological cycie'contacts

almost every square inch., Direct burning .of large quanti- .

ties of -fossil fuels also directly afcts the carbori-oxYgen
r

cycle. These are both pictured in Figure 1.

CO2

1db

COOLING CLOUDS

CONDENSATION

° TRANSPIRA2'ION

EVAPORATION =

O
O=a

EVAPORATION

SURFACE
WATER

OCEANS

GROUND
WATER .

HYDROLOGICAL CYCLE .

GREEN
PLANTS ANIMALS

ENERGY,
USE

CARBON - OXYGEN CYCLE

FOSSIL
FUELS

Figure 1. Hydrological Cycle and Carbon-Oxygen Cycle.
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Other biogeochemical cycles are illustrated ,in Figure

2. Nitrogen .composes 'about 78% of the atmosphere and is

controlled by microorganisms, since nitrogen gas is inert

OXIDATION 0

ELEMENTAL
SULFUR z

z
tu

3

SULFATES
ANAEROBIC

0
BACDTCTO

N
41

F.-

IHYDROGEN
SULFIDE

ttiz

ORGANIC
SULFUR

PHOTOSYNTHETIC
BACTERIA

SULFUR CYCLE

DISSOLVED
OSPHATE

SHALLOW
SEDIMENTS

PLANTS
ANIMALS

DECAY

LOSS TO DEEP SEDIMENT

PHOSPHORUS CYCLE ,

SOME
GREEN

PLANTS

Figure

IITROGEN CYCLE

2. Sulfur; Nitrogen,. and Phosphorus
Biogeochemical Cycles.-
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to other forms of life. 'Although phosphorus is less common

than nitrogen, it is a very .important nutrient for living

organisms: Sulfur is also an important element, since most

coal reserves contain high sulfur levels.

Development of energy sources can affect these biogeo-
.

chemical cycles by creating extra inputs or outputs. Since

each cycle is important to the stability of an ecosystem,

care must be taken to avoid major disruptions.

EFFECTS OF ENERGY USE ON THE ENVIRONMENT

Throughout the history of the United States, Americans

have developed careless energy habits. Early settlers har-

vested but 'rarely replanted. When.the fossil fuels becaMe

more important, the same pattern was followed. The vast

natural reserves of this country were developed and used

with no plan for the future.

When population was low, there were no problems with

waste disposal. Early settlers used most of their fireplace

residues to make soap and fertilizef. Other wastes were

carted some distance from home_for.free venting to the forest

ecosystem. As the demand for energy increased, so did the

weight of residues. Today, many urban areas are packed with

people and the environment can no longer absorb these Tollu-

tants, residues, and wastes. The choice for the future is

to breathe and drink it or to pay to remove it, prevent it,

or,clean it.

There are also other difficulties arising from energy

production. The amount of land required fOr.fuel production

and energy conversion and distribution is A problem, and,

this will continue as long as the'demand for energy use
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continues. More than just the_land is at stake. ..The

attractiveness of the environment is also involved. Strip

mining, power lines, and electric utilities are:Irchanging

the environment as more energy se.is required to keep pace

with demand.

The United States has always been involved in resource

exploration. Future exploration and exploitation could

cause major environmental problems unless dealt with in an

effecti)fe and timely manner. The energy /environmental issue

has-always been present in American society. Although some-

times reduced to an Irgument of progress against' status quo,

this controversy will continue to be an important factor in

determihing the pattern of energy use, in the- future. Any,'

energy policies must consider the desire of most Americans .

for an increased economic and environmental standard of liv-

ing,.

Most of the concerns about energy and the environment

revolve around specific pollutants that influence the bio-
4

'sphere. In this section, effects of energy use on the air,

water, and land will be investigated.

EFFECTS OF ENERGY USE ON THE AIR

Approximately 85% of the air pollution in the United

State is 4ssociated with the burning of fossil fuels. A

survey performed by the National Air Pollution Control Ad-
.

ministration (NAPCA) in 1968 identified energy conversion'

nperatipns in motor vehicles and fossil fuel polier plants

as. the major source of carbon monoxide, particulates, sulfur

dioxide, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides. These pollutants

have the potential of impairing health, creating annoyance,

EF-06/Page 7
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and causing property'damaget The total emissions of these

pollutants are indicated in Table 1.,

TABLE 1. ESTIMATED NATIONWIDE EMISSIONS 1968
1 (in 'millions of tons per-year).

.

Source
Carbon
monoxide

Partic-
ulates

Sulfur
oxides

hydro-
carbons

Nitrogen
oxides Total

Transportation 3.8 1.2 0.8 16.6 8.1 90.5

Fuel combustion in
stationary sources 1.9 8.9 24.4 0.7 10.0 45.9

Industrial processes 9.7 7.5 7.3 4.6 0.2 29.3

Solid waste disposal 7.8 1.k 0.1 1.4 0.6 11.2

Forest'fires, agri-
cultural burning,
coal waste fires 16.9 9.6 04 8.5 '1.7 37.3

Total 100.1 28.3 33:2 32.0 20.6 214:2

.
.

Carbon Monoxide

Carbon monoxide (CO) is,a poisonous gas produced by

incomplete combustion of organic materials. The carbon

monoxide formed-Can remain in the airfor periods of one

month to five years, depending on atmospheric conditions.

.High concentrations can build up unless CO is otherwise

dispersed. The emission factors for carbon monoxide from

uncontrolled sources at4average operating conditions are

given in Table 2.

Page 8 /EF:D6
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TABLE 2. CARBON MONOXIDE EMISSION FACTORS.

. Source
Average emissions per
unit of fuel burned

Coal
.

Household and commercial 10 lb/ton

Industry 2 lb/ton
\

.

Utility . lb/ton

Fuel

41

,

-

Household 5 ibil,aoo gal

Commercial and.industrial 0.2 lb/1,000 gal

Utility 0.04 lb/1,000 gal
,

Natural Gas
.

HousAhold and commercial
.

20 lb/million ft3

Utility and industrial 0.4 fb/million ft3

Others

Gasoline-powered vehicle, urban 1970. 2,620 lb/1,000 gal

Diesel-powered bus and truck 225 lb/1,000 gal

Jumbo jet aircraft 28. lb /engine - flight

Carbon monoxide is a serious health hazard. It provides

'no prior.warning, since carbon monoxide is colorless, odor-

less, and tasteless. When inhaled, carbon monoxide is.quickly

absorbed by the hemoglobin. As the hemoglobin becomes satu-

rated with carbon monoxide, the blood decreases its ability'

to carry oxygen. Headache, nausea, unconsciousness, and

death, may occur quickly with continued exposure.

EF-06 /Page 9
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Particulates

Th-e burning of coal in electric-power plants accounts

for about 64% of all particulate emission. Particulates

may be defined as any matter, solid, or liquid in..which

individual particles are larger than a molecule but smaller

than 0.5 millimeters.'

The particulates released from the burning of coal are

mostly in the form of fly ash, which is composed of carbon,

silica, alumina, and iron oxide. Although oil hasr a much

lower ash content than coal, it is also a source of partic-

ulate emission. Motor vehicles release particulate-emissions

of lead compounds, carbon, and metallic oxides.

Emission factors for particulattes from uncontrolled

sources are listed in Table 3. Notice that the actual emis-

sion from coal is dependent on the ash content of,the fuel

and the type of burning process. The average ash content

of bituminous coal is10%.

Fine particulate matter in the air has adverse effects

on buildings, structural materials, and health. It may also

have long-term effects on the thermal energy balance of the

earth by reflecting some of the sunlight as it passes through

the atmosphere.

A 1% increase in the cloud cover of. the earth could

reduce the average temperature of the earth by 1.4°F. An

increase of 5% could lead to the retuxn of an ice age. Vol-

canic eruptions are believed to account for most of the par-

ticulate contamination of the upper atmosphere and can cer-

tainly cause meteorological changes. Jet aircraft exhausts

add water vapor and particulates to this portion_of the atmo-

sphere and can also contribute to varying, weather conditions.
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TABLE 3. PARTICULATE EMISSION FACTORS.

Source
Average emissions per
unit of fuel burned

Coal, Bituminous

General 16 A lb/ton

Dry bottom
.

17 A lb/ton

Wet bottom . 13 A lb /ton

Cyclone 2 A lb /ton

Hand-fired equipment 20 lb /ton

.

Residual Oil
.

.

.

Utility 8 lb/1,000 gal

Industrial and commercial 23 lb/1,000 gal

Distillate Oil

Industrial and commercial 15 lb/1,000 gal

Household 10 lb/1,000 gal

Natural Gas

Utility . - `15 lb/million ft

Industrial' 18 lb) /million ft0

Household and commercial 19 lb/million ft.3

Others .,

Gasoline-powered vehicle, urban 1970 8 lb/1,000, gal

Diesel-powered bus and,:truck 13 lb/1,000 gal

Jumbo jet aircraft , 10 lb/engine-flight

NOTE: Where letter A is shown, multiply number given by
- the percent ash in coal, .

.
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Sulfur Oxides

Sulfur dioxide (SO2), and tO a much lesser extent sul-

fur trioxide (SO3), are also produced during combustion of .4

fossil fuels. Most sulfur oxides originate'from burning -

coal and oil. Emission factors for various uncontrolled

sources are given in Table 4. Actual emission depends on

the sulfur content of the fuel consumed. The average sulfur

content of coal is approximately 2.5%; the average sulfur

content of rude oil is about 0.3%.

TABLE 4. SULFUR DIOXIDE EMISSION FACTORS.

Average emissions per.
Source unit of fuel burned

Coal 38 S lb/ton

Residual oil 157 S lb/1,000 gal

Distillate oil 142 S lb/1,000 gal

Natural gas '0.6 lb/million ft3

Gasoline-powered vehicle, urban 1970 5 lb/1,000 gal

Diesel-powered bus and truck 27 lb/1,000 ial

Jumbo jet aircraft 2 lb/engine-flight

NOTE: _S indicates percent sulfur in fuel.

Page 12/EF-06 1;1')4w
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Sulfur dioxide can cause corrosion, damage plant life,

and cause_or aggravate respiratory illness in humans.. It

is the major irritant. in London-type smog: .Many deaths have

been attributed to sulfur dioxide in the past when this type

of smog was more common. In aadititton, the sulfur oxides can

.react with water in the atmosphere and fotm sulfurous and

Sulfuric tcids.

Hydrocarbons

Other pollutants to the atmosphere are hydrocarbons,

These emissions are from evaporation of fuel from vehicles,

fuel-handlikg operations, and unburned fuel in vehicle ex-
,

hausts. Emission factor's for various sources of hydrocarbong

are -listed in Table 5..

Many of the hydrocarbon compounds lost to the atmosphere

are the ldwer boiling fractions of petroleum. However, some

are productS from incomplete. combustion of fuel. A number

of these compounds can react with other pollutants to form

strong oxidizing agents that can cause corrosion of many

materials. Some are also carcinogens.

r
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TABLE 5. HYDROCARBON EMISSION FACTORS.

Source
Average emissions per
unit of fuel burned

Coal

Household and commercial. 3 lb/ton

Industry 4 * 1 lb/ton

Utility
i

0.3 lb/ton
.

_

Fuel. Oil .

3 lb/1,000 gal

3 lb/1,000 gal

Household (

industry_and comn4rcial
. .

Utility \ 2 1b/1,000 gal
._..i,

Natural Gas

Household and commercial 8 lb/million ft3

Utility and industry_ 40 lb/million ft3
,

Others
.

. .

Gasoline-powered vehicle, urban 1970 330 lb/1,000 gal

Diesel-powered bus and truck
_

37 lb/1,000 gal

Jumbo jet aircraft 3 lb /engine- flight

'Vehicle gas tank and carburetor
-,.

75 lb/1,000 gal

Filling of automobile tanks / 12 lb/1,000 gal
-e..-.

Filling of service station tanks 12 lb/1,000 gal

Nitrogen Oxides

Nitrogen oxides are also emitted during the combustion

of fossil fuels. Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is the most common
41 ,1
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oxide of nitrogen classedas an air pollutant. It can react

with oxygen in the air to produce ozone (03), a very strong

oxidizing agent and iir-pollutant. Table 6 shows average

'leuncontro d emission factors for nitrogen dioxide.

TABLE 6. EMISSION FACTORS FOR NITROGEN OXIDES.

Source
Average emissions per
unit of fuel consumed

Coal
.

Household and commercial 6 lb/ton

Industry 18 lb/Con

Utility 18 lb/ton

Fuel Oil

Household and commercial 12 lb/1,000 g'al

Industry 40 lb/1,000 gal

Utility 105 lb/1,000
if

gal

Natural Gas .

.

Household 50 lb/million ft3

Commercial 100 lb/million ft3

Industry . 230 lb/million ft3

Utility 390 lb/million ft3

Others
. .

Gasoline-powereAvehicle, urban 1970 183 lb/1,000 gal

Diesel-powered bus and truck 370 lb/1,000 gal

Jumbo jet aircraft - 6 lb/engine-flight
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Nitrogen dioxide and ozone are the major irritants of

Los Angeles -type smog that is caused by heavy vehiculal

traffic. Both nitrogen dioxide and ozone are dangerous to

life.

Carbon Dioxide
#1

Another potentially troublesome product from burning

any fossil fuel is carbon dioxide (CO2). Although CO2 occurs

naturally in the atmosphere, the average conceitration of

carbon dioxide in air has increased about 10% in"this coun-

try, due to increased use of fossil fuels.

Some scientists speculate that an increase in the atmo-

sphere's carbon dioxide cOncentration will increase the

ability of the atmosphere to retain solar energy and lead

to a gradual warming of the earth. This is called the green-

house effect. A slight increase in the average temperature

of the earth would cause,increased melting o the polar ice

caps,and flooding all over the world.

Other scientists disagree with this view since the

equilibrium capacity of the oceans may absorb any excess

carbon dioxide. In addition,,. atmospheric dust has increas-d---

at about the same rate as carboAdioxide production. These

dust particles would tend to block out some of the solar

radiation hitting the earth.

However, in the future, increased carbon dioxide con-

centrations could become an important factor in changing the

climate of the earth during 'the next century. Increasing

levels of carbon dioxide and c4rticulates puts the balance

Of nature in a precarious state.
I
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EFFECTS OF E1ERGY,USE ON WATER

r\,

-Water is an abundant resource. Water covers more of

the surface of the earth than does land. Water is necessary

for every form of life on the planet. Water is'also used

for the generation of electricity, for cooling nuclear reac

tors, andfor many other energy-related applications.

The major impact energy use has on the waters of the

earth is in the form of thermal pollution. Waste heat re-

leased'to the water or air emerges in the hydrological cycle,

where great quantities of water circulate to maintain the

heat balance of the eth. Use of energy also results in

direct water pollution and disturbance of natural ecosystems.

Thermal Pollution

Thermal pollution is produced when waste heat is re-
.

leased into the environment. Electric power generating

plants release waste heat when electriCity is prod'uce'd.

Automobiles release waste heat through exhaust and cooling

systems.

Heat releasedin the` Boston - Washington corridor equals

15% of the net solar radiation in summer and 50% in winter.

The resulting urban heat island ingi-eases.the.temperature

over the cities by As much as 15°F. Areas of high thermal

pollution can cause significant meteorological changes.

The oxygen content and the.,temperature of water is

critical for most aquatic life. Heated water released into .

an aquatic ecosystem lowers the dissolved oxygen'of that

system. Changes in the ecosystem are sure to follow lower-

ing dissolved oxygen, since many forms of life cannot survive

17.4
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in oxygen-depleted wavers. Increasing water temperature

;an also increase the toxic effects of various pollutants
4Land 6ange the entire food chain.

' Direct Water Pollution

The transportation of oil is also a source of tremen-

dous pollution to the marine environment. The tankers used

are so dangerous that insurance for them cart seriously cut,

into profits. ,As a result, many tankers regiter under thee-.,

flags of tpird world nations, which do notDrequire the safety

standards common'to most international vessels.

Many oil tankers havt broken apart or.collided and

caused-oil spills in j,ust.pbout,elltry part of the world..

In 1969, approximately 0.1% of all the oil produced that

yeaii, was released into the oceans. Offshore oil wells on

floating platforms axe also a.sodrce.ordirect water ponuL

tion..

Acid mine drainage, consisting offsulfuric acid and

iron compounds formed bk.7)eactiOn of water and air with *sul-

fur-containing minerals, contaminates local streams and

rivers in coal mining areas. Both abandoned and Ifictive'cOal

mines contribute to this form of water pollution.

o

Disturbance of Natural Ecosystems.

Development of a hydroelectric/dam not oniy.Fhanges

the ecology of the.river, it takes one natural ecosystems

and creates two new smaller ones: the lake, above the dam

and tner-downstream river. These dams can adversely affect

4
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aquatic life. 'Due to extensive use of hydroelectric power'

in the northwestern United States, elaborate and costly fish

fadd6rs had to be constructed so that salmon could reach

their'spawningground5.

0ft
EFFECTS OF ENERGY USE ON THE LAND

4

Light energy from the sun produces many products such

as food and wood, which are high-energy-containing sources,.

These energy sourcuesai-e=aot formed rapidly, howelier, and

cannot adequately supply all the.energy needs of the world.

The fossil fuels and uranium are concentrated energy

sources Aored in limited'quantities in the crust bf the

earth. In Order to extract fossil fuels and.uranium for

,use, the land must be disturbed in some way. The mining of

these fuels --:part4urarly coal can cause major changes

Xn the land. ,Transportation of fuels in pipelines can also

lead to land pollution. In'addition, the development of

future.energy sources must be-considered in terms of

defrelopMent's effects on the land.

Mining

clt

e

1.

- .. 1. .

v ., Although the use of coal has many environmental impacts,

the-most.visible.. impact is certainly strip mining. In'this-
d . . k

prredure o, the earth removed in necur'is usually dumped ,

into.' the-empty splleft by the preyious cut, In additdh

to disruption of the laild surface, a major environmental im-
&

pact Ttoestzip mtningisthe runoff of rainwater carryingsilt,d'co
lt, which can pollute an c ogtstreats dndArematurely. fill

reservoirs.
,

eservoirs. . ;
. , i

, ;4
8 q
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In contour mining, the earth is dumped downhill, de-'

stroying vegetation and property below,.cloggingtreams,
/

causing mud slides, and aggravating problems of runoff.

Contour mining is often done in wilderness areas, which ate

even more difficult to restore than inhabited areas.

The total acreage of underground mines in the United

States is equal to the surface area of Maryland and Delaware

combined. 'Underground mines. eventually settle and collapse,

causing land slides. Disorganization of the rock strata

during deep mining also upsets the water table. Water moving

through the substratum carries toxic materials and eventually

materials into open ecosystems. In.coal

mining, this is known as acid drainage. The acidity has

increased so much in some Appalachian streamsvthat fish and

plant life cannot survive.

Fires in abandoned coal mines are difficult to control.

These fires also burn for long periods of time. One coal

mine fire in Ohio has been burning Lot almost 100 years.

In addition, coal mining also produces large amounts of

solid waste. This unusable wastev.contributes to soil ero-

sion and produces water pollution problems.

Pipelines

About two:thirds of domestic crude oil and natural gas

is,transported through the over 200,000 miles of pipeline

.. in the United States. Each year, hundreds of natural -gas

pipeline accidents are reported. The Alaskan pipeline..

.icarridg'petroleum-800iniles from th it -rich North Slope

'o.f Valdez,'Alailia, "for tanker shipment.to.refineriesi9 his

pipeirine is 'a'do stalit threat to- the wildlife and forests
.... .
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of Alaska. It may also have already disrupted the migratory

patterns of many birds.

Solar Collectors

Because it is so diffuse, .solar energy requires _large.

collecting surfaces to produce'tseful amounts -of fuel or

energy. A medium-sized power plant would require perhaps

5,000 acres of land with collecting mirrors covering half

that surface. The shading for the solar collectors' will

change the environment by changing the surface absorption,

and evaporation, lowering surfacf temperature, and changing

.surface wind patterns. The change brought about by-shading

could be beneficial, since increased moisture retention

would encourage vegetation.

POLLUTTON CONTROL

4,

All forms of energy conversion 'eave unwanted by-prod-

ucts such as heat, air pollution, scarred land, or contami-

nated water: Technology will not eliminate these'negative

aspects. That is, combustion will always produce 'nitrogen

oxideS and carbon monoxide; coal will always release sulfUr;

oil 'will always release hydrocarbons'to :the air., If nuclear

energy-becomes' more important, there will be a new set of

problems. The.main objective of technology in this area is c''

toP.m.inimize adverse effects on the environment. Thif can

e. be accomplished by land reclamatidn, controlling devices,,

and safe-handling of wastes:
*.

Aq.

7
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RECLAMATION,

- -Since natur al reclamatip of strVp:IllineePland takes-

thousands of Nears, human restoration of the land is ex-
_ F

tremely important. .Federal regulations require' that strip-

mined areas be_reclaimed so, that forests can grow again:

This is a very expensiveirocess for the coal mining" Indus
try. 11V

All ecosystems.can withstand moderate acid drainage .

through dilution or neutralization. Acid drainage can best

be controlled by decoupling offending mines from their sur-

roundings. This could be accomplished by diyersion of yater

flow or mine sealing. The effluent could algo,,be neutralized

with synthetic,compounds. Since cdst of the procedures is

higR, they are not presently consideredto be'ecanbmically:

practical.

However, with the growing demand fo-r coal, future sur-

face mining can be expec ted to increase and affect large

laid areas. While reclamation IS fairly straightforward in

the eastern United States, where water is-available to ini-

tiate quickgrow,th of new plants, the scarcity -of water in
.

the arid western states is likely to make land reclamation

much more difficult.

Strip mining areas are. also Under %Ody as possible

--- solid waste sal sites. Two problems c'an then result

in a solution.

,
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DEVICES AND EQUIPMENT

Although devices and equipment usedto protect the

environment from pollutants contribute very little to the

overall national energy demand, they-have contributed to an

improved environment. Some of the more useful ones are dis-
,

.cussed in this sectio4.

Emission Controls for Automobile

'In 1979, over 100 million cars consumed about 15% of
.

,

the total energy demand ,of the United States. The large

amounts of fuel consumed by motor vehicles has made them a

)
very signif, cant source of pollution. ..

In th ',past decade, there has been a trend toward

righter cars with betted fuel economy. This trend has re-
,

sulted in fewer emissions. Increased use of.emission con-
4,

-trols has also improved air quality. Catalytic converters

increase the'oxidation process by converting more of the

hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide and water.

Future emission control device impr6vement could lead to

better fuel economy.

4

Sulfur Oxide-Controls for Power Plants

Nonregenerative and regenerative processes to remove

sulfur oxides from power plant flue gases -by scrubbing tech-

niques are now being employed.,

1.83

t
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With the nonregenerative type of system, which employs

a lime and,limesione scrubbing process, the reaction product

in the scrubbing slurry is discarded. With regenerative

systems, which.use either the ammonia ortmagnesia scrubbing

process, the reaction product is converted to a useful end,

product, and the scrubbing liquid is continually replenished

by regenerated materials. The ammonia scrubbing liquid can

be converted to fertilizers and the magnesia liquid- can be

used to form sulfuric acid.

More..and more of these scrubbers are being installed

in' power plants. The small energy demands associated with

control o sulfur oxide pollutants are a small price to pay,
\,

for clean ir. In addition, these devices allow the burning

of high-Sulfur containing coal, which is the most common type

of coal. .

Cooling Towers

. -N.0.4110113

Trading thermal pollution of water for thermal pollu-

tion of'air is a common practice. Many utilities have
,.

elected to use cooling towers and ponds, rather than natural

'lakes and rivers. .

.

Man power plants use either a wet or dry cooling tower.

Ln a wet tower, cooling takes place by evaporation. These

towers operate well in COQa,
;

'dry climates. Since water is

emitted into' the atmosphere, fog conditions and locail rain

can take place,

A dry tower is basically a large radiator. The cooling

water flows through finned tubes and is cooled air pass-
,

ing:over them. This type of tower is much more expensive to

construct than a wet tower, but it has no water.loss and no ,

Page 24/EP-66



adverse effects on the weather. Dry towers could be used

to,supply cooling for the western states, since water is

recycled.

WASTES

Vast amounts/O-f waste are also associated with energy

demand andtsupply. Water, solid, and nuclear castes are

discussed in this section.

WASTEWATER ,

The amount of energy needed to treat wastewater depends

/on thedegree of treatment needed and the.process used. T

energy,is used for electricity to operate pumps, scrapers,

compr sors, chlorinators, and so forth.

Although the total'energy required to recycle water is

le s than lrof the total energy consumed, it certainly is

a v important part of the relationship of energy use and

the environment.

SOLID WASTES

Proper"disposal of solid wastes is.usually considered

to be in the form of sanitary landfills. This process would

also involve less than 1% of fhdtotal energy cdnsumption of

the United States, -About four times'aS much, energy could be

generated friim recovering energy from solid wastes than it

takes to .dispose of solid wastes.

0185
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NUCLEAR WASTES

The ultimate value, of nuclear energy cannot be deter-

mined until the costs associated with safe disposal of

nuclear wastes can be calculated. Most opponents to nuclear

power de$ not fear the xisk.df accident as much as the envi-

ronmental problems of nuclear waste. This nuclear waste

must be stored in a permanently stable, container, simce

nuclear wastes may be dangerous to life for hundreds of

thousands of years.

Salt mines have been utilized for storage, since they

are geologically stable formations. Reprocessing can re-

cover some fuel for further nuclear reactions. Other prob-
,

lems'with nuclear fuel and wastes are in transportation to

and from the power plant. Although containers have been

developed that can withstand collision with a railroad train,

the problem of terrorism remains.'

I

,
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EXERCISES_

1. If there is a nuclear power plant in the area, find

the average emission of radioactivity and compare it

to the'background radiation of the area.

2. List the top three sources of air, pollution for each

of the following:

a. Carbon monoxide

b. Particulates

c. Sulfur oxide s40

d. Hydrocarbons

e. Nitrogen oxides

3. Prepare a list of common pollutants to the air, water,

and laud from home emergy-use.

4. Make a list of the environmental advantages and dis-

advantages of wood burning stoves.
(
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PREFACE

of

Energy is a'topic of discussion and cowrn.for'almost

everyone. 4 particularly true of utilities and corpo-

rations that ha e an interest in Communicating, data concern-
.

ing energy reserves, production, conversion, trans-
.

poation and transmission, as well as energy'distribution,

utinzatibn4 ind the energy/environmental inter ±ace. As a

result, 'a wealth of information is available in the'form of

publications and films, many of which.are free for the asking

or free on loan.

The 'Energy Resource Guide," Module EF-07. of the Funda-

mentals of Energy Technology course, presents a partial jist-

ing of communications on the subject of energy. This Guide

is intended as a suppleMent to the references ,contained in

each of toe six previous modules.

In addition; the Guide contains a section that explains,

the.Enerty Cons'ervation-and-Use Technician (ECUT) curriculum,
o

a section t'hat-gives examples of various projects that might,'

. be undertaken by the class or the student individually, and

a,section that-yrovides a glossary of energy terms.

The sections-of the "Energy .Resource GUide" are listed 4.

,' below:

- Section I Energy Conservation-and-Use
Technician (ECUT) 0

Section II Classioom Projects
Ai

Section III Films

Section IV PUblications

- Section V Glossary d

iii
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ENERGY CONSERVATION-AND-USE TECHNICIAN (ECUT)

The equipment associated with energy production, con-

servation and utilization is typical of modern, 'complex 'equip-

ment. It mayconsist of electric motors; heaters; lighting;

electronic and pneumatic controls; mechanical drives and

linkages; thermal systems for heating, drying, melting; or

fus.ing; lubricants; optical, rf, or microwave systems and

communicajon links; pneumatic and hydraulic drives; and,

in some instances°, involve nuclear, radiation. To work with

this type of equipment requires understanding of various

technical disciplines and their inter-rei'a.tionships. The,

graduates-ef-EGUT programs will possess skills and knowledge

to enable them to work in algwide variety of energy-related

jobs and to continue to learn new skills as the dynamic field

of energy continues to °grow.

Prior to the design of the ECUT curriculum a survey was

conducted to identify employets,, types of jobs and projected

demand for ECUT technicians. The employment opportunities -

for ECUTs can be grouped into.four major areas of energy use

and conservation.

1. Energy- Related Research and Deirelopment...

To develop new energy sources and to improve the.
c

acquisition and utilization of existing sources, a signifi-

cant effort must be expended in.resear4 And development.

The federal government is currently SPending$13 billion

annually on research, development, and demonstration projects

related to energy technology; avd this expenditure is ex-

pected to increase significaritly oterthe next 25-50 years, ,

_Stateand local governments, foundations, and'Private'.busi:

nesses are even exce.eding t e federal commitments in the

.1
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research and development areas. The specific areas of re-

search such as solar,' geothermal, nuclear fusion, electric

automobiles, and so forth, are described in detail in

Modules EF-02 and EF-03, "Sources of Energy" and. EF -0.4

entitled "Uses of, Energy."
)

a. Employers: Research and development organizations

within institutions, private industry, government,

and the military:

b. 'Job Descriptions: Under the direction of an engineer,

physicistchemist, or metallurgist, the, technician

will- design, construct, and operate breadboards or

laboratory experiments involvisig complex physical

phenomena and equipment, perform tests and measure-

ments on system performance, document results in

reports and/or laboratory notebooks, and perform

peri'.dic maintenance and repair of equipment. f.*.kt

data will often_be acquired:and reduced via inter-

faces with laboratory microcomputers. The technician

will frequently supervise other workers.

2: Energy Production.

In a subsequent course entitled Energy Production Systems

the student.0.11 learn about the Operl;ation and maintenance

of plants, systems, and deviEes,used to convert energy from

the raw fuel state to usable heat, hot mater, steam,

_-electrici'ty, or motion.

a. Employers: Power plants, solar energy equipment

manufacturer's, installers and users; rocess plants

that Ilse high-temperature heat, steam, or hot water.'

b. ' ,Job Description: Develops,' installs, operates, main-..

tains, modifies, and repairs system' And. devices used

-9 for the conversion of fuels and other' resources into

2t
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useful energy. Systems may be furnaces* or plants to

produce hot water, steam, mechanical motion, or

elect is power. Typical. systems, which IriEr1.7717iur-

.naces, lectrical power plants, and solat heating
,)

// systems, may be controlled manually, by semi- automated .

control panels, or by computers. The technician will
on

frequently supervise other workers.

Energy Use.

To describe the technical' areas and employers where it

is necessary to use energy in a more effective and efficient

manneris toy.iterally encompass all facets of the home,

building construction, maintenance, manufacturing, and trans-

portation.. Many of the job opportunities for ECUTs in this

group may not even have the word "energy" in their title.

a. Employers: Production line equipment 'maintenance;

building and/or plant equipment maintenance; maintenance

departments of'hospitals, apartments, hotels/motels,

office buildings; schools, churches, shopping centers, .

and restaurants,

b. Job Description: Installs, operates, maintains, repairs,

and modifies complex electromechanical, theimal, fluid,-

and aptical systems used in production lines and for

climate control and hat-water supply in hospitals,

apartments, hotels/motels, office buildings, schools,

.chluTches-shopping centers, and restaurants. F'requelitly,

thistYpeof equipment will beautomatically controlled

with microcomputers. The technician will often super-

vise otIler workers.

3
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4. Energy Conservation.
,

Energy audits, described earlier in this course, are

performed by teams'iof energy specialists. Ideally; an energy

audit team consists of an Engineer (team leader), five-to-

eight energy technici'ans, and an economist. The steam should

be accompanied by at least one person who is thoroughly

-familiaf'-with the facility, equipment, and/or operation.

Technicians on the energy audit team are the key individUals

responsible for performing the measurements described in

Steps-.1, 2, and 3 of the audit proceis. They Inuit be

thoroughly familiar with the use of.electrical, mechanical,

fluid, phermal, ,and optical instruments for the measurements.

Technicians must Also understand building construction and

practices and codes, be able to read blueprints.and schematics,

understand the operation-end maintenance of building and,.

productionfiquipment, and be able to Communicate in writing

and orally-With each other, the- engineer,.and the economist

about their findings.

a. Employers: Consulting engineers, energy audit firms,

.residential and- commercial energy audit departments

of public utility companies,lnunicipal governMents,

architects, builders, and HVAC equipmentIManufacturer's

representatives and sales outlets.

b Job bescription: The ECUT technician typically would

work on a team ,lead by an'engineer, performing the

following 'activities: determine specifications for

new-building construction, modific.ations nd retrofits

(equipment, structures and installation); Us 'nstru-

ments and procedures.in per.forming calculations which

measure' energy use and efficiency of components and

systems (which may provide support to the building

or activities'Within it); perform audits of energy use

1
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and management, including economic-cost-versus-benefits

analyses; through written documents or oralpreS'enta- o
-

tions, recommend building retrofits and/or changes in

equipment to achieve energy savings. The technician

will frequently supervise other'wOrkers.

OTHER JOB TITLES

BecaUse their technical training is so broad, ECUTs

should also expect to find job opportunities in fields where

the job titles may have little Or no relationship to the

energy field. Examples are the following:

Technician

System Technician

Instrumentation-and-Control Technician

Electromechanical Technician

Plant Operator

*Contrdl Room Operator a
Operating Engimter-

Laboratory Technician

Building Maintenance Technician

Energy Conservation Technician

Energy Management Technician

Production Equipment Technician

Building Operating Equipment Technician

Energy Audit Technician

The ECUT s.pudent should strongly'consider part-time

or summer employment to gain experience prior to graduation

in one of the four major-areasddescribed earlier.

4
1
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THE ECUT CURRICULUM

I

The designer/developer of the ECUT curriculum and

instructional materials spent several months visiting pro-
.

spective eMplOyers to determine',..the specific tasks performed

and equipment used by their technicians. At the beginning

of each instructional module in the remaining courses,of the

ECUT curriculum a series of performance based, learning

objectives are listed. These objectives are based on the

skills and knowledge required to perform in a job for ECUT

employers. The model ECUT curriculum includes the courses

shown in Table 1.

-'Schools in various sections of the country may modify

the curriculum somewhat by adding some courses and dropping

dthers depending on the particular needs of emplOyers ih

the local area.

TABLE' 1. ECUT CURRICULUM.

Unii:ed Technical Concepts I, II, III,

'Chemistry for Energy Technicians I, II

Fundamentals of Energy Technology

Energy Economics

4, Energy Proddtt.,on Systems

*Fundamentals of Electricity/ElectAnics

Mechanical Devices and Systems

Microcomputer Operations,

E:ectrAechanical Devices

d

0

Fluid Power S stems

Heating, V tilating, and .air Comditioning

Electrical Power andplumination

Electronic Devices and Systems

Microcomputer Hardware

Instrumentation and Controls

*Schematic and 3lueprint Reading

Technical CoMfaunicatiops

Energy Conservation

Energy audits

*Codes and Regulations

*NOTE: Asteiisk denotes courses not developed )only specified.

Systems

§, 20.1
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A technically broad-based curriculumsucb:as the ECUT

contains four types of courses which can be grouped accord-

ingly:

Support courses

Principles courses

Deirices'courses

'ISystems courses

,

/
*

,

These - groupings are shown graphically in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Four Major Groupints of Courses
. , in a Systems-Technician Curriculum.

I
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'Several- of, the courses (and, many module objectives) may

appear to be' only vaguely relate4 to the job functions of

an ECUT. Examples ofsuch courses are math, microcomputers,

communications, uxified technical concepts (physics), and

chemistry. These courses are often required to teach tech-

riical principies Or provide Supporting'knowledge and skills

for the, systems and devices, whic h-are more job specific.'

Figures 2 S illustrate the' technical content and/or

courses remailled for job perforMance in each of the four

,.categories of ECUT technicians desCribed earlier. .'As an

example, study the sequence of content in Figure5. The

major job requirement is energy con servation related.To /
/

building-maintenance(shown in the bold block). One system-
,:

included inibuilding maintenance might be the hot water and

steam supply system. (located left of center). To unierstand,

operate, and maintain this system requires.knowledge ana

skialsfof devices such. as boilers, pipes%'valves,'and pump.

An understanding of thesedevices requires knowledge of
r.

principles of heat,transfer, mechanics and fluids', energy

production systems, and unified technical concepts (physics).

These principlescan only' be learned if one' possesses 'skills

in support -courses such as chemistry and- math. Careful

study of each diagram (Figures S) will enable The student

to undeistand more clearly why the various courses are in-
..

cluded- in The EGUT.Cprriculum. ,

Figure 6 graphically illustrates. the role of each

.
course in the 'EquT curriculum, "according-To t four major

group.k
.

ngs.
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. Figure 2. Technical Content/Courses forEnergy
Research and Developnent (Laser Fusion)

Technician Job 'Requirements.
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Figure T. Technical.Contentnourses for Energy
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MATH
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PRINCIPLES

U-TrC

DEVICES
ELECTROMECHAN I CAy DEVI C ES

MECHANICAL
DEVICES

ELECTRICAL POWER
6 ILLUMINATION

ECONOMICS
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HVAC
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Figure 6. FourFE-Tor Groupings of Courses
in the ECUT Curriculum.
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CLASSROOM PROJECTS
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FIELD TRIPS

Arrangements may be made-for a field trip to a local'

power plant. Most plants make provisions for accommodatint

tour groups and have the personnel available to make the

tour worthwhile. A phone call or a persorial visit is usually

necessary to arrange the trip.

GUEST SPEAKERS

Guest speakers are readily available to talk to classes

about energy. Some possible speakers and topics are outlined

below.

1. ConsuMerService Representatives: home energy .economics,

the utility industry, energy And the economy, energy

conservation and management.

Building Contractor: energy conservation inbuildings

and homes, energy efficient structures.'
3. Architectural Engineer: design of new buildings,

environmental influenCes, energy conservation.

. 4. HVAC Engineer.; deign and construction of heating-
4,

and coolirig systems, energy conservation.

5. Energy Auditor.: energy auditing practices, 'energy

conservation, energy e'torromics,

AERGY,MANAGEMENT GAME

,The "Energy. Management'Game," A Biodogical Sdience

CurricUlum'Study Game, is available from Hubbard PUblishing

Company, P.O: Box '1'O4, gorthbrook, Illinois 60042. This

17
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game is for small groups of students but can be amended

for larger-classes. Each player is a power plant manager

and makeS game decisiops concerning energy'supply and de-
,

mand. DiscusSions and group decisions are also involved

in the simulation of economic, factors and energyfactol.

°DEMONSTRATION

.

A very simple experiment can demonstrate the principles

of energy use and-consumption, as well as their effects on

the environment. The mate-i-ials required are the following:

an _ashtray, a pin, a matchbox,, a test tube an&holder, a

small amount of water and a peanut.

Push the pin through the,cpver of the matchbox and place

th'e pe ut on the point. Place,.themtchbox cover and pea-

nut-in-a..ashiray.. :Pour a half,inch of water into the test

tube-. Use a match to light the peanu and hold the test tube

above the flame. This is illustrated in:the diagram

below.

18'



The objective of this experiment is to convert the
.

chemical energy of the peanut into thermal energy and'boil

the water. Althoug the water is heated sufficiently, only

a small fraction of the original chemical energy of the

peanut is used. Most of the energy, is wasted. Heat escapes

into the air in the form of hot combustion gases. These

, gases contain air pollutants from unburned fuel. Incomplete

combustion is also indicated by the deposits of carbon on

the test tu)e. This layer decreases the rates of thermal

energy transfer, lowering the efficiency further.,k8ome of

the peanut okl fails, to burn and runs down the pin or drops

into the ashtray. This is energy that could have been,

recovered but was'not: After the peanut has burned, an

ash remains. This ash represents another form of pollution

that must 1)),=,.disposed of with minimum environmental impact.

DEMONSTRATION

4

The purpose of this demonstration is to determine which'

. materials make the best insulators. The required materials

are the following: a 100-W bulb,, in a ceramic socket, four

thermometers, masking tape, and a cardboard box. A variety

of insulating and noninsulating materials Fs also required,

such as woad, aluminum foilfiberglass, glass, aTious metal

pl'ltes, paper, cardboard, heavy cloth, and so forth.

Prepare the box as shown below and then tape four

insulating materials over the windows on the inside of 'the

box. Tape a thermometer to the outside of each insulating

material and record the before and after temperaOes.

By leaving the light on for a standard amount of time, . ,

the qualities of the various insulating materials can be,

compared.

'19
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COAL

.

Why Lignite? (22 minutes, 16 mm, sound and color)

Illustrates.hOw lignite daal can be used to generate

electricity with full concern for the environment,

and to provide the electric energy needed in the future.

Texas Electric Service Co.
Attn: Educational Services
P. 0. Box 970
Fort Worth, TX 76101

Free loan

Challenge at Glenrock (25 minbte1w, 16 mm, sound and color)

Reports how Pacific power and Light recltims ,strip--

mined coal lands. In addition, it shows how the land

is shaped ta erosion-resistant grades, stockpiled top-
,

soil is applied and graded, straw mulch is added, and

wheatgrass is planted. (1976).

Pacific Bpwer and'light Co.
Public.-Se vice Bldg.
Portland, OR 79204
(50.3) 243-4830

Free Loan

ra.

Energy vs. Ecology: The Great Debatt (27 1/2 minu ;es,

16.gm; sound and col/or)

The film shows how to mine coal and utilize4its advan-

tages .,. And still leave a healt4K-environment. Shows

surface mining amd,restoraion to usable, productive,

and e.colo'gically sduM cbndition. (1973),

c Allis Chalmers Manufaturing Co.
Tractbx Group
Milwaukee,,WI 53201
(414) 475-2000

Purcfiase: $125

2
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Look What We've Done To This Land

sound and color)
P .

Records Senate hearing on the problems involved in

allowing huge coal-burning plafits_to be built at

Four Corners (where Arizona, Utah, Colorado, and New

Mexico meet). Rights,of natural Americans are.dis-

cussed since the coal is strip mined from Hopi and

Nav dian lands. (1974)

Pyramid Films
P. 0. Box 1048
Santa Monica, CA 90406
j213) 828-7577

Purchase: $250

Rental: $25

Videocassette: $190

C21 minutes, 16 *hull, Ilk

There's Coal in Them Thar Hills (20 minutes, 16 mm, sound

and, color) 1

The huge strip mining shovels that chewed up the gr en

andscape of Kentucky are pointing-their booms at'the

'de open spaces of Montana in search-of clean-energy.

Moreey Safer of CBS News interviews ranchers and coal

companies. about the problems of wrestling land and the

coal that lies under! it from 'reluctant Westerners.

(1976)

Time-Life Multimedia'
Distribution Center

'100-Eisenhower DriVe
Paramus, NJ 07652

Purchas'e: $260

Rental:: $35

. Videocassette: $130

t
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The Sleeping Giant Cool (29 minutes, 16 mm, sound and

color) /

\sExplains the coal formation process and discusses the

historical use of coal, dating back to'.4,000 years ago.

Reviews new coalctechnologies to produce synthetic

fuels, along with the prOblems they present for the

economy and ecology. (1975)

Educational Media Center
University of Colorado
Stadium Building
Boulder, CO 80309

Purchase:',$.13

ienta '1: $10/3 days,

VideoCassette: $230

Coal (27 minutes 1¢, mm, sound and color)

The dilemma of-Montana is the dilemma of many areas with

coal resources.. The economical way to mine coal in

Montana-is strip mining; but this means irretrievably

changing large areas of the land. The mining companies

-say they will reclaim it, but the cost is high. On.the

other hand, extensive mining would give the state a

source of new income-which would provide better educa,

tional'and health facilities. (1973)

Films, Inc.
5625 Hollywood.Blvd.
Hollywood, CA 90028
(213) 466-5481

Purchase: $355

Rental: .$30

1.
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Coal T king the Lumps Out (5 minutes)

Presents the _re-s-etrrcii:_traf is underway .to convert coal-

to liquid or gaseous fuels atafforaable prices. '(1978)

Department of Energy
Film Library
P. 0. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

4
1

A

Black Diamonds Green Pastures (15minutes, 16 mm, color)

Examines latest research to improve land reclamation

processes and technologies associated with strip-mining

for coal. Department ofAgriculture scientists are

shown at work on probl-ems of removiftg and replacing top-

soil and growing green pastures on strip-mihed land in

semi-arid western states. Unfortunate strip-mi ing

practices of the past are contrasted With what done

now to protect coal-ric h lands. (1978)

Science and Education Administration
USDA
5142 South Building USDA
Washington,:C '20250

4

Free loan
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PETROLEUM

The Bottom pf the Oil Barrel (34 minutes, 16 mm, sound and

color)

Gives surveys of oil reserves, rates of depletion of

each reserve, and projected date when each will run

dry. Suggests alternatives to current patterns of

usage...2(1974) e

Time-Life Multimedia
Distribution,Center
100 Eisenhower Drive
Paramus, NJ 07652
(201) 843-4545

Purchase: $425

Rental: $40

Videocassette-4/ $215

Oil in the United States (37 minutes, 16 mm, sound and

color)

Probes the "whys" of the problems n the production

and distribution of oil. From the environmentalists

who are concerned with refineries and the use of deep

water ports to independent oil dealers who areforce4

to close because of lack of supply, the questions are

numerous and complex. (1973)

Films, Inc.
5625 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood,'CA 90028
(213) 466-5481

Purchase: $4415

Rental: $38

27
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Oil in the Middle East (20 minutes, 16 mm, color and sound)

Saudi Arabi*, Iran, and Kuwait own more than half of

the world's known oil reserves. The United States'

position concerning these Middle Eastern nations is

delicate. America has an emotional, if not a military,,

commitment to Israel; a deep economic interest in Arab

oil; and a strategic interest in avoiding conflict with

Russia in the Middle East. This'film examines the ways,

in which the United States can reconcile these three

elements, as well as,the effect of the oil economy on

various Middle Eastern nations as they find themselves

in a new position of power. (1973)

Films, Inc.
5625 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, CA'90028
(213) 466-5481

Purchases -1$ 275

Rental:

The Oil Weapon (50 minutes6 mm, color and sours)

Presents an in-depth study of the- far-reaching conse-

quences of the oil trade,sftuation-. Provides,an in-

sight into the people of`Ahe Arab nations, their way

of life and their goals, and the political power they °

hold over the rest of the world by virtue of their semi-

monopoly on oil. (1975)

Films, Inc.
5625 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, CA 90028

C

(213) 466-5481

Purchase: $575

Rental: $40

28
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On Shore Planning for Offshore Oil (21 minutes, 16 mm,

color and sound)

Explores the physical, social, and economic effects

that offshore-oil development has on those who live'

and work in a Scottish coastal community. (1976)

Conservation Foundation
1717 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 797-4300

Purchase: $300

Rental: $29

Unseen Journey (28 minutes, 16 mm, color and sound)

Shows how oil is brought to the surface on land and

offshore and is transported hundred of miles by."big-

inch" pipelines, barges, and tankers to feed distant

refineries.

Association FilMs, Inc.
866 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022
(212) 935- -4210

Free loan

Oil

A brief survey of the oil industry./

The 'Shell Film Library
1433 Sadlier Cir. W.,Dr.
Indianapolis, IN.46239

Oil Well

The principles of drinking an exploration well, and how

a pattern of additional wells is used to'appraise an oil

field and bring it'into production.

The Shell Film Library
1433 Sadlier Cir. W. Dr.
Indianapolis, IN 46239

29
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Refinery Processes

Description of some of the basic processes which-take

place- inside an oil refinery.

The Shell Film Library
1433 Sadlier Cir. W. Dr.
Indianapolis, IN 46239

-

Reserved for Tomorrow (12 minutes, 16 mm)

An energy savings account? Yes. Steps taken to safe-

gpardAmericacfrom a foreign oil embargo involve the

-'---eorage -of millions of barrels of crude oil beneath

the Louisiana-Texas Gulf Coastein underground salt

domes. This film illustrates the problems and solu-

tions of oil movement in the United States which signaled

the creation of our nation's Strategic Petroleum

Reserve. (1977)

Department of Energy
Film Library
P. 0. Box 62
Oak RidgeTN 37830

Free loan

a
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NATURAL GAS
.4W

Natural Gas (17 minutes, 16 mm, sound and color)

Natural gas is a- cheap, clean, and efficient fuel,

which, today, heats half of all American homes and

fuels half of all industrial, production. However, gas

is being consumed twice as fast as it is being dis-

coveted% (1973)

Films, Inc:
5625 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, CA 90028
(213), 566-5481

Purchase: $240

Rental: $20

\-^

Nuclear. Gas Stimulation: Tapping Our Natural Heritage

(29 minutes; 16 mm, color 'and sound)

.
Traces the historical use of natural gas, and explains

that some reserves are accessible only through nuclear

fracturing. ,Considers the potential dangers ofthis

.process in regard to society and the environment. (1975)

Educational Media Center
Unj.versity of Colorado
Stadium Building ,

Boulder, CO 80309

Purchase: $333

Relit.al: $10/3 days

Videocassette: $230

31
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Focus; on- Energy (13 1/2 minutes, 16 mm, color and,soundl

.eviews national energy needS. Emphasis is on natural

,.gas. (1972)

American Gas Association
Film Librarian i
1515 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22209
(703) 524-2000

Free loan

C

LNG (Liquefied Natural Clas) Is OnIts Way4 (25 minutes,

16 mfit, sound and color)

Explains how LNG is being brought from the Algerian

Sahara 'to the energy-poor United States via the largest

ship-Ouilding effort peacetime history. (1976)

.Modern Talking Picture Service
2323 New Hyde Park Road
New York, NY 11040
(212) 895-2237

Free loan,

,Natural Gas and' Clean Air (27.minutes, 16 m , sound and

color)

Examines maier types of air pollution nd how use of

.natural gas can minimize or eliminate the most dangerous.

(1970)

American Gas Association
Film Librarian
1515 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22209
(703) 524-2000

Fret loan o.
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NUCLEAR

°Energy: The Nuclear Alternative

and sound)

Explores` what

. controversies

active waste. (1974)

(20 minutes,.T6'mm, color,

fission power is, how it works, and the

that exist concerning safety and'radio-

Churchill Films
662 N. Robertson Blvd.
Los Angele, CA 90069
(213) 657-5110

Purchase: $240

Rental: $21/3 days

Energy: The Great Controversy (29 minutes, 16 mm, color

and sound)

questions the possiblity of changing the image of nu-

clear power from a weapon to an energy producel. Dis-

cusses fission processes versus fusion technology,

as well ieactors and their possible dangers. (1978)

Education Media Center
University of Colorado
Stadium Building
Boulder, CO 80309

Purchase: $333

Rental: $10/3 days

Videocassette. $230

33
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Fusion: The Energy Promise (56 minutes, 16 mm, color and' 4,

sound)

Nuclear fusion has numerous advantages over fission:

it is more efficient and it results in no atomic

wastes. The problems involved in making fusion eco-

nomically feasible are examined. (From the "Nova"

series.1_ -(19761

I

,---1
Time-Life Multime

. Distribution Comer
100 Eisenhower Drive
Paramus, NJ 07652
(201) $43*-4545

Rental: $60

I

Videocassette: $275

i

\More Nuclear Rawer Stations (55 minutes, 16 mm, sound and

colOr)

A rare glimpse into the workings of the present-day

nuclear power industry, this film tracks the path of

nuclear fuel from power station to reprocessing plant
.

and then to, waste storage. It also explains simply

and concisely the function of nuclear polgel! stations

and the choices they now present. (From Denmark) '(1976)

Purchase: $550

Green Mountain Post Films
Box 177

. Montague, MA 01351

Rental: $35

Purchase: \$625

34
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The Need for Nuclear Energy: Our Energy Options (16 mm;

color and 'sound)

Reviews the U.S. energy picture through.the,year 2000

and presents°a detailed. analysis of the economics and

availability of the various energy sourc es over the%

next thirty years, with particular emphasis do nuclear.

;economics. (1975)

9

6 q.

Atomic Industrial Forum, Ine.
7101 Wisconsin Ave.
Wa.shington, DC 20014
(301) 6542260

PurChase: $150

Videocassette: ,$100

Nuclear' Energy: Power forToday and Tomorrow y(28. minutes

16 mm; color and sound)

Follows the development of-nuclear power from the search

for uranium, to the production process, to the installa-

tion%of ni.clear fuelLin.a reactor's core.

o king Pi.C,ture Service
2323 New Hy e Park Road
New YOrk, NY 11040'
(2121 895-2237

Free loan

Nuclear Power iri the U.S. (28 minutes, 16 mm,.color and sound) .

Describes the entire spectrum of nuclear power industry,

including .advancqd reactor concepts such as the liquid-

metal fast breeder, 'the high tetPera0 ture gas-cooled

reactor and others. (1971)

Department of Energy
Film Library

Box 62
'Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Free loan

35 ,
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The _Ultimate Energy (2) minutes, 16 mm, color and sound)

A visit to fiv,e thermonuc4;gig fusion research labora

torieS.to discuss the futqescif fusion power with

severallahys icists who have deditated their lives to

the goll of imitating tile sun in the .laboratory. 976)

Department of Energy
Film Library
P. 0: Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

- Free load.

j On the MOvp (28 minutes.}

. Eiplains many'asliects of packaging and shipping highly

radioactive materials and shows the extreme safety1
designed today's.accident resistant packages. Actual

torture tests are demonArated. ' (1974)

Departmentof En
Film Library
P, O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Free Than

1

Safity Second to None (14 1/2 utesY

As the watchddg over the nucle power industry, the

'Government takes great'care tojsee that plants are made

extraordinarily safe, and that no short cuts are ever

taken that might threaten the public health or safety.

(1974)

Department of Energy
Film Library
P. O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Free loaR ,
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The Silent Power 27 minutes)

OM.

A documentary on 'the peaceful uses of nuclear power in

the United States space program. The-film surveys the

history, and/it explores current work and developments

for the"future. We see the'uses of nuclear energy in

providing safe, reliable
4,_. long-life sources of elec-

trical power for-spacecraft, and sateiite systems. (1978)

Department -of Energy
Filln Library
PI 0. Box 62
'Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Free loan

(

J
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:SOLAR 1

Energy: Harnessing the Sun (19 minutes, 16 mm, color and

sound)

Uses animated diagrams to explain various proposals for

harnessing solar energy for the generation'of elec-

. tricity. (1974)

University of California Extension .

Extension Media Center .

Berkeley, CA 94720
(41.5) 642-0460 .

Rental: $20

Solar Power: The Giver of Life (29 minutes, 16 mm, color

and sound)

Traces the'studies and setbacks in-the technology of

developing solar energy throughout early civilizations

since the Middle Ages. Examines current and prospec-

tive solar technology and the impact of commercial

installations on the environment. (1975)
./

Educ4tional Media Center
University of Colorado
Stadium Building .

: Boulder, CO 80309

Purchase: $333

Vyleocassettef $230

Rental: .$10/32days
.

Audib-cassette/31 mmqilmstrip: $15
,

.0 Study Guide.: ,$2.50-

230
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Wind Power: ,The _Great Revival, (29 minutes, L6 mm, color

and sound)

The history and iurrent development of technologies to

Utilize the power of wind. (19'75)

Educational Media Center
University of Colorado
Stadium Building
Boulder, CO 80309

Purchase: $333

Rental: $10/3 days

*Videocassette: $233

Audiocassette/35 mm filmstrip: $.15_

Study Guide: $2.50

Here Chimes theSun -(15 minutes, 16 mm, color and sound)

Solar energy \systems (on%roofs and on the ground) that

are collectors and control centers' for warming air and

for warming water for swimming pools, dishwashe, and

storage tanks.

6

(1974)

Department of Enegy
Film Library-

P.O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Free loan

Look To the Sun (12 1/2 minutes, 16 mm, color and sound)

Following an explanation ofa flat plate collector,

businesspersons, public officials, and a'solar researcher

sulgesieonomic and efficient methods to design,.finance,

and build solar housing projects. (1977),

Department. of Energy 6
Firm Library
P.'0. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Freeiloari

39
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Putting the Sun to Work (5 minutes, 16 min', color and sound)

Three leading solar experts explain current plans for

harnessing sun "power fox-homes and industry. (1974)

Department of Energy

CIP. O. x 62
Oak Ridge, TN-37830

Free loan

Solar Energy: To Capture-the Power of Sun and Tide (21 min-
,

utes, 16 mm, color and sound)

Surveys present developments and future possibilities

of,solar and tidal' energ /. (1975)

Paramount Communications
5451 Maraton Street
Hollywood, CA 90038
(213) 463-0100

Purchase: $330

The Sunbeam Solution '08 minutes, 16 mm, color and'soundik

Examines solar energy and other untrapped energy-resouces-

to answer the following question: "What 4,1oi.rrce of.power

can best transport man into the 21st century?" (1974)

Time-Life Multimedia
Distribution'Center
100 Eisenhower Drive
Paramus, NJ 07652,
(201) 843-454S

Purchase: $425

Videocass'ette: $215

40
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The Sun: Its Power and Promise (24 minutes, 16 mm, color

and sound)

Spectacular photography of the sun and lively anima-

tion combine td explore ways in which the .sun's energy

might be better used to help replace the ever,-dwindling

supplies of fossil fuels.

Encyclopedia Britannica
Educational Corporation
425 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611,
(312) 321-6800

Purchase-:--- S3-20 -

Rental: Inquire

Sun Power for Farms (12 1/2 minutes, 16 mm, color and sound)

The potential of solar heating for agricultural produc-

tion is enormous. This film shows how some of that

potential. is being realized through a,serf.'e-s of research

. projects explained by-the-scientists themselves: -a--

'greenhouse heating system for nights and cloudy days,

solar ponds of salt water for storing heat, rooftop '

solar collectors for warming poultry houses and milking

parlors, and a system for drying and curing peanuts and

corn. (1977)

de

Department of Energy
Film Library
P. 0. Box 62
Oak 1216'ge, TN 37830

Free loran

sT
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GEOTHERMAL

Geothermal Power: The Great Furnace (29 minutes, 16 mm,

cQ.lor and sound)

Briefly covers the hisorical use of geothermal energy,

and reveals methods of discovering geothermal activity

and of Anerating electrical- p er, using the geysers

of California, New ealand, exico as examples.

(1975)

Educational Media Center
University of Colorado
Stadium Building
Boulder, CO 80309

Purchase:, $333

Rental: 110/3 days

Videocassette: $230

Audiocassette/5 mm filmstrip: $15

Study Guide: $2.50

gebthermaI:- Nature's Boiler -(7 minutes, 16 mm, color and

sound)

Natural heat energy stored in and under the earth's crust

can be1put to work. Just as geysers now supply half

the electricity for San Francisco's needs, these reser-

voirs may h'eat, cool, and light homes and factories

across the country. (1977)

a.

2 `

Department of Energy
Film Library
P.,0. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Free loan
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Geothermal Power (14 minutes, 16 mm, sound and color)

Heat from inside the earth may be one answer.to the

energy crisis. Generation of geothermal electric power

demonstrates economic potentials of a new and practically

unlimited source of energy. Explains geothermal power

and method4 used to harness this energy. (1974)

AV-ED Films.
910 North Citrus Avenue
Hollywood, CA 90038.
(213) 466-1344

Purchase: $200

Rental: $12 /day; $24/week

Power From the Earth (12 1/2 minutes, 16 mm, color and

sound)

As viewers watch, eight scientists,.engineers, and

managers describe various aspects of obtaining thermal

,energy from the earth for the production of electrical

.power. (1974)

Department of Energy
Film Library
P., 0. Box 62
(Yak Ridge, TN 3783.0

Free Loan

.43
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OIL SHALE

, Oil Shale: The Rock That Burns (29 minutes, 16 mm, color

and sound)

Although oil shale has been known as an energy source

for 600 years, it has also bpen known as an expensive

source to process. In addition, the ecological, damage

of mining it is yet to be determined. (1975)

Educational Media Center
University of Colorado
Stadium Building
Boulder, CO 80309

Purchase: $333

Rental: $10/3 days

Videocassette: $230

Audiocassette /35 mm filmstrip: $15

Study Guide: $2,50

A Land for All Reasons (28 minutes, 16 mm, color and sound)
o

Colorado,. people

. crisis. Public lands surrounding Rifle hold enormous

quantifies of oil.shale. TheFederal government has

leased portions of this land to oil companies whoplanL

to extract, process, and refine the oil. This will

not only mean construction of processing plants, but a

large influx of workers into this rural area. The people

of-Rifle are concerned that the money the'shale oil /

.boom will add to the community may not be worth all'the

changeS and pr,oblems that will come with it.

Associated Films, Inc.
.86-6 Thficd Avenue

. New York, NY 10022
(212) 93'5-4210_

Free loan .

44'
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Oil Shale (15 minutes, 16 mm, sound and color).

Film graphically depicts oil shale activities of Colony

Development Operation (Atlantic Richfield COmpany,

operator in research and potential of vast resources

locked in shale) and addresses plans for this nation's

first large-scale commercial oil shale facility.

Atlantic Richfield Co.
Public Affairs Division
1500 Security Life Building
Denver, CO 80202.

Free loan

45
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TAR SANDS

Tar Sands: Future Fuel (23 minutes, 16 mm, color and sound)

Jar sands could prove to bethe most expensive alterna-

tive source of, energy, not only economically but ecologi-

cally as well. The technology of-extracting oil products

from tar sands is reviewed. (1975)

Educational Media Center
University of Colorado
Stadium Building
Boulder, CO 80309

Purchase: $333

Rental: ,$10/3 days

Videocassette: $230

Study Guide: 2.50

22J
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MISCELLANEOUS ENERGY SUBJECTS

Cooling Waters (26 minutes)

Shows the Federal Government's long-ter0 concern over

cooling-water systems of power plants that provide' most

of the urgently needed electricity. (1978)

Department of Energy
Film Library
P. 0. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Free loan

No Turning Back (27 1/2 minutes)

This film visits some of the technicians involved in

government studies al laboratories and sites across the

country, such as arid land ecology, a tropical forest
,

stud ()/i)a

river ecosyStems, industrial impact on natural

wate ys, and pollution patterns in layers of atmo-

sphere. (1971)

v

t

Department of Energy
Film Library
P. O. Box 62

`'Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Free loan

A Sea We Cannot Sense. (27 1/2 minutes)

Almost everything in nature can be seen or felt wind,

light, cold, texture that is, everything except radia-

tion. This is the sea that cannot be sensed. (1973)

3

4

. .Department of Energy
Film Library
P. O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, .TN 37830

Free loan
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Pedal Power (18 minutes, 16 mm, color)

Traces the history of pedal and treadle machines from

the genius of Leonardo da Vinci 'to the present day.

In the search for new energy sources, the strength in

human legs is being rediscovered. Bicycle-powered

machines are becqming popular again, and they can be

seen at work on homesteads, in heart clinics, and in

cottage'industries doing everything from grinding

grain to ploughing a field. Pedal Power is offered

as the, supreme example of technology on'a human scale.

(1978) 4

A

Department of Energy
Film Library
P. 0. Box 62 A
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Purchase: $240

Rental: $28.50

(Also available on videocassette)

Ite

A Sense of Humus ''(28 minutes, 16.mm, color)

Conventional farming in North America consumes enormous

amounts of scarce fossil fuels in the manufacture of

chemical fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides

as well as in the fuel tanks-of modern agricultural

machinery. This documentary .about organic farming shows

that food is being grown on a commercial scale without

. the use of petrochemicals. Organic farmers discUss their .

methods and beliefs. (1977)

Department of Energy
Film Library
P. O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, 'TN 37830,

PUrchase: $375

Rental: $38.50 4

(Also available on videocassette)
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Transportation The Way Ahead (7 3/4 minutes)

With gasoline in sh t supply, the Federal Government

is looking at new energy sources,,for automobiles. (19t7).
Department a4 Energy
Film Library
P. 0. Box 62
'Oak. Ridge, TN .37830

Story in the Rocks

An introduction to paleontology.

The ShelI,Film Library
'14.33 Sadlier Cir. W. Drive'
Indianapolis, IN 46239

The Fossil Story

DescTihes the science of deciphering age-old'clues to

hel locate energy Sources for the future.

The Shell Film Library
1433 Sadlier Cir. W. Drive
Indianapolis, IN 46239

Conservation Investing in Tomorrow (6 1/2 minutes)

Presents some of the ways energy can be saved now: more

efficient machines'and industrial processes, improye-

pents in the-transmissioh"of electric power, new autos,

more energy efficient homes and buildings: (1977)

Department of Energy
Film Library
P. O. Box 62
Oak ridge, TN 37830

A
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Don't Cut Us Off (16 minutes, 16 mil!, color)

Documents the activities of fo11 communities to solye
a

a common national problem: the high cost of energy as

it affects the poor and elderly across the country. (1976)

Department .of Energy
Film Library
P. 0. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Free loan

John Denver on Conservation (kminutes)

The internationally-known singing star, John Denver,

appears,in this short, film, shot entirely on location

in Colorado and California. The film showcases a

portion of Mr. Denver's "Red Rock" outdor concert

coupled with a per'sonalmessage froM,Denver on behalf
0

of energy conservation. (1978)

Department of Energy

P. O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Runni$dg'on Enipty 7 The Fuelp Economy Challenge (27 minutes)

Through citizen p"icipationover a,90-mile road rally,

the film illustrates various driving and fuel economy
.

°

techniques., It shows how average drivers, driving

average cars, can practice ways to achieve maximum savings

in gasoline end money while traveling city streets,

country roaas, and major highways. (1978).

art ' -nt o -Energy
Film ibrary

O

P: O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

2,/ 0 ,* 1 4
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Up the Power Curve-(1O, minutes)
4

Shows the practicality of energy conservation and the

important role it plays in helping solve some of America's

energy problems. The film also covers a wide range of

energy saving ideas and the dollar savings'to be achieved.

Department of Energy-
Film Library
P. 0. $ox 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

. Bill Loosely's Heat Pump (10 minutes, 16 mm, color)

Bill Loosely, an engineer livirig in snowbound Ontari

heats his house by gathering warmth from the, ground

below the fros;,level and pumping it inside to heat

Freon. The Freon is vaporized and fed into a heat-ex-

changer that yields hot air. to heat the house. Loosely

take s i his home and explains the system, which has

operated trouble-free since 1951. The ground heat pump

is .so efficient that it provides a return in heat six

times greater than the energy required to run it. (1976)

Bullfrog Films
Oley, PA 19547

Rental: $18.50,

(Al-so available on videocassette)
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GENERAL ENERGY SUBJECTS

Challenge of the Future (28 1/2 minutes)

Anew age is beginning when energy will be more expen-

sive and less abundant. Oil and gas, which have supplied

threw-quarters of the energy in this country', is fast

becoming depleted. America and other nations face

serious and increasing energy problems. This film's'

purpose is to look at the proms and tp detail the

options that are available. (Revised 1978)

Department of Energy
Film
P. O. B'ox 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Energy Update (28 1/2 minutes)

With the President's energy message of-April 19,.1977,

as a backdrop, the film describes a number.of situations

in which people try to cope with energy problems and

r- seek solutions now. The film touches on coal, solar,

nuclear, and other energy sources.

Department of Energy
Film Library
P. 0. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37,830

24 st
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Energy The American Experience (28 1/2 minutes)

With the perspective over 200 years of history, the iim'

shows', the development of different form of energy un er

the.uniqUe conditions of the "Ame'rican, *Experience."

Shown are the 60-year changing cycles of energy sourcls

(fr.= wood to coal to oil and gas) that lave produced)

the steam andelectrical energy that helped make the I

United States the industrial giant of the world. (Re Thla

1978)

Department- of Energy
Film Library
P. O. Box 62 ,

Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Energy A Family Album (8 1/2 minutes) "

A brief history of energy in America

details of the NatioWs plan to keep

follows with some

ahead of energy

;demands: alternate so'irces of fuel, geothermal power,

solar power, and so forth. (1977)

Department of Energy
Film Library s.

P. 0. Box 62
I

Oak Ridge, TN. 37830

TIC Index to Energy (5 1/2 minutes)

.A visit to a computerized facility that gathers, ab-i

'shedstr ts, and catalogies technical rep rts and publ

c,
,

scie titi.c..yapers from around the world at thd rat

approximately
;

one million per year. (1977)

Department
Film Libra
P. O. Box
Oak Ridge

f Energy
y
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Energy ,Carol mi ff s, 16 ,mm) 4
Animated film based on Dickens' Christmas lesson where

Ebenezer Scrooge is president of Zeus Energy Company.

The motto of the company -is: "if we didn't waste,

we couldn't grow." Three spirits show Scrooge energy-

in'the past, as it (energy) is today,7,.and as it will

be in the future when fossil fuels are depleted. One

look ,at his splashily-lit mausoleilM after the power

goes4off convinces Scrooge that he.must never waste'
-4

energy again. This is a'humorous -film about things.

not so,humorous.

,National,-Film Board of Canada
1251 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

purchase: $160

Rental: $20

Videocassette: $140

Preview available

A Play Half Written: The Energy Adventure (26 minutes, 16,md)

Alexander Scourby hosts this film, which combines

Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, the films of Buster.Keaton,- A%,

and the great steam colosfus of the 1876 Centennial

Exhibition to dramatize the link between energy and

,humari achievement in the arts, in nQlo , and in ,

Sour way of life. Energy sources ofthe pa t, present.

and future are brought together. Nuclear po er, Scourby

sjpoints out, represents the newest available e ergy

source that will allow continued development.

Atomic Industrial Forum
7101 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, DC 20014

- Purchase:- $125

216
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Energy (20 minutes, 16 mm, color)-
Illustrates how traditional sources-of energy will be

depleted in the near futures The.promise,of nuclear

energy is, short range; and its critics are numerous.

'A scientist explains how solar energy can serve the world

through an orbiting satelite. Energy futurist, Dr. Peter

Galsser, and'lawyer-author, Robert Hallman, examine the

problem. (1976) c

Document X-Sssociates
211 E. 43rd Street
New York, NY 10017

Purchase: $340

Rental: $40/2 days

Energy: The UltimateProblem? (10 minutes 16 mm, cglor)

'.Can we reduce energy use? Is it too late to make the

changes this would- require? What are,some_of the

alternative sources of energy? Experts, including a

physical chemist, nuclear plant superintendent, utility

manager, 'SolaT reseikcher, environmentalist, and social

scientist, express different points of view throughout

the film. (L976) (Teacher's Guide available)

Coronet Instructional Media
65 E- South Water St
Chicagot, IL 60601

(Also available on videocassette)
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Energy: The Facts, The Fears, The Future (55 minutes, .

16 mm,-color)

Walter Cronkite and a team of CBS newsmen visit loca-

tions.around the U.S1A. to assess the severity of the,

energy problem47They examine the facts regarding oil,
,

natural gas,-coal, and nuclear fusion; they survey the

conservation measures being developed for automobiles,

holies, and large build-if-Cgs; and they assess the futdre

impact of energy from fusion, solar, and geothermal

sources. They conclude that'a mixed, flexible

strategy is needed in order to solve the energy crisis

now. (1978) (Teacher's Guide available)

BFk Educational Media-
2211 Michigan Avenue
Santa Monica, CA 90406

Purchase: $650

Rental: $55

O
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COAL

Cpal News

Weekly newletter of events of interest and importance

to the bituminous coal industry.

National Coal Association
1130 17th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 628-4322

Purchase: $50/yr

Coal Facts

Biennial multi-color book with tables, describing the

modern bituminous coal industry and coal's importance

to,the U.S. economy.

National Coal Association
1130 17th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 628-4322

Purchase: $5/issue

Coal and The Environment

A 12-page, illustrated booklet describing the latest

developments in air pollution control, mine drainage,

and the reclamation of surface-mined land.

Natt6nAl-Co-alAssociation
1130 17th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 628-4322

59
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Coal and Research

A 12-page, illustrated booklet containing progress

in converting -coal into gaseous and liquid feels, im-

proving mine health and safety, controlling water and

air pollution, developing a'coal fuel cell, generating

leectricity from coal by magnetohydrodynamics, and

studying improved methods of coal combustion.-

Natiorial Coal Association
1130 17th Street, NW
Washington; DC 20036
(202) 628-4322

Map of Coal Areas in. the O.S.

A 9" x 16" two-color folder showing deposits of bituminous

coal, subbituminous coal, lignite, and anthracite.

,Reserve and production figures for individual states

ar6 included.

National Coal'Association ,

1130 17th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 628-4322

Wall Charts

Two: 18" x 24", two-color wall charts with text and

photographs: one describing surface and underground

mining methods, the othe-routlininguses and transporta-
,,

Lion of coal.

National Coal Association
1130 17th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 628-4322

Coal Answers to Your Questions (Publication No. 78-33)

Edison Electric Institute
New York, New York

60
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Coal Mining

One of a series of pamphlets prepared 'by the technical'

staff of the Mining Enforcement and Safety Administra-

tion (MESA) to acquaint the reader .with a specific

area of mining. This pamphlet deals with coal, its

origin, description, mining, processing, transportation,

and'uSe.

Coal

U.S. Department of the Interior
Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration---

Washington, DC

This booklet attempts to answer questions abut coal

and directs attention to what is being done to make

coal more usable, more economic, and-cleaner as a fuel

of the future.

Edison Electric Institute
Washington, DC

K (202) 862-3800 0

r.
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PETROLEUM

Gasoline Marketing Structure', Facts, Demographics

(No. 801-15890)

A publication that provides an overview of the ,current

patterns in which gasoline islistributed from the

refinery gate to end users.

American Petroleum Institute
Publications and Distribution

Section
2101 L Street, NW
%Shing-tob, DC 26037
(202) 457-7160

Purchase: 50 cents

That Amazing. Maze =A Refinery

A colorful brochure that describes' the inside workings'

of a refinery converting crude oil to usable energy.
.

American Petroleum Institute
Publications and Distribution
Section

2101 L Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037

4 (202) 457-7160

Free

Movies About Oil

A catalog describing motion pictures of general interest

about various phases of petroleum and the petroleum

industry.

American Petroleum Institute
Publications and Distribution

Section
2101 L Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 4'57-7160,

Free
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Facts About Oil

An illustrated booklet (lesson plan included) containing

statistical data and information on the various phases

of the petroleum industry, including origin, explora-

tion', drilling, production, transportation, refining,

marketing;, supply and demand, uses, and general economics.

American Petroleum Institute
Publications and Distribution
Section :

2101 L Street, NW.
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 457-7160

Purchase: 35 cents

Supplementary E *ergy Sources

A pamphlet describing coal, gas from coal, oil from

coal, oil shale, tar sands, geothermal, nuclear, solar,

tide and ocean; and wind.

American Petroleum 'Institute
Publications and Distribution
Section

2101 L Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 457-7160

Free

The Trans Alaska Pipeline

A 15-page pamphlet describing the daily operations

of the Alaska pipeline'from its creation to completion.

Alyeska Pipeline Service Co.
1835 South Bragaw St.
Anchorage, Alasika 99504
(907) 278-1611

Free

63
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Summary Project Description of the Trans Alaska Pipeline

System

A booklet that demonstrates how 1 ttleathe pipeline dis-

turbecidaska's countryside duri4 construction a1

how it will operate without threat to the environment

throughout its entire life.

Alyeska Pipeline Service Co.,.
1815 South Bragraw St.
Anchorage, AK 99504
(907) 278-1611

The Story of Petroleum

Free

-

This book ,explains the importamie of petroleum and tells

something about the men and mom n whose jobs must be

linked together to produce oil It also describes the

role of the research scientisys the oil workers who

work in laboratories and i4ho1e job it is to find methods

of helping other oil workers(do their jobs better, as

well as to improve products and develop new ones from

petroleum while protecting the environment:

/Shell Oil Cq.
/ One Shell Plaza
Houston, Texas.77002

The'Story of Gasoline

This service publication of Ethyl Corporation is a,

reference hook on the manufacture, characteristics,

and uses of gasolt. AAemi-technivl treatment of

each subject has been purposely chosen so that the

book.may serve as a training-text on the one hand,

or as a source of answers totthe question of the motor-

ing public on the other hand.

Ethyl Corporation
Petroleum Chemical Division
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Energy Outlook 1917-1990

An 18-Page booklet describing Exxon's. assessment of

the impact of governmental, economic, environment,

and technical factors on energy supply'and demand for

the period 1977-1990.

Exxon Company, U.S.A
Public Affair Dept.
P. 0. Box 2180
Houston, TX 77001.

a
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NATURAL GAS

'4.

History of Natural Gas (No. N00430) 4

A comic book giving th story of gas industry past,

present, and 'future.

American Gas Association
1515 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22209 ,

% (703) 524-2000

Purchase: 1-4 copies, 6 cents each

Drilling on The Outer Continental Shelf (No. N00630-Vol.

4, No. 1)

A four-page newsletter printed in two colors. -Notes

. the production from tfiaSe areas of the outer continental

shelf of the United States'where drilling has been

done, and the potential yet to be proved. ---

American Gas Association
1515 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22209
(705) 524-2000

Purchase: 1-99 copies, 10 cents each

Energy Balance (No. N00645 Vol. 6, No. 1)

A four-page newsletter printed in two colors. Dis-

cusses the energy balanccs that exist among the energy
%

users and energy sources of society.

American Gas'Association°'
1515 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22209
(703) 524-2000

Purchase: 1-99 copies, 10 cents each
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Natural Gas Energy and The Environment: (No. N00650 -Vol. 6,

No. 1)

A four-page newsletter, printed in two colors 114Lthe

subject of the ecblOgital implications of natural' gas.

Presents possible answers to two questions: (1) What

are the ecological effects of burning fossil fuels

for their heat energy; and (2) can we predict how long

the 'deposits of fossil fuels will las at present and

the projected rates of use

American Gas Association
1515 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22209.
(703) 524 -2000

Purchase: 1-99 copies, 10 cents each

The Energy Problem: Natural Gas

A 30-page paper (one in a series) on various aspecti,

of the energy situation. It is useful on several counts,

,combining a good, concise summary of the present role

of natural gas with interesting projection figures.

Excellent charts and graphs suitable for classroom

display are included. (1973)

Shell Oil Company
Public Affairs
F. 0. Box 2463.
Houston, TX 77001
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NUCLEAR.

it

A series of pamphlets covering the following: inspi4ng

_nuclear'risks, how nuclear plants work, managing nuclear

wastes, nuclear reactor safety, plutonium in perspective,

protecting nuclear power plants, recycling nuclear

fuel, shipping nuclear fuel, the savings with nuclear

energy, and uranium-energy for the future.

Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.
Public Affairs and Information

Program
7101 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, DC 20014
(301) 654-9260

Free

Futur'e Nuclear Usage'

In Time of Emergency

A citizen's handbook on nuclear attack and natural

disasters.

Department of Defense
Office of Civil Defense
Washington, DC,,

Is Nuclear Power Safe?

This pamphlet cont'ains the proceedings of one of a

series of AEI Round Table discussions.

American Enterprise Institute
1150'Seventeenth St., NW
Washington, DC 20036

101 Atomic Terms and What They Mean

ESSO Research and Engineering k
Company '

P. 0. 13,ox 45

Linden, NJ
.,

RY
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The Economics of Nuclear Power

Energy Research and Development
Administration'

Office of Public Affairs
Washin tivia;pc 20545

The Breeder Story
* Atomic Industrial Forum Public ffairs Workshop Nuclear

Information Strategies: New Se tings, New Approaches :-4N,"

by Dr..John B. Yasinsky; Westinghouse Electric Corp.

Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.

The Necessity of Fusion Power A

W. H. Freeman & Company ,

. The Economics o4Nuclear Power

/An eight-page leaflet on the emerging r e of nuclear

-power in meeting our requirements for elec icity.

660 Market St.
San Francisco, CA--94-1-e+-

4%.'coy

Energy Research and Deve menl
Office of Public,Aifairs
Washington, DC 20545

oms*on-the Move/TINspOrting Nuclear Material

Energy Research and Development
Office_ of Public Affairs
Washington, DC 20545

Nuclear Energy Resources

ts
' A geologic perspective.

"U. S. Department of the InteriOr

69
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Perspectives on the Development of Fusion Power by4Magnetic

Confinement 1977'

A report of the Fusion Power Reactor Senior Review

Committee.

Your Body and Radiation

,Atomic Power Safety

Controlled Nuclear Fusion

Radioactive Wastes

Division of Magnetic Fusion,
Energy

U.S. .Department of Enerp4,
Washington, DC 20545

U.S, Atomic Energy Commissidn

U.S. AtOmic Energy Commission

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission

The Nuclear Debate: 'A Call to Reason

A positiripaper on nuclear power. Rigorous examina-

tion of the pre'sent risks, costs, and impact of all

.electric power sources.

California Council for Environ-
mental and Economic Balance

215 MarketStreet, Suite 930
San Francisco, CA 94105

Nuclear Industry

Atomic Indu,strial Forum
7101 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, DC 20014

70
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SOLAR

The Coming Age of Solar Energy

An interesting historical treatment of solar energy.

National Solar Heating and
Cooling Information Center

P.O. Box 1607
Rockville, MD 20850
(800) 523-2929

Purchase: $7.95

Direct'Use of the Sun's Energy

A publication that covers all aspects of solar energy,

research and application.

National Solar Heating and
Cooling Information Center

P.O. Box 1607
Rockville; MD.20850
(800) 523-2929

Purchase: $1.95

Applied Solar Energy: An Introduction

A basic t-extbook to the theory of solar energy, intended

_for college students.

Natipnal-Solar Heating and
Cooling InforMation Center

P.O. Box 1607
Rockville, MD 20850
(80Q) 523-2929

Purchase: $17.95

Fact Sheets on Supplementary EnergrSources

1. "Wind Power"

2. "Electricity' rom the Sun; I" (Solar Photovoltaic

Energy)

3. "Electricity from the Sun, II" (Solar Thermal

Energy Conversion)

71.
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4. "Solar Sea Power" (Oce- Thermal Energy Conversion)

,
. U.S. Department of Energy

Technical Information Center
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
(615) 576-5454

, Free

Energy Pamphlets
r)

1. "Solar Energy"

2., "Solar Powered Irrigation"

3. "I've Got A Question About Using Solar Energy"

4. "Solar Electricity from Thermal Conyers n"

U.S. Department of nergy
Educational Programs Branch
20 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, Dc. 20545
(202 376-4074

Free

44

A Citizen's HAdbOok on Solar Energy, 1977

An introduction to the economic and technical feasibility

of solar energy. Discusses solar research. (92 pages)
...

Public Interest Research Group
P. 0.,Box 19312

c \ Washington, DC .20036

Purchase: $3.50 (individuals)
. $15 (institutions)

Note: This organization has an extensive list of
related publications. Write for catalogue.

c

Solar Energy and Your Home

A booklet designed to answersome of the most frequently

asked questions about how solar energy can.be put to Imrk
, * .

at home. .

U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development

t
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Solar Electricity From Photovoltaic Conversion

A pamphlet by DOE that lists the many advantages, con

venieice, versatility, safety, and (at least until

recently) low cost of solar electricity..

Department of Energy -

Office of Public Affairs
Washington, DC 20585

Solar Energy for Homes

A research project for the Electric Power Research

Institute for the electric utility industry.'

Electric Power Research Institute
Palo Alto, CA

Cogeneration Systems

Solar Turbines Internatiohal
Operating Group for International.

Harvester
San Diego, CA 92138

Solar Energy for Heating and Cooling

Department .of Energy
Washington, DC

Facts

Solar Energy Research Institute
1536 Cole Blvd.
Golden, CO 80401

Solar Energy: Training Materials, Programs, and Manpower Needs

A bibliography of documents \and journal articles from .

the NTIS, INSPEC, ENVIRONtINE, and ERIC Data Bases.

. Center for Vocational Education
Ohio State University '

Columbus, OH

73
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Solar Heating and Cooling of Residential Buildings Sizing,
Installation, and Op,eration of Systems

This is a-training course to develop the capability of

practitioners in the home building industry to size,

install and operate solar heating and cooling systems for

residential buildings.

U. S. Department of Commerce

Solar Energy Task Force Report on Education and Training

This report summarizes data, information, and. discussions

stemming from the Task Force Workshop of September 12-

13, 1978.

Solar Energy Research Institute
Golden, Colorado

Applied Solar Seminar Attracts a Crowd

Texas Energy

Solar.Gfeenhouses Offer Many Benefits.

Texas Energy

Building the Solar Home

4 Reports preliminary, subjective finds from the first'

two oycles.of demonstration projeci*s. These are not the

results of rigorous scientific studies, but repreents

experiences in the inferences drawn from a limited number

of solar applications.

Department of Abusing and
'Urban Development

Washington, DC 2'0410
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Cooperative Study Assessing the Need for Solar Technicians

,TeAas Energy and Mineral
lesources

Texas A & M University
College, Station, TX 77843

OA.

Solarwork

An update in the field of training solar workers. The

purpose is to discuss the progress of solar training,

to comment on new trends that affect the prospect for

and nature of solar jobs, and to keep readers informed on

solar-related educational and instructional materials.

Governor's Office of Appropriate
Technology

1530 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

Solar Energy Information Locator

Prepared from the latest information available to the

-staff of the' Solar Energy Information Data Bank.

Solar Energy Research Institute
1536 Cole Blvd.
Golden, CO 80401

The Job Creation, potential of Solar and Conservation:
A Critical Evaluation -

A paper by Meg Schachter, consultant for DOE.

Department of Energy
Y Policy &.Evaluation, Advanced

Energy Systems'Policy Division

75 26'6



GEOTHERMAL

Geothermal Energy

A 10-page booklet explaining the harnessing of the

natural heatpof the earth.

I

Union Oil Company of California
Corporate Communications Dept.
Box 7600
Los Angeles, CA 90051
(213) 486-6815

Free

Geothermal Energyl
.

A pamphlet describing how geothermal heat is tapped.

U.S. Department of Energy
Educational Programs Division
20 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20454
(202) 376-4074

Free

-

o

Fact Sheets on Supplementary Energy Sources: Geothermal Energy

U.S. Department of Energy
Technical Information Center
P. O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
(615) 483-011

f

0 ,

. Geothermal Energy: Prospects an Limitations

A three-page pamphlet whrEh iScusses the nature of geo-

thermal energy, the environmental, problems involved in

its use, and its potential as, a short-term alternative

energy source.

The Sierra Club
105 Mills Tower 7---7-

San Francisco, CA 94104

Purchase: 10 cents each
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MISCELLANEOUS ENERGY SUBJECTS

)Consumer Information Publications

1. "Gas Mileage Guide"

This guide gives fuel economy and other in-_

formation that can help in the selection

of a vehicle that meets transportation needs

and, at the same time, is fuel efficient.

2. "E"nergy Saving Through Automatic Thermostat Controls"

Gives information concerning advantages.of

these timing devices, types available, and

installation.

3. "Tips for Energy Savers"

Gives hints for conserving energy in household

heating, cooling, and appliance use, in the

workshop, and in family activities.

Consumer Information
Public'Documents Distribution
Center

4 Pueblo, CO 81009
(303) S44-5277

Department of Commerce Publications (Conservation)

1. "Voluntary Industrial Energy Conservation Programs,

Report"

Issued quarterly, this publication reports

on progress in energy conservation made by

key energy-intensive industries.

2. "Energy Conservation Handbook"

3. "How to Start an Energy Management, Program"

4. "Making the MOST of Your Energy Dollars"

S. "33 Money-Saving WayS to Conserve Energy in Your

Business"'

Department of Commerce,
Washington,,DC'2,0230
(202) 783-9200

77
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Departmentof Energy Publications (Conservation) I

1. "Energy Conservation in the Home"

A curriculum guide for teachers thqt contains
I

.. .
an abundance ofinformation

.

on energy conserva-
.

tion. l
. .

2. "How to Save Money by Saving Energy"

3. "Selecte'd DOE Publications"

4. "Udderstanding Your Utility Bill"

U.S.'Department of Energy.
ED Programs Division
20 Massachusetts Avenue, NW

, 5b: Washington, DC 20545
(202) 376-4074

United States Energy Through the Year 2000

U.S. Department of the Interior
Superintendent of Document .

U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington,DC 20402

1

Energy Conservation Applications 1978

Daytona Beach Community College
P. 0. Box 1111
Daytona Beach, Florida 32015,

Conservation Task Force Report on Education and Training

U.S. Department of Energy
ED Programs Division
20 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20545
(202) 376-4074

Energy Conservation in New Building Design

Executive Summary An Impact Assessment of ASHRAE'

Standard 90-75). %I
Federal Energy Administration
donservatiop &-Environment

'Washington, DC 204617
A ,
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Energy qonservation: How much is enough?

Reprint of an article.

Department of Commerce

Energy Conservation Grants

A program training manual for schools, hospitals,

local' governments, ant4 public care institutions.

Texas Energy Management
Governor's Office of Energy

Resources
,-----' Austin, Texas
1

Retrofitting Existing Housing for Energy Conservation:
An Economic Analysis I

This study is significant in that it pa-ill/ides a/Methodology

for determining economically optimal levels of invest-

ment in energy conservation for reducing energy use

in residential space'heating and cooling.

Department of Commerce
4

The Systematic Energy Conservation Management Guide

Energy Management Division
American Management Association
.135 West 50. Street
New York, NY 1-0020

/

Energy Conservation Workshop for Community College Leaders

-ThiVis a report on the results *of a workshop on energy

conservation for community college' leaders.

Energy Reeerch and Develop-
ment Administration

Office of Public Affairs
Washington, DC 20545

1
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Energy Conservation on Campus

This publication has been prepared fgr institutions

of higher education by the Energy- ask Force through,

/i

Fe eral Energy4"Administration Contract No. CO-04-50247-

00 th the Association of Physical Plant Administrators

of Universities and Colleges. Its purpose is to assist

colleges and universities' and other non - profit institu-

tions to mount and sustain effective management programs.

Federal Energy Administration
Washington, DC 20461

Department of Energy Publications (How to Save ...)

1. "How to Save Gasoline ... and Money"

Leaflet,

2. "Tips for Energy Savers"

Booklet on how to save energy and money

at home.

3. "How to Save Money by Insulating Your Home"

Department of Energy'

The Complete Energy-Saving Home Improvement Guide

This book is designed to take the confusion and guess-

work out of home energy conservation practices by show-

ing how to 'save energy and money without sacrificing

comfort.

Governor's Energy Office
80 Dean Street
Providence, RI G2903

1'.

A Guide to Reducing ... Energy Use Budget Costs

Federal Energy Administration

80
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Making the Most of Your Energy Dollars in Home Heating & Cooling

The facts in this booklet are based on the'findings

and methods published earlier in an economic report,

Retrofitting Existing Housing for Energy Conservation:

An Economic Analysis

U.S. Department of Commerce

How to Save Money by Saving Energy

Brochure.

U.S. Department of Commerce

Energy Conservation Handbook (For light industries and
commercial buildings)

Brochure.

(Office of Energy Programs
%U.S. Department of Commerce
Washington, DC 20230

Tips for Energy Savers (In and Around the home, on the
mad, in the marketplace)

Brochure.
A

Federal Energy Adminis ration

Energy Audit Procedures

Ohio Board of Regents
30East Broad Street 1

36th Floor
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Washington Energy Auditor Training Manual (for schools,
local government and public care facilities)

These materials are intended to provide the information

and forms necessary for training Energy Auditors for

the State of Washington.

d'lanergy, Inc.
901 W. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd.
Austin, Thy, 78701

81,



Texas Energy Management

Planergy, Inc.
400 Madison St.,41303
Alexandria, VA 22314

Planergy, Inc.
901 W. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd..
Austin, TX 78701

Instructions for Energy Auditors (Volume I & II)

1. "Energy Audit Workbook for Bakeries"

2. "Energy Audit Workbook for Warehouses"

3. "Energy Audit Workbook for Bus Stations".

4. "Energy Audit Workbook for Restaurants"

S. "Energy Alkit Workbook for Office Buildings"

6e "Energy Audit Workbook for Die Casting Plants"

7. "Energy Audit Workbook for Retail Stores" i

8. "Energy Audit:Workbook for Hotels and Moteies"

9. "Energy Audit Workbook for Hospitals"

10. "Energy Audit Workbook for Schools"

11. "Energy Audit Workbook for Apartment Buildings"

U.S. Department-of Energy

Energy Management: Trade Associations and the Economics
of Energy

U.S. Department of 'Commerce

EPIC Energy Management Series

1. "Energy Management Guide for Light Industry and

Commerce"

2. "Energy Management for Furnaces, Kilns, and Ovens"

Department of Commerce
Washington; DC

32
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Energy Conservation Program Guide for Industry and Commerce

Thf EPIC is a guide to assist business and indusiry to

establish an on-going conservation program. EPIC out-
.

lines the steps in an enej conservation progratand

suggests specific ways to reduce energy use in manu-

facturing and commercial businesses.

U.S. Department of Commerce

Waste Heat Management Guidebook

Sources of waste heat in tladustrial processes are re-
,

viewed, and an overview of off-the-shelf technology

available- fer its use is given. Discitssion?"f waste

heat measurement technoldgy'and economics. are included,

as are 14 case studies of successful industrial Waste-

heat recOvery tallations!'

- U.S. Department of Commerce
ry

41- 4

Comparative Risk-Cost-BeneYifStudy of Alternative Sources
of Electrical Energy

A compilation of normalized cost and impact data,for

Current types of power pl s and their supporting fuel

cycles.

Office of EnergySystem Analysis
Division of'Reactor Research.'

and Development
United States Atomic Energy
Commission

Ashington, DC

Total Energy. Management .

TEM is an.energy conservation approach based, on'the

premise that to effect energy savings in buildings

one must make the building's systems as efficient as

possible. .

U.S. Department of Commerce

83
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Energy. Management

A Magazine;

Industrial Publishing Co.
Division of Pittway Corp.
Cleveland, Ohio

Texas History: A Twenty:Five Ye;;\iiistory

Texas Energy Advisory Council
7703 North Lamar

4 0 Austin, TX 78751

Texas Energy Report Number 24
.

Texas Energy Advisory Council
7705 North Lamar
Austin, TX 78752

NASA Nickel-Zinc Battery Technology: .An Energy Boost for
Electric Vehicles

National Aeronautics & Space
-, Administration
.

, --° Lew Research Center_
. , Cleveland, Ohio

1

Department° of Erirgy Publications'

(
1. "Gasqurbines for Efficient Power Generation ",

; .. .

, _2. "Enhanced Recover ii Oil and Gas"

3. "water Pqwer: Use Of a Renewable Resource"
.

,

42. "Flywheels: Sidring Energy-'4as Motion"

U.S. Department 'of EnergSr.
A

4 f

DOE TcThlical Information
Center. .

P. 0./Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 378:30

1.4

-
. .

.

.
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Industrial Heating

Laser Fusion Program

Energy in Solid Wastes

National Industrial Publishing
Co.

1610 Potomac Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15216
(412) 651-6191

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
P. 0. Box 1663
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

A citizen's guide, to saving.

a .."

Citizen's Advisory Commit;.ee
on Environmental Quality

1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20006

. ,

*
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GENERAL ENERGY SUBJECTS

Energy Report
. (

A monthly publication.

s

National Energy Research
& Information Institute -

1950 Third Street
LaVerne, CA 91750

0

United States ENERGY through the Year 2000

The mainstay of a Modern industrial nation, such as

andthe United States, is its ability to secure aria use

energy resources. This 1571,11 continue to be important

to the national. economy. In order to properly plan

for energy demand, it is necessary to assess and fore-

cast the demand as accurately as possible which is

the purpose of this paper.

U.S. Department of Interior

Professional Energy Careers

This booklet gives a grief outline of the prOfessional

careers in the energy field.
417

0 Energy
P.O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Cteating Energy Choices for the Future

A summary of the national plan. for energy research,

developmstat, and demonstration.

Energy Research and Development
Administration

Office Of Public Affairs
Washington,

.
DC 20545

t s,p1 R.,
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World Energy Outlook

A background paper. prepared by the Pub -lit Affairs
. q o

. Depaftment of Exxon Corporation.Q 4,..

Public Affairs Department
..t,/ Exxon Corporation_

1251 Avenue of, the Americas
New York, NY 10.20

.

.
0 , . %,

4°

.

. i
.

Energy and Education'Actibn Centlt-
: ..

' A, Brochure. - n °

Energy for Today and Tomorrow

Brochure.

.S. Department.of Health,
'Education & Welfare

Energy & Education Action
Center

Washington, DC 20202 ,

d

so
. .

Westinghouse ElaCtric 6rporatiOn
Westinghouse Building

., Gateway ,Center e

Pittsburgh; PA.15222 v .
,.

The Energy Crisis

An eight-page pamphlet.

,U.S. Energy Research '& Development
Administration

Office of Public AArairs
. Washington, DC 20545

The(Energy Outlook for the 1980s..,

A study prepared for'the use of the Subcommittee on

Economic Prpgress of the Joint Economic Committee CongvesS',

of the United States. I
U.S,. Energy Research & DeVelopment
Administration,

Office of Public Affairs
Washington, DC 20545 ,
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Energy Power Journal

Magazine.

a

Energy

Magazine:

/i
National Education Council

on Energy and-Power
P. 0. Box 618
Concord, MA 01742

.Business Communications Co.,
Inc.

9 ViadUct Rd.
P. 0.' Box 2070C
Stamford, CT 06906

The Energy'How-You.Fit in Puzzle
. .

A one -time publication (magazine). .

U.S. Department of Energy

Energy and the Way We Live

1'calendar of issues:
6

Iniormation

Weekly announcements-.

L

4
,

eEnrgy'Insider

Energy User News

U.S. Department of Energy

N.

U.S. Department of, Energy
Office of Public Affairs
.Washington, DC 10461 '

U.S. Department of Energy

AA Fairchild Business Newspaper''
7 East 12fh Street
New York., NY. 10003

p. V.
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.Aeolian energy: Energy generated by wind power.

Acid drainage: The result of water moving through the sub-
stratum (during underground mining operations) and
carrying toxic materials that eventually discharge into
open ecosystems.

Active solar system: Energy is collected by solar collectors
located on the roof of a building. Then, the heat energy
is carried away kr water or air and transferred to a
large storage stem to use later to circulate through-
out the buildingwhen necessary. .

All-electric homes.: Homes supplied with energy from electric-
ity alone.

Anthracite: A type of coal that is hard and brilliant. It
is high in,carbon content and has excellent.heat value.

Audit methods: The first three of five usual steps in an
energy audit procedure that involves determination of
enemy loss.

Biogeochemical.cycles: The cycles in which matter that is
related to living things moves about the earth.

Bioma

Bios

General term for'plant and animal waste.

ere; The'life zone of the earth, including the lower
.p t of the atmosphere, the hydrosphere, soil, a d the
lithosphere to a depth of about two kilometers.

Bituminous:. A type of coal that is solid but easily br en.
Its carbon content is high, its heat value is good, and
it is very easyo to mine.

Mr,

NW'

Boiling water,react .(BWR): A light-water nuclear reactor
in which water pumped through the reactor (which is
at a temperature of about 600°F) and steam.'is formed to
drive the turbine.

4

trit1sh thermal units (Btu): The amount of heat energy re-
quired.to raise the temperature of one pqund of air-
water'one,degreejarenheil.

G'.... A

1,

91
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Calorie (cal): A Aommon unit of heat energy in the metric.
system. It is the amount of heat required to raise the
temperature of one gram of water one degree Celsius.

Capital stock of U.S.'economy: The outstanding shares of a
joint-stock company considered as an aggregate or the

, ownership element of.a corporation'divided into shares
and represented by certificates.as this definition
applies to the nation.

Carbon dioxide: A gas that occurs natur/kly in the atmosphere
yet is a potentially troublesome product emitted from
the burning of fossil - fuels.

Carboniferous riod: A major period of geologic, coal-form-
ing time dated as approximately 300 million years.

Carbon monoxide (C0): poisonous gas produced by incomplete
combustion of organic materials. A pollutant.

Catalytic converters: An emission dontrol,device used in
automobiles for increasing the oxidation process by
converting more of the hydrocarbons, and carbon monoxide
to carbon dioxide

4
and wa\tet.

' e

Climate zones: A belt of the earth's surface within which
the surface is generally homogeneous in some respect;
an eleAental region of,a simple climatic classification.

Cogeneration: The simultaneous productitrn of'electric power
or heat in industrial operations-. .

, .

Color refntion: A consideration iri choosi g home.lighting.
It is=a relative term in that it refers to the extent
to which the'perceived color of an object under a light
source matches the perceived of that object under the
incandescent buliA

Conservation Law:' The fist law of thermodynamics whidh
states that all, the energy that ever was still exis

"4-

Constant volume system,4,.Usually are part of another heating
and cooling system or serve to:provide precise air Op-
ply at a constant volume.

9 2

1.1;

4
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Cooling towers: A tower-like device used lity power plants in
which atmospheric air circulates and cools warm water,
generally by direct contact (evaporation).

Demand charge: ,A charge made by utility companies to indi-
vidual customers (electricity users) for the promise to
supply sufficient energy for the peak demand of that
customer. This charge is how utility companies recover
costs associated with investment in capacity and equip-
ment to serve peak demand.

Dual duct system: A system that has a central unit that
provides both heated and cooled air, each at.a constant
temperature. .Each space is served by two ducts one
carrying hot air, the other carrying cold air.

N
Economic analysis (cost analysis): 'Analysis of a project

considered in terms of energy 'savings compared to the
costs of the gy savings.

.

.

Ecosystems: A funct'onal system which includes the organisms
of a natural community together with their environment.

4

Energy: The ability capacity to do work.

Energy audit: Method used to determine the efficiency of a
system and devise ways to increase it and, thereby, re -.
duce energy loss.

Energy conservation: A planning process thatemphasizes-the
available work content of energy resources,

Energy efficiency: Fo/ light sources, it,is.the Measure of
how much light .is produeced in relation to the amount of
energy used.

Energy Efficiency Ratio (EDP): The amount of heat one Watt
of electricity will recover from the sirin one houy.

Energy input (Ein):- Amount of usable energy, usually in the
form of fossil fuel or electricity.

Entrophy Law: The transformation of work or heat into
order, or entrophy.
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Energy loss (E10"): The difference betweenenergy input ,"

and energy output.

Energy output (Eout)s: Result of energy-input, usually mea-
sured by useful wo k or products.

4

-Energy shortage: Usually defined as, depletion of en4h-gy re-
.

sources. Actual shortage believed nat'to-exist,-but a
result of inability to convert existing-energy into us-
able forms.

o.

Energy source: A source of energy, such as fossil fuels,
wood, solar, nuclear, and-so forth.

Energy units: Method of measuring energy sources in terms of
ti available energy.

A
Environmental ride: The toll that an'energy.source takes 'on

the complex of climatic, edaphic, and biotic factors
that act upon an organism or an ecological community
and ultimately determine its foim and survival.

Fan coil system: /A heating and cooling system that consists
of evera-1----fan coil units, each of,which,has a fan and
a heating or cooling coil.

Fertile material: ,A nonfissionable substance.converted into
a fissionable isotope during the reaction process in
breeder reactors.

FlUorescent:, A type of tubular discharge lamp,in whieh,iUn-
ization of mercury vapor produces radiation that acti-
vates the fruorescent coating on the inno- surfce of
the glass. Used mainly in office buildiAg's..

Gas-cooled breeder reactor: A type of breeder reactor thit
uses the urainum-thorium fuel cycle. 9 .

. .**

Gas/electric homes: Homes supplied with energy frpm both..gas.
and'electrictpy.

,

Geopressured reservoir: A type of geothermal reservoic usu-
ally made up of porous sands containing water or bri.ne
at high temperature or pressure-trapped bene&th.the"
earth.

L
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Geothermal energy: Energy pnerated by the natural subter-
ranean heat of the earth.

Heavy water: A comgaund of hydrogen and oxygen containing a
higher proportion of\the hydrogen isotope deuterium than
does naturally occuring water.

Helium A gaseous chemicil ellement.

High-pressure sodium: A type of high-intensity d'sCharge' .

lamp. Used incommerdial and industrial p.e..4 ors be-
cause of efficiency and long life.

Horsepower (hp): __Lianit of_power equal to 500 foot,.--polamds
per second, approximately 745.7 watts.

Hot-rock system: A type of geothermal reservoir that would
require Wells to be four and,fiire miles deep since the
normal-temperature gradient is about 100°F per mile.
This is too deep for present techniques.

.H droelectric ower: Elec.rricity or mechanical power from
y roe ectric power pits that use the force of falling

water to turn a turbine generator. 41g,

Hydrocarbons: Chemical compounds emitted from evaporation of
fuel from vehicles, fuel-handling operations, and un-
bu-rned fuel in vehicle exhausts. A pollutant.

Hydrothermal reservoir: The most commonly used type of
:geothermal reservior in which steam is used to drive
turbines. '

Incandescent': As an electric lamp (bulb), it produces light
when a metallic fillament is heated'white-hot in a
vacuum by passng.an electric current though the fila-
ment. .

4 .

Induction system: An air-handling unit that supplies heated
or cooled primary,air at high pee'ssure to induction -

units, located on the...outside walls of each space served.

Inertial 'containment: ,An approach to research with fusion.
as compared to magnetic containment.

. ,
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Insulation: Material used in wall's, ceilings, and floors to
retard thetassag of heat and sound.

-Joule (j): A unit of energy equal to theiwork done by a force
of magnitude of one newton when the point at which the
force is applied is displaced one meter 1.4 the direction
of the force.

Kilocalorie (kcal): A uryit equivalent to 1,000 calories,
is the heat requirea to raise the temperature of one
kilogram Of Water by one degree Celsius.

Kilojoule (kJ): A unit of energy equal to 1,000 joules.

Kilowatt____Acoiliaaly,used power unit-that corresponds-to'tte
passage of 1,op0 joules a kilojoule, per second.

Kilowatt-hour (kIN: A unit of energy equal to 1,000 watt-
hours (see watt).m.

Light intensity: Measurerin lumens, it is the amount of -

light that is produced.

Light water: Ordinary water used as a coolant and moderator
in nuclear factors. Both hydrogen atoms in .each mole-

. cule are of,thRWtope protium.,

Lignite: A type' of coal that is soft, crumbles eas ily, and
is.low in carbon content and heat value. It. is

. cult to mine.
.

Liquid-metal fastkreeder reactor: The highest priority of
breeder reactors: It uses, the plutonium-uraniuecytle.

Loaefactbr: The ratio of average load to 'peak load In
-kilowatts of electricity.

, -

Lumens: The/unit of luminous flux, equal to the lUmino-&
lux emitted.within a unit solid angle (one steradian)
from-a point source having a uniform inten5ity,,of one
candela.

MagnetIc'centainment; An approach to research with fusion in
w41The charged plasia is suspended in a large electro---
414net.

.
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;Mercury vapor: A high-intensity discharge lamp. Light is

produced by an electric arc between two electrodes in
an ionized mercury-vapdr-atmosplere.;-it gives off a

;.bluish-greenligat\nph in ultraviolet radiation.

Metal-halide: A type of high-intensity discharge lamp.
Used in commercial and industrial sectors' because of
efficiency and long life.

,
_ -

Methane.: A major compOnent of natural gas. It,is a produa-
in the decomposition of organic materials.

.'0

Moltea-salt breeder reactor:, A type. of breedet ryactor that .

uses the uranium-thorium fuel cycle. I-

Multizone system: -A heating and cooling system that heats
and cools several zones, each with a different_load
requirement,- from a centralized unit: ';t,

Net efficiency of energy'use The effectiveness' of cvp'ert-
ing energy sources to useful forms of energy. -Righly
dependent,,upon number of ,steps required for conversion.

'Neutrons An elementary particle which has approximately the
same mass as the proton but lacks electric charge; and
it is, a constituent of all nuclei, having .mass num er
greater*than one.

Nitrogen,oxides: Gas that is emitted during coibustion'of
fossil fuels. Nitrogen dioxide can react with oxygen
itn the air to produce ozone, and air-pollutant.

4..

Nonregenative processes': ,A procedure to remove sulfur oxides
from power plant flue gases by using aline and limestbne
scrubbing process. The reaction product in the scrubbing

',slUrry is dis4arded.
2.

Nuclear fii^sion: gThe.nucleus of a heavy atoill\.1s4split into'
two or more fragments.

t

.

Nuclear fusion: ; Combination 'of two light nuclei to form'
heavier nudleuS (and perhaps othef reaction products
with releas'e of some binding energy.

Nuclear wastes: Lfgaid,'solid, or gaseous.waste resulting'
from production of reactor fuel materials, reactor opef-
ation, processing*oflirracliated reactor fuels, and so .

forth:
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Ocean thermal energy: 'A potential source of energy created
by a temperature difference that occurs when deep cold
ocean currents flow toward the equator beneath the
warmer upper ocean layers. .

Oil Shale: A finely grained rock that contains organic mate. -\
, rial called kerogen.

Particulates: Any matter, solid, or liquid im which individ-
ual particles al-` larger than a molecule but smaller
ehan 0.5 millimeters.

o

Passive solar system: Does not involve circulation-to a
storage container, as compare to an active solar system.

,

Petroleum: A fossil fuel formed from the remains.of tiny
aquatic plants and animals in the sea. It is a major
...solitrce of energy.

.

Plasma state:. How- matter exists at very high temperatures
of hundreds of millions f degrees.' Nuclear fusion
trireactions can only occu in this stateAV .

The politics of energy: The competition between competing
interest group 'or individuals for: power and leadership
in the area of having, getting, or maintaining resoure ces
that have the ability to do work. . ,i

Pollutants:. Particles on gubstances that impair the purity
of the environment.

Pressurized water reactor (RJR): A light -water nuclear reae-,
to in which watevunder high pressure is pumped through
the reactor and heated." 0

.

Quad: A unit used when considering'energy on a ,very large
scale. It is equal, to one quadrillion . )

(1,opoomoommoo,ou or41.01513tu). I.--

..

,

_.
R-value: A measure of effectiveness of various ,insulat o .

materials. The higher the R-value., the greater is the .

resistance to the transfer ofheat. . ,if
.

, .

Reclamation,: Restoration of stMp-mgled land. ,
.

Recycling: Rtturning to an original cond3.on or reuse o''
1 materials. :NY

,
. A ,
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Regenative process:' A procedure to remove sulfur oxides from
poiger plant flue gases by using either an ammonia or
magnesiascrubbirig process. The reaction product is
converted to a useful end-product.

Scrubbers : Devices instaBled in power plants .to remove Sul-
fur oxides from power plant flue gases.

-Self-caVtained systems: A roof -top unit, window unit, or
through the-wall unit.

t A

'Single-zone .system: A heating and cooling system that pro-
vides both- heating and cooling to one zone that..'iq con-
trolled by the zone thermostat.

Strip mining: Procedure for mining coal in 1:ihich the earth
is removed in one cut and dumped into the empty space
left by the previous cut. It disrupts land surface
and contributes to pollution and clogging of stream
and reserviors.

Sulfur oxides: Oxides of sulfur which are produced during
combustion Of fossil fuels., A pollutant.

'V.

,Tar sands: Sandstone and limestone, reservoirs impregnated
a,hedVy ctude,oil.

Terminal reheat system: A modification of eTingle zbne
sytet1 that provides a higher degree of temperature

A.,
and humidity control.

.

,Tidal plant: A power plant that.uses the rise and fall of
tidal waters to opei-ate a turbine that generates elec-
tricity.

Thermal pollution: To contaminate' through the production of
heat. Occurs when waste heat is released into th

,environment.

Thermostat: A instrument that measures changes in tempera-
ture and directly or indirectly contron sources of
heating and cooling,to maintain a desireti temperature.

Underground mines: 'Used in deep mining fOr coal.
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Underground mining and surface mining': The two methods of
mining coal. The cdmposition,.hardness, and regularity
of the.strata both overlying and underlying a coal bed
are highly important in assessment of minability.

-Uranium-235: Fuel most commonly used for nuclear fission.

Variable air volume system: ICheating and cooling system
that prZtvides heated 'or cooled air at a constant tem-
perature to all zones served. Units in each zone ad-
just the quantity of air reaching each zone.

Watt: The basic unit of power in the metric system that .

corresponds to the passage of one joule of energy per
second (see joule).

Work: What happens when a force is exerted on a body while
the body moves at the same time in such a way that the,

. force has a component in the direction o'f motion.
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